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Light-harvesting compounds are developed for a variety of purposes pertaining to areas such as
energy-capture, chemical transformations, and lighting. There is a need to better understand the
reactivity and excited state properties of these compounds. Many experiments focus on gleaning
information about reactivity by observing spectral changes over time intervals ranging from
femtoseconds to minutes (IR, UV-VIS, and UV-VIS pump-probe spectroscopy). This dissertation
focuses on the interpretation of the experimental data from a computational perspective and
methodological studies to determine reasonable levels of theory for each system. Three vignettes
of this approach will be discussed.
First, a mononuclear tungsten complex was found to be capable of self-sensitized catalytic H2
production. Experimental mechanistic studies employed time-resolved IR spectroscopy to capture
spectral signatures of potential catalytic intermediates. DFT computational methods were utilized
to predict geometries, energies, and harmonic stretching frequencies of a variety of catalytic
intermediates that correlate rather well with experiment.
For studying the excited state, the prototypical system that is both well-known and well-behaved
is the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ ion. This complex undergoes a MLCT excitation and ultimately forms a long-

lived 3MLCT state with a lifetime on the order of µs. While several computational studies exist, a
systematic study on what dictates an appropriate level of theory for correctly describing this system
is absent from the literature. We conduct a systematic study of a series of DFT functionals and
basis set combinations to evaluate the relative energies of the MLCT and MC states, as well as
correctly predicting the character of excitations observed in the transient UV-VIS spectra of the
MLCT excited state.
Finally, the absorption and emission spectra of a series of polycyclic aromatic azaborines were
simulated and compared to their experimental values. Experimentally, some compounds exhibit
large, solvent-dependent Stokes shifts consistent with CT excitations. Unfortunately, the excited
state chemistry is not so straightforward and some of these compounds may become deprotonated
in the ES, thus resulting in a charge-separated state. As a by-product of this project, the results
from each method suggest that, contrary to literature precedent, typical hybrid functionals appear
to overestimate the CT character of the computed excitations.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Computational chemistry is a field where one focuses on prediction and interpretation,
rather than carrying out chemical reactions. While this approach may not seem immediately
relevant to some, theory can provide unique insight to systems that would be difficult, or
sometimes impossible, to measure experimentally. Furthermore, with computers becoming
simultaneously more powerful and more affordable, it is only natural that a more theoretical
approach to problem solving will become more heavily utilized. However, theory cannot exist on
its own. Despite how powerful computers could eventually become, or how accurate the models
are, theoretical approaches will only ever provide predictions. That being said, these predictions
can be invaluable. For instance, a record of previous weather patterns serves as real data of real
events, but a forecast of future weather allows one to grab their coat in the morning before a
thunderstorm arrives in the afternoon. However, since the systems of interest in this document
are various chemical compounds, the focus of this document will be placed on chemical data and
the theoretical approach to interpreting and explaining that data.

Various modeling methods can be employed based on the information desired. However,
the information that one can obtain is also limited by the level of theory employed. Full-proteins
can be effectively modeled with atomistic–coarse-grained models and Newtonian physics. Using
this level of theory also permits calculating properties on the µ-ns timescale (Figure 1.1) as well
1

as dynamics over time. As another example, electronic structure theory provides higher
accuracy, but at the expense of necessitating smaller model sizes and reduced simulation
timescales. Calculations are limited to systems with dozens of atoms, not thousands, and the
information gained is only applicable on the picosecond timescale. However, this scale does
come with a particular advantage. Because most experimental measurements occur on the
seconds to minutes timescale, having such a tight time resolution computationally essentially
allows one to evaluate compounds at effectively an instant in time. Because of the size of the
systems that are studied herein, all of the methods utilized within this dissertation will be based
in electronic structure theory. As such, a brief skirmish with quantum mechanics is needed.

Figure 1.1

Hierarchy of multiscale modeling of different time and length regimes.

In electronic structure theory, the fundamental equation used is the Schrödinger equation.
Wherein, Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, E is the energy, and Ψ is the total wavefunction.1
2

Ĥ𝛹 = 𝑖ħ

𝜕𝛹
𝜕𝑡

(1.1)

However, the total wavefunction accounts for all possible information that could be
gleaned from a system. This information can be broadly separated into spatial and temporal
components.

𝛹 = 𝜓(𝑥)𝜑(𝑡) , 𝜓: 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 , 𝜑: 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

(1.2)

Most chemically relevant information (reaction mechanism, spectra, etc.) is
conceptualized as a function of atomic position. Therefore, the time-independent (spatial only)
Schrödinger equation is used to simplify the math.

Ĥ𝜓 = 𝐸𝜓

(1.3)

To solve for the energy of the system, both the Hamiltonian operator and the
wavefunction must be represented mathematically. Beginning with how the wavefunction is
described, it is more chemically intuitive than one might initially think. For a quantum-chemical
computation, the wavefunction utilized describes the electronic structure. Therefore, the most
reasonable way to describe the electronic structure of an atom is to use the atomic orbitals in
which the electrons reside. Because electrons exhibit wave-like behavior,2 their spatial position
can actually be represented quite well by Laplace’s spherical harmonic equations3 as shown in
Figure 1.2. The spherical harmonics can then be incorporated into a quantum-mechanical
structure as Slater-type orbitals (STOs)4 as shown in (1.4).
3

𝜁𝑟

𝑁𝑟 𝑛−1 𝑒 𝑎0 𝑌𝑙𝑚 (𝜃, 𝛷)

(1.4)

The total of all functions on an atom therefore form the basis set for the atomic
wavefunction.

Figure 1.2

Visualization of the l=0 and l=1 spherical harmonic functions (opaque red and
blue) compared to the 1s and 1p atomic orbitals (pink and turquoise).

These functions provide a reasonable approximation for an atom, but what about
molecules? To form covalent bonds, the wavefunctions of neighboring atoms can overlap in both
a positive (bonding) and negative (antibonding) combination. In the same vein, one can take
4

linear combinations of the atomic-orbitals (LCAO) to approximate the molecular orbitals as
shown in Figure 1.3. Unfortunately, STOs do not work so well for molecules because the
integrals become numerically complex. Instead, Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs)5 shown in (1.5)
are used which are numerically simpler and thus much faster to compute.

𝑁𝑥 𝑖 𝑦 𝑗 𝑧 𝑘 𝑒

Figure 1.3

−𝛼𝑟 2
𝑎0

(1.5)

MO diagram and LCAO approximation of the MOs.

The drawback to this approach is that GTOs have the incorrect short and long-range
behavior compared to STOs as shown in Figure 1.4. To rectify this, a linear combination of
GTOs can be used to approximate the correct behavior of an STO. There is still slightly incorrect
behavior at extremely short radii, the STO has a cusp at r=0 where the G1+G2+G3 curve is flat,
but the overall behavior is rather consistent with the STO.

5

Figure 1.4

Summation of GTOs to approximate STOs of a hydrogen 1s orbital The
summation is shown as blue triangles but closely overlaps the Slater [H1s] curve.

Now that a reasonable method of constructing the wavefunction is known, the other
component of the Schrödinger equation is the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian operator takes the
form shown in (1.6). The partial derivative with respect to position is commonly represented as
∇2; the second term is effectively the charge over a distance and can be represented as the
potential energy. Putting the first term into atomic units yields a condensed form of the
Hamiltonian as shown in (1.7). From this simplification, it is apparent that the Hamiltonian
describes both the kinetic energy and potential energy of the system, (1.8). This concept provides
a basis for how to develop the Hamiltonian further for a given system.
−ℎ2
𝜕2
𝜕2
𝜕2
𝑍𝑒 2
𝐻(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 2 ( 2 + 2 + 2 ) −
8𝜋 𝑚𝑒 𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧
4𝜋𝜀0 √𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 + 𝑧 2
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(1.6)

𝐻(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) =

−ℎ2 2
1
𝛻 + 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) ≡ − 𝛻 2 + 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)
2
8𝜋 𝑚𝑒
2
𝐻(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝐾𝐸 + 𝑃𝐸

(1.7)

(1.8)

An additional consideration is that atoms are spherically symmetric. Therefore, for an
atomic system, ∇2 and the Hamiltonian can be re-written in terms of spherical polar coordinates
as shown in (1.9) and (1.10) where L̂ is the Laplacian operator.

𝜕2 2 𝜕
1
+
+ 2 2 𝐿̂2
2
𝜕𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝑟 𝑟 ħ

(1.9)

−ħ2 𝜕 2 2 𝜕
1
( 2+
)+
𝐿̂2 + 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)
2𝑚 𝜕𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝑟
2𝑚𝑟 2

(1.10)

∇2 =

̂ =
𝐻

Re-writing the Hamiltonian in this fashion also allows for the utilization of the spherical
harmonics in describing the wavefunction, as previously discussed.
Using these concepts of the kinetic and potential energy components of the Hamiltonian,
a mathematical representation of a multi-atom system can be constructed. Figure 1.5 shows a
schematic of a system containing 2 nuclei and 2 electrons. For the potential energy component,
the static attraction and repulsions can be described as: nuclear-nuclear repulsion between nuclei
A and B; electron-nuclear repulsion between nucleus A and electron i, nucleus A and electron j,
nucleus B and electron i, and nucleus B and electron j; and electron-electron repulsion between
electrons i and j. Because all of these are charged bodies, each nuclear center having a net
positive charge and each electron being –1, the potential energy can be described by Coulombic

7

attraction/repulsion. Additionally, all four components can move in space, so the kinetic energy
of each component individually should also be considered.

Figure 1.5

Schematic of a system containing 2-nuclei (A and B), and 2-electrons (i and j).

Taking these considerations into account, the Hamiltonian for the sum of the kinetic
energy and potential energy components takes the form shown in (1.11). However, an electron is
approximately 2000 times lighter than a proton. Meaning, that for even the lightest possible
nucleus, a single proton in the hydrogen nucleus, the nucleus is effectively standing still relative
to the velocity of the electron. This consideration is termed the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, or the clamped nucleus approximation. Using this approximation,6 one assumes
that the nuclei are truly motionless compared to the electrons, thus their kinetic energy terms
become 0, and the nuclear-nuclear repulsion term becomes a constant, (1.12). Considering
(1.12), these terms can now be thought of as the “kinetic” energy of the nuclei Tn, the kinetic
energy of the electrons Te, the nuclear-nuclear repulsion energy Vnn, the electron-nuclear
attraction energy Ven, and the electron-electron repulsion energy Vee, (1.13).
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1 2
1
1
1
𝑍𝐴 𝑍𝐵 𝑍𝐴 𝑍𝐵 𝑍𝐴 𝑍𝐵
1
𝛻𝐴 −
𝛻𝐵2 − 𝛻12 − 𝛻22 +
−
−
−
−
+
2𝑀𝐴
2𝑀𝐵
2
2
𝑅𝐴𝐵
𝑟𝐴1 𝑟𝐵1 𝑟𝐴2 𝑟𝐵2 𝑟12

(1.11)

1
1
𝑍𝐴 𝑍𝐵 𝑍𝐴 𝑍𝐵
1
𝐻(𝑟, 𝑅) = −𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. −𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.′ − 𝛻12 − 𝛻22 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. ′′ −
−
−
−
+
2
2
𝑟𝐴1 𝑟𝐵1 𝑟𝐴2 𝑟𝐵2 𝑟12

(1.12)

𝐻 = 𝑇𝑛 + 𝑇𝑒 + 𝑉𝑛𝑛 + 𝑉𝑒𝑛 + 𝑉𝑒𝑒

(1.13)

𝐻(𝑟, 𝑅) = −

Taking the above ideas for the construction of the Hamiltonian, a variety of methods have
been developed to describe each component with widely varying degrees of accuracy and
application. Herein, the most common method employed, due to the size of the systems involved,
is density functional theory (DFT).
DFT originated with Dirac7 who showed that the exchange energy of a uniform electron
gas can be directly calculated exactly from the charge density. However, this theory presented
difficulties in determining the kinetic energy component to be useful for quantum mechanics.
This theory was later expanded by Hohenberg and Kohn8 such that the Hamiltonian can be
written according to (1.14).
𝑛

𝑛

𝑛

1
1
̂ = − ∑ ∇2𝑖 + ∑ 𝑉(𝑟⃗) + ∑ ∑
𝐻
2
𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑗

(1.14)

𝑖>𝑗

where the first term corresponds to the kinetic energy, the second to the external
potential, and the final term to the electron-electron-repulsion. The potential, 𝑉(𝑟⃗), in the second
term can be determined from the electron density (Ρ). As such, the energy of the system, from
the Schrödinger equation, can also be described as a function of Ρ. This work was expanded
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further by Kohn and Sham9 to show that the functional can be described as the summation of a
Slater determinant (first term) and two functions of the electron density.

𝐸𝑋𝐶 [𝜌] ≈ 𝐸𝑋 [𝜌] + 𝐸𝐶 [𝜌]

(1.15)

Unfortunately, the exact form of the Exc functional is not known. As such, the quantity
shown in (1.15) is not an exact separation, but rather an approximation of each component.
However, this approximation allows for an easier path to describe DFT functionals. To this end,
there is a menagerie of exchange and correlation functionals that have been developed, each with
their own flavor on how the best calculate each component of EXC. As an example, one of the
more ubiquitous functionals in the literature, B3LYP, uses the scheme in (1.16) for each
component of a closed shell system.10, 11

𝐵3𝐿𝑌𝑃
𝐸𝑋𝐶
= (1 − 𝑎0 − 𝑎𝑥 )𝐸𝑋𝐿𝐷𝐴 + 𝑎𝑥 𝐸𝑋𝐵88 + 𝑎0 𝐸𝑋𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 + (1 − 𝑎𝑐 )𝐸𝐶𝐿𝐷𝐴 + 𝐸𝐶𝐿𝑌𝑃

(1.16)

where
3 3 1/3
𝑥𝜎2
4/3
4/3
𝐸𝑋𝐵88 = − ( ) ∑ 𝜌𝜎 𝑑 3 𝑟 − ß ∑ ∫ 𝜌𝜎
𝑑3𝑟
2 4𝜋
(1 + 6ß𝑥𝜎 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ−1 𝑥𝜎 )

(1.17)

3 3 1/3
4/3
𝐸𝑋𝐿𝐷𝐴 = − ( ) ∑ 𝜌𝜎 𝑑3 𝑟
2 4𝜋

(1.18)

𝜎

𝜎

𝜎

𝐸𝐶𝐿𝑌𝑃 = −𝑎 ∫

2
5
1
1
1 2
−1/3
−3
{𝜌
+
𝑏𝜌
[𝐶
𝜌
∇ 𝜌)]𝑒 −𝑐𝜌
}𝑑𝑟
𝐹 3 − 2𝑡𝑤 + ( 𝑡𝑤 +
−1/3
1 + 𝑑𝜌
9
18

10

(1.19)

and Eexact is determined by Hartree-Fock theory.12 The terms a0, ax, and ac are set to 0.20,
0.72, and 0.81, respectively and the remaining terms variationally determined such that the
energy of the wavefunction is minimized.
Amongst the complicated math shown in equations (1.16)-(1.19), the takeaway point is
that both the EX and EC terms can be approximated independently as a function of the electron
density and then combined into the overall functional (1.15). Additionally, equations (1.16)(1.19) demonstrate that theoreticians will go to mathematically complex lengths in order to
create functionals that provide reasonable energies compared to experimental values.
Another method employed herein is wavefunction-based coupled-cluster theory,13
specifically coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD). The singles and doubles portion of this
method refer to the systematic excitation of 1 or 2 electrons from occupied to virtual orbitals.
Calculating the electronic excitations in this fashion allows the electrons to stay away from each
other spatially, and thereby results in the inclusion of electron correlation in a more rigorous
fashion than DFT. The primary equation used in CC theory is

𝜓 = 𝑒 𝑇̂ 𝛷𝐻𝐹

(1.20)

where ψ is the wavefunction to be used with the Hamiltonian, ΦHF is the Hartree-Fock
wavefunction, 𝑒 𝑇̂ is a Taylor series expansion, and 𝑇̂ is the cluster operator for an n electron
system. The expansion and cluster operators, respectively, are
∞

𝑇̂ 2 𝑇̂ 3
𝑇̂ 𝑘
𝑒 = 1 + 𝑇̂ +
+
+⋯= ∑
2
6
𝑘!
𝑇̂

𝑘=0
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(1.21)

𝑇̂ = 𝑇̂1 + 𝑇̂2 + ⋯ 𝑇̂𝑛

(1.22)

where the sum converges to the exact solution in an infinite expansion. Considering only
the single and double substitutions, the series becomes:

𝜓𝐶𝐶𝑆𝐷 = 𝑒 (𝑇̂1 +𝑇̂2) 𝛷𝐻𝐹

(1.23)

Substituting the CCSD wavefunction into the Schrödinger equation gives

̂ 𝑒 (𝑇̂1 +𝑇̂2 ) 𝛷𝐻𝐹 = 𝐸𝑒 (𝑇̂1 +𝑇̂2) 𝛷𝐻𝐹
𝐻

(1.24)

which can be rearranged and integrated such that

̂ |𝑒 (𝑇̂1 +𝑇̂2) 𝛷𝐻𝐹 >
𝐸 = < 𝛷𝐻𝐹 |𝐻

(1.25)

The 𝑇̂1 and 𝑇̂2 operators are then defined by their actions on the reference wavefunction
such that 𝑇̂1 represents the single substitutions (1.26) and 𝑇̂2 represents the double substitutions
(1.27).
𝑜𝑐𝑐 𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑡

𝑇̂1 𝛷𝐻𝐹 = ∑ ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑎 |𝛷𝑖𝑎 >
𝑖

(1.26)

𝑎

𝑜𝑐𝑐 𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑡
𝑎𝑏
𝑎𝑏
𝑇̂2 𝛷𝐻𝐹 = ∑ ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑗
|𝛷𝑖𝑗
>
𝑖𝑗

𝑎𝑏
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(1.27)

where i and j denote electrons in occupied orbitals and a and b denote electrons in virtual
𝑎𝑏
orbitals. Solving for the 𝑡𝑖𝑎 , and 𝑡𝑖𝑗
coefficients allows for the determination of the ψCCSD

wavefunction, and thus the energy of the system.
Once the electronic structure of a compound is determined, other, far more interesting
properties can then be computed. The geometry of a compound can be optimized, wherein the
gradient of the wavefunction is minimized. Using a series of geometries one can propose
reaction mechanisms and provide predictions on the energies of each individual step. The
proposed intermediates can then be compared against experimental data by simulating spectra.
The two most prominent comparisons in this dissertation are the computation of vibrational
modes to compare against experimental infra-red (IR) spectra, and electronic excitations to
compare against experimental UV-Vis absorption and emission spectra. As such, a brief
discussion on how these spectra are computed is warranted.
The process of simulating vibrational spectra are best described by thinking about the
vibration of a diatomic molecule. If one plots the energy from the Schrödinger equation as a
function of nuclear position for a diatomic molecule, a potential similar to the red curve in Figure
1.6 is obtained. From this curve, it can be said that there is an internuclear distance where the
energy as at a minimum. Moving the nuclei any closer or further away raises the energy either
exponentially (closer) or logarithmically (further). If we focus on relatively small perturbations
from the minimum energy geometry, as would be expected in molecular vibrations, then this
potential can be approximated as a harmonic oscillator, Figure 1.6 black curve.
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Figure 1.6

Reaction coordinate of H2 (solid red curve) and a harmonic oscillator (dashed
black curve)

Using this approximation for a diatomic molecule, the energy of a vibration, and
therefore its frequency, can be approximated from the equations for a harmonic oscillator

1
𝐸𝑣𝑖𝑏 ≈ (𝜈 + ) ℎ𝜈𝑒 , 𝜈 = 0, 1, 2, …
2

(1.28)

1

1 𝑘 2
𝑚1 𝑚2
𝑑2 𝑈
𝜈𝑒 = ( ) , 𝜇 =
,𝑘 =
|
2 𝜇
𝑚1 + 𝑚2
𝑑𝑅2 𝑅=𝑅

(1.29)

𝑒

where ν is the frequency of the vibrational mode, µ is the reduced mass, and k is the
second derivative of the electronic energy (U) with respect to nuclear position. To apply the
same approximation for a polyatomic system simply requires a summation of the individual
harmonic oscillators.
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1
𝐸𝑣𝑖𝑏 ≈ ∑ (𝜈𝑖 + ) ℎ𝜈𝑖
2

(1.30)

𝑖

Experimentally, molecular vibrations are excited with infra-red radiation, hence once can
obtain an infra-red spectrum. The computationally determined energies of the harmonic
oscillators can be therefore be compared to experimental IR spectra.
UV-Vis absorption spectra are determined by computing the vertical excitation energies
of electrons from occupied to unoccupied orbitals. Herein, these are computed both with timedependent DFT (TD-DFT)14-16 and by equation-of-motion CCSD (EOM-CCSD).17
Operationally, TD-DFT is quite similar to single excitation configuration interaction (CIS).18 The
wavefunction of the CIS excited state is written as

𝛹𝐶𝐼𝑆 = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑎 𝛹𝑖𝑎

(1.31)

𝑖𝑎

where the coefficients are obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian to account for all
single substitutions (1.32)

̂ |𝛹𝑗𝑏 > = (𝜀𝑎 − 𝜀𝑗 )𝛿𝑖𝑗 𝛿𝑎𝑏 − (𝑗𝑎||𝑖𝑏)
𝐴 = < 𝛹𝑖𝑎 |𝐻

(1.32)

where (ja||ib) represents separate, single excitations of all electrons from the occupied
orbital j into unoccupied orbital a and occupied orbital i into unoccupied orbital b. A secondary
operator, B, can also be written which has form similar to A. These operators can then be used to
evaluate a series of vectors to obtain the excitation energies, ω.14
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𝐴
( †
𝐵

−1
𝐵 𝑥
† ) (𝑦) = 𝜔 (
0
𝐴

0 𝑥
)( )
1 𝑦

(1.33)

Since these excitation energies are from a fixed geometry, the vibronic coupling that
typically greatly broadens the UV-Vis spectra are missed. Fortunately, these can be artificially
added19 based on the oscillator strengths of the excitation to simulate UV-Vis spectra. The EOMCCSD method takes a more rigorous approach to determining the excitation energies. Although
the process is still conceptually similar to the approach of CIS18 wherein all the possible single
(and double) excitations can be accounted for. Transforming the Hamiltonian in a similar fashion
to CCSD we find T and R to be general “excitation operators.”

̅ = 𝑒 −𝑇 𝐻𝑒 𝑇
𝐻

(1.34)

̅ 𝑅 = 𝐸𝑅
𝐻

(1.35)

Similar to the Taylor expansion previously (1.22) the T and R are truncated at single and
double excitations. In this scheme, the energy of the excited state wavefunction itself is
determined. Therefore, the excitation energy is simply the difference between the excited state
and the ground state (ES–GS).
Each subsequent chapter will focus on different aspects of taking known experimental
data and using the computational methods described above to 1) make predictions about
intermediate structures, 2) simulate spectra to validate these structures against the experimental
data and 3) performing testing to ensure reasonable properties are obtained. However, sometimes
the tools to accomplish these tasks can be either cumbersome to use or, at times, nonexistent.
16

There are portions of this dissertation wherein both conditions were true. As such, a subsequent
chapter has been added wherein scripts have been created as both new tools and to streamline the
process of using existing programs.
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CHAPTER II
A MONONUCLEAR TUNGSTEN PHOTOCATALYST FOR H2 PRODUCTION
2.1

Introduction
Developing a renewable means to deliver adequate quantities of energy is becoming

increasingly important. A critical component of this endeavor is to establish a method of
efficiently turning solar energy into storable chemical bonds. Molecular hydrogen (H2) is an
enticing target for storing energy because it can be produced directly from water. Homogeneous,
mononuclear transition metal complexes have the benefit of their catalytic activity being easily
tuned using rational design approach. Such complexes can then be affixed to a surface to
accommodate a more industrially viable heterogeneous process. Oxygen-forming photocatalytic
materials and photocatalytic proton reduction materials have been heavily investigated in search
of a combined system that can effectively split water using visible light.20-24 However, a
mononuclear, homogeneous proton reduction photocatalyst capable of harnessing visible light
has not emerged.
Photocatalytic reduction systems are typically based on photosensitizer (PS)-catalyst
systems (Figure 2.1).25-29 The PS acts as both a photon-harvester and an electron shuttle for the
catalyst, and a sacrificial donor (SD) is commonly incorporated to serve as the electron source.
In this setup, a typical mechanism follows that the SD provides an electron to the photoexcited
PS, which subsequently transfers an electron to the catalyst. Two iterations of this process and
interactions with two protons would give rise to H2.30-36 However, this process requires many
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pieces to work in concert, thus increasing the overall complexity of the system and presents
difficult design and optimization challenges. An alternative approach would be to incorporate the
chromophore into the catalyst itself. In this way, the catalyst acts as its own photosensitizer and
effectively removes two steps from the independent PS mechanism.37, 38 This simplification also
presents the opportunity for reduced energy losses due to reducing the overpotentials necessary
for the PS-catalyst electron transfer. Up to this point, a self-sensitizing mononuclear catalyst for
H+ reduction was absent from the literature.

Figure 2.1

Example catalytic cycles and molecular structures for: (A) photocatalytic reactions
using separate catalyst and photosensitizer molecules and (B) photocatalytic
reactions combining the roles of a catalyst and chromophore in a single molecule.
(C) Reaction yielding pre-catalyst 1 and the crystallographically determined X-ray
structure.
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Group 6 complexes have been vitally important to organometallic chemistry in the
production of H2.39, 40 In particular, tungsten is attractive for proton reduction because of its
stable coordination sphere in low-valent states.40 Additionally, N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC)
complexes are well-known for both their own stability and the stability that they impart to
transition metal complexes.41, 42 Furthermore, the strong σ-donor nature of NHCs will push
additional electron density to the coordinated metal which will be beneficial for catalytic
reductive processes.43-52 Using these concepts, one could rationalize that a zero-valent tungsten
complex with high electron density could eject a CO ligand upon photoexcitation and have
increased potential for photoinduced reduction.53, 54 To aid in extending the absorption spectrum
into the visible region, a pyridyl-NHC tungsten complex (1, W(pyNHC)(CO)4) with an electronwithdrawing pyridine ring was devised to provide a metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT)
absorption in the visible range via the pyridine moiety (Figure 2.1). Indeed, this tungsten
complex was shown to be an active photocatalyst for H2 production obtaining a maximum TON
of 17 over 3 hours.55 The previous record of 4 TON was held by a dinuclear iron complex which
was a biomimetic of the Fe-Fe hydrogenase active site.56
2.2
2.2.1

Characterization Data
Optical Properties
The UV-Vis spectrum of 1 has a low-energy shoulder between 450-500 nm and a high-

energy shoulder near 375 nm as observed in (diimine)M(CO)4 complexes with MLCT
transitions, see Figure 2.2.57-59 A theoretical description of the involved frontier molecular
orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) are illustrated in Figure 2.3. The HOMO of complex 1 is centered
on the W(CO)4 group, which primarily displays -backbonding between the metal and the COs
coplanar with the pyNHC ligand. The LUMO of complex 1 is primarily centered on the pyridine20

NHC portion of the ligand with some mixing with the metal and the coplanar CO ligands. These
orbital distributions demonstrate that a MLCT event is responsible for the lowest energy
transition as the HOMO → LUMO excitation.

Figure 2.2

(A) UV-Vis absorption spectra, (B) IR absorption spectra, and (C) reductive
electrochemistry of W(pyNHC)(CO)4 (red, A) and W(pyNHC)(CO)3 (blue, B).
Absorption spectra and redox data were obtained in CH3CN. The electrolyte used
in electrochemical measurements was tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate.
The numeric labels in C represent cathodic peak potentials.
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Figure 2.3

(A) Calculated B3LYP/BS1 HOMO and LUMO of complex 1. (B)
Thermodynamic diagram illustrating energy levels for complex 1, 2, and
decamethylferrocene (Fc*) with the standard reduction potential of H+ in MeCN
shown.

Figure 2.2 presents a comparison of the UV-Vis absorption, IR absorption and reductive
electrochemical behavior for W(pyNHC)(CO)4 and the tricarbonyl complex. Both the UV-Vis
and IR spectral changes are consistent with loss of a CO ligand to yield the fac isomer. This
change results in an increase in electron density on the W center which should cause a red shift
in the W to pyNHC metal-to-ligand charge transfer absorption (400 nm to 468 nm observed) as
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well as a decrease in the frequencies of the symmetric and antisymmetric IR stretching modes
relative to the tetracarbonyl.
2.2.2

Mechanistic Studies
The experimental mechanistic studies in the following sections were carried out by

collaborators Dr. Russ Schmehl and Steve Guertin at Tulane University. Contributions from
these authors of the published article55 have been reproduced in sections 2.2.2.1, 2.2.2.2, and
2.2.2.3 in order to facilitate the computational discussion beginning in section 2.2.3.
2.2.2.1

Photolysis of W(pyNHC)(CO)4 in pure MeCN
Irradiation of W(pyNHC)(CO)4 (A) results in clean conversion to the tricarbonyl

complex W(pyNHC)(CO)3 (B) over the span of several minutes as observed via IR spectroscopy
(Figure 2.4). It is plausible that the product is the coordinatively saturated solvento complex, but
observation of modes associated with a coordinated MeCN were not observed. DFT results
(B3LYP/BS1 and BVP86/BS3 below, for full computational details, see section 2.4) support the
assignment of the fac isomer (Table 2.2), with predicted frequencies for both CO stretches being
within 4 cm–1 of those observed, while predicted values for the mer isomer are 20-30 cm–1 higher
than those observed. Similar spectral changes have been observed for fac-Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl.60 For
solutions irradiated in sealed cells slow back reaction occurs to regenerate the starting
tetracarbonyl complex. Significantly, after photolytic generation of the tricarbonyl complex,
TfOH and Fc* could be added to the solution and, with irradiation, H2 production was found to
occur at a near identical rate to reactions set up with fresh tetracarbonyl complex. These results
strongly suggest that intermediate B represents the resting state of the catalytic cycle.
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Figure 2.4

2.2.2.2

(A) Infrared spectral changes observed on photolysis of W(pyNHC)(CO)3 in
deaerated CH3CN. (B) Experimental CO stretching frequencies for intermediates
in the reaction and the calculated frequencies for potential intermediate species (a
“Predicted” νCO were obtained from the linear regression of a plot of computed
harmonic ωCO vs experimental νCO (anharmonic). For full details, see the SI.). (C)
Photolysis of W(pyNHC)(CO)4 in the presence of 2 mM TsOH (top) and both 2
mM TsOH and 2 mM Fc* (bottom). (D) Thermal reaction of B with TsOH and
Fc* under N2 (A) and irradiation of the products of the thermal reaction (B).

Photolysis of W(pyNHC)(CO)4 in the presence of TsOH with and without Fc*
Irradiation of solutions containing W(pyNHC)(CO)4, Fc*, and tosylic acid (TsOH) results

in rapid reaction with photoproduct B to form a species that reacts further over the span of a few
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minutes. TsOH was used rather than TfOH in mechanistic investigations because conversion
processes in the presence of the acid were somewhat slower, making observation of intermediate
species more facile. Both acids were demonstrated to form H2 during irradiation under
standardized conditions. Infrared spectral changes for the reaction of the initial photoproduct
(B)reveal the formation and disappearance of an intermediate with two CO stretching modes at
considerably higher frequency than the tricarbonyl species (Figure 2.4).
The changes observed in the presence of only TsOH show decomposition of
W(pyNHC)(CO)4 with no evidence of the tricarbonyl and small absorbances at 2017 and 1934
cm–1 (species C) that evolve further to spectral features not readily distinguished from the
baseline. When the reducing agent Fc* is present, irradiation yields the tricarbonyl which reacts
to yield species C and a final product, D, that has CO stretching modes very similar to the
tricarbonyl (B).
2.2.2.3

Thermal and subsequent photochemical reaction of W(pyNHC)(CO)3 in
solutions containing tosylic acid and Fc*
When the tricarbonyl B is prepared independently by photolysis and subsequently mixed

with tosylic acid and Fc* in the absence of irradiation, the tricarbonyl reacts to form species C
and species D, but C evolves to another, yet unobserved intermediate, E. Both C and E have two
CO stretching modes, but the modes for E are an average of 78 cm–1 lower in frequency than
those of C (Figure 2.4). When the solution containing E and D is now irradiated, species E
disappears over the span of a few minutes, but essentially no change occurs in the absorbance of
the CO stretching modes of D. Presumably, E reacts upon irradiation to yield a product that is
not D and has no coordinated CO ligands.
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2.2.3

Computational Mechanistic Analysis
In order to gain some understanding of the intermediate species C, D, and E, the infrared

CO stretching frequencies need to be examined for the various possible intermediate species.
However, in order to more easily compare CO stretching frequencies to experiment, a training
set of structurally similar tungsten carbonyl complexes from the literature53,54 (Scheme 2.2) were
first examined using B3LYP/BS1 and BVP86/BS3. Because BVP86 (BP86) tends to
underestimate the harmonic force constant (ωe), when compared to experiment, the computed
harmonic vibrational frequencies tend to be fortuitously closer to the experimental (anharmonic)
values (νCO). In the present case, the vibrational frequencies are found over a narrower range.
Therefore, this training set was utilized to develop a linear regression to more accurately predict
frequencies of the fleeting intermediates of the catalyst complex. The results of the two methods
are tabulated in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1

Experimental νCO and computed ωCO (cm–1) for representative tungsten-carbonyl
complexes
Expt
61

W(NMe3)(CO)5
W(py)(CO)5 61
W(phen)(CO)4 62
W(bpy)(CO)4 62
W(bpy)2(CO)2 62
MSDa
AADb
a
b

2073
2073
2008
2010
1778

B3LYP/BS1
1932
1935
1890
1900
1719

1920
1921
1865
1874

1842
1832

2145
2145
2090
2090
1954
114
114

2023
2027
2005
2005
1911

BVP86/BS3
2023
2025
1997
1997

1968
1967

2051
2051
2002
2002
1885

1945
1950
1924
1924
1847

1934
1940
1922
1921

1899
1898

33
40

MSD is the mean, signed deviation of the computed ωCO from experimental νCO
AAD is the absolute, average deviation of the computed ωCO from experimental νCO

Scheme 2.1

The tungsten-carbonyl complexes61, 62 utilized in the generation of the trend-line
equations for νCO.
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Figure 2.5

Plots of experimental νCO vs. computed ωCO stretching frequencies for the
complexes in Scheme 2.1; Left B3LYP/BS1, Right BVP86/BS3.

The computed (harmonic) frequencies were plotted against the experimental
(anharmonic) frequencies (Figure 2.5) and a strong correlation between the computed ωCO and
experimental νCO values for both B3LYP/BS1 and BVP86/BS3 is observed (R2B3LYP = 0.9748
and R2BVP86 = 0.9628). Therefore, the predicted CO stretching frequencies for the W(NHC)(CO)n
complexes (Table 2.2) were obtained from the trend-line equations instead of directly from the
computed values.
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Table 2.2

Experimental νCO, computed ωCO, and trend-line predicted νCO stretching
frequencies (cm–1). The Species number denotes the atom connectivity as in
Scheme 2.2. When present, the superscript represents the charge of the ion (i.e. 1–
has the same atom connectivity as 1, but is reduced by a single electron). “Peak”
refers to Figure 2.8.

Species Peak Experiment
1

B3LYP/BS1 predicted

BVP86/BS3 computed

BVP86/BS3 predicted

2006 1890 1835 2088

2000

1973

2007

1875

1834

2000

1925

1910

2010

1879

1852

1–

2055

1956

1932

1957

1808

1771

1968

1881

1865

1954

1802

1773

22+

2170

2111

2131

2042

2059

2006

2113

2020

+

2110

2081

2040

1997

2007

1938

2022

1902

2

A

B3LYP/BS1 computed

2

2019

1942

1903

1786

1938

1873

1902

1787

–

1960

1880

1814

1694

1885

1821

1809

1697

22–

2170

2111

2131

2042

1844

1771

1737

1610

2

B

1900 1788

3+

C

2017 1934

2124

2051

2061

1951

2025

1961

2054

1942

3

E

1961 1889

2060

1986

1965

1853

1971

1905

1959

1844

3

–

1990

1956

1859

1808

1918

1852

1867

1750

4

2+

2184

2130

2152

2070

2078

2024

2146

2051

4+

2124

2052

2061

1953

2025

1961

2054

1941

4

2034

1964

1926

1820

1956

1895

1933

1826

52+

2166

2105

2125

2032

2060

2003

2115

2014

5+

2095

2023

2018

1908

1999

1938

2008

1902

5
5b
5
6

–

D

1911 1790

2016

1950

1899

1798

1940

1882

1905

1804

D

1911 1790

2020

1952

1905

1802

1944

1884

1912

1807

1971

1895

1831

1715

1901

1838

1837

1726

2012

1935

1893

1776

a

–

–

–

a

–

–

During testing, it was found that B3LYP/BS1 and BVP86/BS3 yielded predicted νCO that were
similar; therefore, 6 was not included for BVP86.
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Scheme 2.2

The neutral tungsten-carbonyl complexes.

In this case, there is reasonably strong agreement between experimental and predicted
values for the starting tetracarbonyl and excellent agreement for the initial photoproduct,
W(pyNHC)(CO)3. The geometry of the tricarbonyl is a square pyramid in which one of the two
CO ligands trans to one another has dissociated. The carbonyl stretching frequencies for likely
intermediate species are presented in Figure 2.4. While the agreement between prediction and
experiment are close for some proposed intermediates, the fact that both the higher frequency
symmetric CO stretch and the lower frequency asymmetric stretches each shift to higher
frequency by more than 100 cm–1 within a few minutes of mixing with tosylic acid (as well as
TsOH plus Fc*) strongly supports protonation of the tricarbonyl to yield the formally W(II)
hydride cation, [W(pyNHC)(CO)3(H)]+ (proposed to be species C). Further, subsequent one
electron reduction of the cationic hydride should lead to a decrease in the CO stretching
frequencies. This is observed in the disappearance of C to yield E (in the dark). Predicted
frequencies for W(pyNHC)(CO)3(H) are reasonably consistent with the observed CO stretching
modes and fit better than other potential species, such as the dihydrogen complex
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W(pyNHC)(CO)3(H2), indicating that the second reduction precedes the second protonation.
Species D, with CO stretching modes very similar to B, appears to be formed directly from B in
competition with formation of C. Theory suggests that D is most likely the tricarbonyl solvento
complex, although it is not clear why B does not form this species in the absence of an added
proton source.

Figure 2.6

Relative free-energy (kcal mol–1) diagram (SMD-B3LYP/BS2//B3LYP/BS1) for
the intermediates of a proposed photocatalytic mechanism proceeding through
active catalyst 2.

To better understand the plausibility of the proposed mechanism, we also sought to
evaluate the thermodynamics of the proposed intermediates via DFT (SMDB3LYP/BS2//B3LYP/BS1. The relative energies and possible reaction pathways of all
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complexes denoted in Table 2.2 are shown in Figure 2.6. Taking both the spectral and
thermodynamic data into account, the proposed mechanism presented in Figure 6 was developed.
In order for catalysis to proceed, a CO ligand must first be ejected to open a coordination site.
Excitation of 1 (A) gives 1*, followed by dissociation of a CO ligand from a site axial relative to
the plane of the ligand to yield 2 (B). This complex also leads to an active electrocatalyst as
found during CV and bulk electrolysis studies, but must proceed through an alternate mechanism
to access the active catalyst from the pre-catalyst since the electrocatalytic studies were done in
the absence of light. After CO ejection, the two faces of the complex are identical by symmetry
via the rotation of the p-CF3 aryl group about the N-C bond; therefore, catalysis on only one face
will be discussed. Loss of CO to directly form 2 from 1 is endergonic (ΔGrxn = 16.3 kcal mol–1)
while CO loss from the excited state is largely exergonic (ΔGrxn = –35.2 kcal mol–1). These data
support the observation that irradiation is necessary to open a coordination site for catalysis to
begin. Irradiation of 1 in the presence of Fe(Cp*)2 did not result in a change in the experimental
IR spectrum beyond formation of the photoproduct 2 (assigned to species B). In the dark, within
a minute after the addition of TsOH to the solution containing species B (2), C (assigned as
complex 3+), D (assigned as complex 5), and E (assigned as complex 3) grow in intensity (Figure
2.4). The presence of TsOH results in a relatively fast change, indicating the formation of a
protonated W complex [formally a W(II)-hydride, 3+ (C)]. At this point, two pathways are
possible: 3+ (C) can either accept a second proton to form the dicationic dihydrogen complex,
42+, or 3+ (C) can undergo reduction to form the neutral hydride complex, 3 (E). Both options are
significantly endergonic (ΔGrxn = 21.5 vs 20.1 kcal mol–1) and would require absorption of an
additional photon by the tungsten intermediate to overcome this energy barrier and allow
catalysis to proceed at room temperature. Stronger acids could also influence the kinetics, but the
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kinetic studies were only performed with the slightly weaker acid in order to observe potential
intermediates spectroscopically. Because 3 and 42+ are separated by only 1.4 kcal mol–1 it is
difficult to say which species is more likely to participate in the mechanism; however, both are
energetically plausible. The observed νCO in the IR spectra are more consistent with the
computed values for complex 3 (expt: E: 1961/1889 cm-1 vs 3: 1965/1853 cm-1 compared to 42+:
2152/2070 cm-1). The experimental data suggest that formation of hydride 3+ occurs from the
thermal reaction of 2 and H+ and does not significantly proceed any further without visible light
absorption. Smaller quantities of species 42+ is generated, although generation of this species
would require a reducing agent which was not added to this reaction (Figure 2.4, D). The
significant energy increase from 3+ to either 3 or 42+ corroborates this experimental observation
suggesting that excitation of the W complex may be important at this intermediate juncture in the
catalytic cycle. From here, the two pathways converge (either by protonation or reduction) to
form the cationic dihydrogen complex, 4+. Following formation of 4+, the pathways, again,
diverge. Complex 4+ can release molecular H2 to form the coordinatively unsaturated cation
complex, 2+, or 4+ can be reduced to the neutral dihydrogen complex 4. Both options are
exergonic; therefore, either species could participate in the catalytic cycle. The pathways
converge once more (either by reduction or release of molecular H2) regenerating 2 and
completing the cycle.
2.3

Conclusions
Viable methodologies for predicting the νCO of W carbonyl complexes was determined.

Using this methodology, the catalytic mechanism of the W(pyNHC)(CO)4 catalyst was probed
through a collaborative photophysical and computational study. Accordingly, a plausible
catalytic cycle was proposed. It is probably the visible light absorption is required at multiple
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steps in the generation of H2 for both removal of a CO ligand and for driving later steps in the
catalytic cycle.
2.4

Computational Methods
The A.03 revision of Gaussian 1663 or the D.01 revision of Gaussian 0964 suite of

programs were used for all theoretical studies. All ground state and excited state geometries were
fully optimized with corresponding harmonic vibrational frequency calculations to confirm that
each geometry is a minimum. Geometries were optimized using the B3LYP [Becke threeparameter exchange (B3)10 with Lee-Yang-Parr correlation (LYP)11] or BVP86 [Becke exchange
(B)65 with Perdew correlation (P86)66, 67] functionals. Non-default SCF convergence criteria (10–
6

) was used for computations. BS1 is the Hay and Wadt basis set (BS) and effective core

potential (ECP) combination (LANL2DZ)68 as modified by Couty and Hall69 where the two
outermost p functions have been replaced by a (41) split of the optimized tungsten 6p function
and a (41) split of the optimized iron 4p function and the 6-31G(d')70, 71 basis sets for all other
atoms. BS2 is the same as BS1 except that the aug-cc-pvdz72 basis sets were used for all atoms
except for tungsten and iron. BS3 is the same as BS1 except that the cc-pvdz72 basis sets were
used for all atoms except tungsten and iron. Spherical harmonic d functions were used
throughout; i.e. there are 5 angular basis functions per d function. Solvation energies were
obtained from single-point energy computations on the optimized gas-phase geometries with
Truhlar’s SMD73 solvation model with parameters consistent with acetonitrile as the solvent
[SCRF(SMD,SOLVENT=ACETONITRILE)]. To simulate UV-VIS spectra, vertical transitions
were computed using time-dependent DFT (TDDFT)16 single points with the above solvation
model on the B3LYP/BS1 geometries (PCM-TD-B3LYP/BS1//B3LYP/BS1). For simulated
absorption spectra, the first 60 vertical excitations were solved iteratively
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[TD(ROOT=1,NSTATES=60)]. For TDDFT geometry optimizations, excited states were
optimized using analytical gradients14, 15 and the first 60 vertical excitations were solved
iteratively. TDDFT geometry optimizations performed in G09 were shown to be minima by an
analytical frequency calculation on the optimized geometry with G16 yielding zero imaginary
frequencies. Computed excitations from TDDFT optimizations were corrected using non-linearresponse solvation [SCRF(SMD,SOLVENT=ACETONITRILE,EXTERNALITERATION)]
computations on the optimized geometries. Simulated absorption and emission spectra were
obtained using an in-house Fortran program by convoluting19 the computed excitation energies
and oscillator strengths with a Gaussian line-shape and a broadening of 20 nm.
○
Computed values for ΔGrxn and Ered
were determined using the experimental value
exp

recommended by Truhlar and coworkers for ΔGsolv (H+ ) = −260.2 kcal mol−1 in acetonitrile74
exp

and the experimental gas-phase free energy of a proton ΔGgas (H + ) = −6.28 kcal mol−1 .75
Computed reduction potentials were obtained from the computed ΔGrxn and the experimental
data for the proton and converted from NHE (4.48 V for absolute potential) to ferrocene by
subtracting an additional 0.64 V.

ΔGrxn = −nFE

○,comp
Esoln

ΔG𝑟𝑥𝑛 kcal mol−1
=−
− 4.48 V − 0.64 V
kcal
n (23.06
)
V mol
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(2.1)

(2.2)

2.5

Supplementary Information

Figure 2.7

Possible reaction intermediates. Several values are presented for each species; the
first row designates the complex ID, the second row contains the relative energies
(kcal mol–1) with the left column being PCM-B3LYP/BS2//B3LYP/BS1 and the
right being PCM- BVP86/BS3//BVP86/BS3, the 3rd, 4th, and, when present, 5th
rows are the trend-line predicted νCO with the left column being B3LYP/BS1 and
the right column being BVP86/BS3. For the sake of clarity, the formal W
oxidation state assignment is included for each complex; however, it does not
necessarily reflect the location of the loss or gain of an electron.
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Figure 2.8

Complexes of interest in assigning D. The first row designates the complex ID, the
second row contains the relative energies (kcal mol–1) with the left column being
PCM-B3LYP/BS2//B3LYP/BS1 and the right being PCMBVP86/BS3//BVP86/BS3, the remaining rows are the trend-line predicted νCO
with the left column being B3LYP/BS1 and the right column being BVP86/BS3.
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CHAPTER III
PROBING METHOD AND BASIS SET EFFECTS ON EXCITED STATE
RELATIVE ENERGIES AND SIMULATED TRANSIENT UV-VIS
ABSORPTION SPECTRA

3.1

Introduction
Light-harvesting compounds are of significant interest to the development of energy-

capture processes,76-78 chemical transformations,79-85 and lighting.86, 87 Transition metal
complexes have gained particular attention for their applications in photosensitized H+ and CO2
reductions.55, 88, 89 As a result, there is now a need to better understand the excited state (ES)
properties of such compounds. Modern experiments in this area focus on probing the ES by
observing spectral changes over time intervals ranging from minutes (IR/UV-Vis) to
femtoseconds (pump-probe spectroscopy).55, 78 Computational methods aid in the interpretation
of experimental time-resolved spectra because simulated spectral data permits characterization of
a single species at an instant in time.
Naturally the most balanced computational methodology between accuracy and
efficiency is desired. While post-SCF ab initio methods are desirable, these methods can quickly
become intractable for transition metal-based systems and/or systems with dozens of atoms.
Density functional theory (DFT) methods are very popular due to their relatively low
computational expense, but can be fraught with both errors and inadequacies of ground state
(GS) chemistry.90 Using such methods on the ES surface, where the relative energies of discrete
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species tend to be much closer together, could lead to grossly incorrect interpretations of
experimental data as we have previously observed.91 This study evaluates the performance of
DFT approximations by examining the ES of the experimentally well-characterized [Ru(bpy)3]2+.
Based on variable temperature photolysis experiments, the metal-to-ligand charge
transfer (MLCT) ES geometry of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is about 10 kcal mol–1 (3600 cm–1) lower in
energy than the corresponding metal-centered (MC) geometry in aqueous solution.92 However,
the computed relative electronic energies from PBE0-D3BJ and a double-ζ quality basis set
(BS1) predict the MC geometry to be lower in energy than the MLCT geometry by about 6 kcal
mol–1 (Figure 3.1), a qualitatively incorrect assignment. Others have used triple-ζ quality basis
sets to examine relative energies of MC and MLCT geometries of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ derivatives with
reasonable success.93 However, the –6.6 kcal mol–1 difference in [Ru(bpy)3]2+ from BS1 and
mere +0.6 kcal mol–1 (222 cm–1) computed difference in the MC and MLCT geometries of the
reported experimental derivatives suggests a significant basis set dependence on these relative
energies that should be explored. Because the relative energies of the MLCT and MC geometries
are qualitatively incorrect with PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 compared to experiment, the computed vertical
excitations used for simulating the transient UV-Vis spectrum could be affected and should also
be examined. For clarity, we define the GS as having a t2g6eg0 π*0 electronic configuration, the
MLCT geometry as t2g5eg0 π*1, and the MC geometry as t2g5eg1 π*0. The t2g5eg1 π*0 configuration
of the MC geometry results in a Jahn-Teller distortion of the geometry to lower the symmetry.
The resulting geometries and electronic configurations are schematically shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1

3.2

Schematic for the GS, MLCT, and MC geometries, natural transition orbitals of
characteristic features in the simulated absorption spectrum for each geometry,
relative electronic energies (ΔEel kcal mol–1) from PBE0-D/BS1 and PBE0D/BS18, where D = D3BJ, and their electronic configurations.

Computational Methods
The D.01 revision of Gaussian 0964 (G09), the B.01 revision of Gaussian 1694 (G16), and

the ADF 201495, 96 software packages were used for all computations. Non-default SCF
convergence criteria (10–6) was used for all DFT computations in G09. Default SCF convergence
criteria (10–8) was used for CIS(D) computations in G16. All computations in G09 utilized
default integration grids: Gaussian 09 defaults to a pruned grid using 75 radial shells with 302
points per shell (75,302) for optimizations and a pruned coarse grid using 35 radial shells with
110 points per shell (35,110) for Hessians. All computations in ADF used the default Fuzzy
Cells integration grid for atom fragments and non-default Voronoi integration with accuracy
parameter of 6.5 for the molecules. All GS and ES geometries were fully optimized and
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corresponding harmonic vibrational frequency computations confirmed the nature of the
stationary points as minima. Spherical harmonic functions were used throughout; i.e. there are 5
angular basis functions per d function and 7 angular basis functions per f function. Because the
ES of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is well characterized to behave as a triplet, the ES MLCT and MC geometries
were optimized using a variational triplet wavefunction (3DFT).
3.2.1

Density Functional Combinations
Various functionals were utilized for geometry optimizations and single point

computations. Hybrid functionals utilized were the PBE1PBE97 (PBE0) functional, with or
without Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction and the Becke-Johnson damping function (D3BJ
dispersion);98, 99 the B3LYP10, 11 functional, with or without D3BJ dispersion; and the ωB97xD100 functional. Pure functionals utilized were the PBEPBE101, 102 functional with or without
auto-fitting functions;103, 104 the M06-L105 local density functional with auto-fitting functions; and
the MN15-L106 local density functional with auto-fitting functions. MN15 computations were
carried out in G16 using G09 program defaults and 10–6 SCF convergence to allow direct
comparison to the other functionals.
3.2.2

Basis Set Combinations
Various basis set combinations were utilized. Basis sets used for Ru: the Couty and Hall

modification [where the two outermost p functions have been replaced by a (41) split of the
optimized Ru 5p function]107 (mod-LANL2DZ) to the valence basis set of LANL2DZ+ECP
combination;68 an adjusted Couty and Hall modification [where the two outermost p functions
have been replaced by a (311) split of the optimized Ru 5p function] (mod-LANL2TZ) to the
valence basis set of LANL2DZ+ECP combination;68 mod-LANL2TZ(f) (where the f function is
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the single primitive determined by Frenking);108 the SDD triple-ζ quality Stuttgart valence (2f,g)
basis set with the Stuttgart/Koeln quasi-relativistic (QR) small core ECP (SDD(2f,g));109, 110
Peterson’s cc-pVDZ-PP or aug-cc-pVDZ-PP basis sets 111 with the Stuttgart/Koeln QR small
core ECP;109 and the triple-ζ Slater-type ZORA TZP basis set (only in ADF computations).112
For C, H, and N: the 6-31G(d')70, 71, 113 basis set (the 6-31G(d') basis set adopts the d polarization
functions from the 6-311G(d)114 basis set rather than the default value of 0.8115 for C and N); 6311G(d); cc-pVDZ72; cc-pVTZ;72 jul-cc-pVDZ116, 117 (the jul- augmentation scheme uses the
corresponding aug-cc-pVXZ basis but removes the diffuse functions from H and He); jul-ccpVTZ;116, 117 and the double-ζ Slater-type ZORA DZP basis set (only in ADF computations).112
All combinations utilized in Gaussian are shown below in Table 3.1. All computations in ADF
used the built-in Slater-type ZORA basis sets: TZP for Ru and DZP for C, H, and N: (ZORA).
Table 3.1
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Metal (M) and ligand (L) basis set combinations with the total number of basis
functions

M
mod-LANL2DZ

mod-LANL2TZ

mod-LANL2TZ(f)

L
6-31G(d')
cc-pVDZ
jul-cc-pVDZ
6-31G(d')
cc-pVDZ
jul-cc-pVDZ
6-311G(d)
cc-pVTZ
jul-cc-pVTZ
6-31G(d')
cc-pVDZ
jul-cc-pVDZ
6-311G(d)
cc-pVTZ

NBasis
574
646
970
583
655
979
751
1447
2023
590
662
986
758
1454

#
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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M
SDD(2f,g) QR SC

cc-pVDZ-PP

aug-cc-pVDZ-PP

L
jul-cc-pVTZ
6-31G(d')
cc-pVDZ
jul-cc-pVDZ
6-311G(d)
cc-pVTZ
jul-cc-pVTZ
6-31G(d')
cc-pVDZ
jul-cc-pVDZ
6-31G(d')
cc-pVDZ
jul-cc-pVDZ

NBasis
2030
611
683
1007
779
1475
2051
590
662
986
606
678
1002

3.2.3

Simulating UV-VIS spectra
Transient UV-VIS absorption spectra were simulated using TD-DFT16 [TD-PBE0-

D3BJ/BSX//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1] or CIS(D)18, 118, 119 [CIS(D)/BS17//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1] single point
computations on the PBE0/BS1 optimized geometries. To simulate the absorption spectra with
G09, the first 60 vertical excitations were solved iteratively with TD-DFT
[TD(ROOT=1,NSTATES=60)] and the first 20 roots with CIS(D)
[CIS(D,ROOT=1,NSTATES=20)]. To simulate the absorption spectra with spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) effects included, ADF was used to solve the first 20 vertical excitations with SOC applied
perturbatively120 (for the GS) or via a spin-orbit coupled SCF (SOSCF)121 under the TammDancoff approximation (for the ES).122 Simulated absorption and emission spectra were obtained
using an in-house Fortran program by convoluting19 the computed excitation energies and
oscillator strengths with a Gaussian line-shape and a broadening of 20 nm.
3.3
3.3.1

Results
Density Functional and Geometry
Jensen and coworkers have previously shown that the choice of functional can have a

noticeable impact on the geometry.123 Therefore, full geometry optimizations were first
performed with various DFT/BS1 methodologies to evaluate functional dependence on the
relative energies and geometric parameters of the MLCT and MC geometries when using more
affordable double-ζ quality basis sets. The initial geometries for the MLCT state was taken from
the GS geometry and the initial geometry for the MC state was taken by adjusting the GS
geometry such that one set of trans Ru-N bonds were longer than the other 4, mimicking a JahnTeller distortion. These results are shown in Table 3.2. A positive value of ΔEel (defined as EMC
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– EMLCT) reflects relative energies that are qualitatively consistent with experiment, whereas a
negative ΔEel is qualitatively inconsistent with experiment.
Table 3.2

Relative electronic energies (kcal mol–1), relative to the GS geometry at each level
of theory, both from optimizations (DFT/BS1) and single-point computations
(DFT/BS1//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1).
DFT/BS1

ΔEel

MLCT
MC

55.4
48.9

–6.6

MLCT
MC

55.9
48.7

–7.2

55.9
48.7

–7.2

MLCT
MC

55.1
46.2

–8.8

55.1
46.0

–9.1

MLCT
MC
MLCT
MC

a

NL
46.5
58.7
47.5b

MLCT
MC

49.2
NLa

MLCT
MC

49.1
NLa

MLCT
MC

a

DFT

Geometry

PBE0-D3BJ
PBE0
B3LYP-D3BJ
B3LYP
ωB97x-D
PBEPBE
PBEPBE/auto
M06-L/auto

ΔEel

–11.2

55.8
46.1
65.6
46.9

–

49.3
54.5

+5.1

–

49.3
54.1

+4.9

–

49.2
41.0

–8.2

–

NL
41.4

DFT/BS1//
PBE0-D3BJ/BS1

MLCT
NLa
53.6
MC
49.4
–
50.0
a) NL = geometry not located after repeated attempts
b) contains an imaginary mode corresponding to changing the Ru--N bond length

–9.7
–18.7

MN15-L/auto

–3.6

With each method, DFT/BS1 either produces a qualitatively incorrect assignment for
ΔEel, or one of the ES geometries was not located. Single point computations with
DFT/BS1//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 reveals an interesting correlation with the DFT/BS1 data. In the
cases where both the MLCT and MC geometries were located, the DFT/BS1//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1
single-point computations provide ΔEel that are quite similar to DFT/BS1 optimizations.
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However, with ωB97x-D/BS1, ΔEel is significantly more negative than with ωB97xD/BS1//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1. The optimized MC geometry with ωB97x-D/BS1 produces a spurious
imaginary vibrational mode (50i cm–1) that is resolved with a tighter integration grid (175 radial
shells with 974 points per shell).
Among the hybrid functionals, all single-point computations with DFT/BS1//PBE0D3BJ/BS1 produce a qualitatively incorrect ΔEel, relative to experiment. Both
PBEPBE/BS1//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 and PBEPBE/BS1/auto//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 single-point
computations correctly place the MLCT geometry lower in energy. Interestingly, with both M06L/BS1/auto//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 and MN15-L/BS1/auto//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1, single-point
computations incorrectly place the MC geometry lower in energy. These single-point
computations support the conclusions from the full optimizations in that pure functionals are
inconsistent, and that hybrid functionals are consistent, but qualitatively incorrect with the
double ζ, shape-consistent BS1.
It is also worth examining possible co-dependence of the method and basis set on ΔEel.
Geometry optimizations were therefore performed with DFT/BS18 and single-point
computations with DFT/BS18//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1. The energy/correlation consistent basis set
BS18 was selected in this case because it is larger and more variationally flexible than BS1, and,
despite being notably more expensive, is still compact enough (double ζ quality for all but Ru) to
feasibly perform full geometry optimizations and frequency computations. Therefore, only
PBE0-D3BJ was selected from the set of hybrid functionals because geometry optimizations
with PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 located both the MLCT and MC geometries. PBEPBE and M06-L/auto
were selected from the set of pure functionals because, with BS1 optimizations, only the MLCT
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ES geometry was located with PBEPBE and only the MC ES geometry was located with M06-L.
The results are shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3

Electronic energies (kcal mol–1), relative to the GS geometry at each level of
theory, from DFT/BS18//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 and DFT/BS18.
DFT/BS18

ΔEel

MLCT
MC

50.1
54.4

+4.3

DFT/BS18//
PBE0-D3BJ/BS1
50.3
53.9

MLCT
MC

45.8
NLa

–

45.7
59.4

+13.7

MLCT
MC

44.0
44.5

+0.5

44.2
44.6

+0.3

DFT

Geometry

PBE0-D3BJ
PBEPBE
M06-L/auto

ΔEel
+3.7

NL = geometry not located after repeated attempts

Using the energy/correlation consistent basis set for optimizations (DFT/BS18), the MC
geometry remains unlocated by PBEPBE, whereas PBE0-D3BJ and M06-L/auto not only locate
both geometries, but both functionals now correctly place the MLCT geometry lower in energy.
By comparison, single-point computations with DFT/BS18//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 show only a
marginal difference in ΔEel (0.06 kcal mol–1) relative to DFT/BS18. The data in Table 3.2 and
Table 3.3 collectively indicate that both the method and basis set can influence the possibility of
locating all relevant geometries, be they the lowest energy or not.
A final point to consider for reasonable geometries are the geometric parameters
themselves. How different are the MLCT and MC geometries located from various levels of
theory? Table 3.6 in the Supporting Information shows the computed Ru-N bond lengths from
each optimization and their deviations from the PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 geometry. The largest
maximum absolute deviation (MAD) (0.069 Å) and absolute average deviation (AAD) (0.050 Å)
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are both from the MLCT geometry with ωB97x-D/BS1 and the largest mean signed deviation
(MSD) (0.040 Å) is from the GS geometry with B3LYP/BS1. The data in Table 3.6 in the SI
clearly show that optimized geometries from any level of theory in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 are
nearly identical to PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 geometries. However, the combined data from Table 3.2 and
Table 3.3 demonstrate quite different ΔEel values despite these geometric similarities.
Considering that the optimized geometries with any of these method/basis combinations are
nearly identical, PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 geometries will be used for all subsequent DFT computations.
The single-point computations with DFT/BS1//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (Table 3.2)
demonstrated a functional dependence on ΔEel. Additionally, the data from the DFT/BS18
optimizations (Table 3.3) also indicate a basis set dependence to obtain qualitatively correct ΔEel.
Therefore, to further evaluate possible co-dependence of the method and basis set on ΔEel,
single-point computations with each DFT method were also performed with an
energy/correlation-consistent basis set (DFT/BS18//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1). The resulting data are
shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4

Relative electronic energies (kcal mol–1) of the MC and MLCT geometries at the
DFT/BS18//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 level of theory. Negative ΔEel are highlighted in red.

Method
PBE0-D3BJ
PBE0
B3LYP-D3BJ
B3LYP
ωB97x-D
PBEPBE
PBEPBE/auto
M06-L/auto
MN15-L/auto

Geometry
MLCT
MC

BS1
55.4
48.9

MLCT
MC

ΔEel
–6.6

BS18
50.3
53.9

55.9
48.7

MLCT
MC

55.1
46.0

MLCT
MC
MLCT
MC

55.8
46.1
65.6
46.9

+3.7

BS18–BS1
–5.2
+5.1

–7.2

50.7
53.8

+3.1

–5.2
+5.1

–9.1

50.0
51.1

+1.1

–5.0
+5.2

MLCT
MC

–18.7

50.8
51.2
60.5
52.3

49.3
54.5

+5.1

MLCT
MC

49.3
54.1

MLCT
MC

49.2
41.0

MLCT
MC

53.2
49.8

ΔEel

–8.2

–5.0
+5.2
–5.2
+5.4

45.7
59.4

+13.7

–3.7
+4.9

+4.9

45.7
59.2

+13.5

–3.5
+5.1

–8.2

44.2
44.6

+0.3

–5.0
+3.6

–3.4

49.0
54.3

+5.3

–4.2
+4.5

–9.7

+0.4

The results of the shape-consistent basis set (DFT/BS1//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1) will be
examined first. With PBE0 and B3LYP, inclusion of D3BJ empirical dispersion results in a < 1
kcal mol–1 change in ΔEel. The electronic excitation to the MLCT geometry can be considered as
a “long-range” process because of the spatial relocation of the electron to the ligand framework.
However, the long-range corrected ωB97x-D produces a ΔEel that is 12.1 kcal mol–1 more
negative than PBE0-D3BJ/BS1. While initially surprising, it should be noted that ωB97x-D was
not explicitly developed with transition metal systems in mind, although it has been shown to
provide reasonable geometries from both our own data (Table 3.6 in the SI) and others’.123 The
PBEPBE functional provides ΔEel that are qualitatively correct. Inclusion of auto-fitting
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functions result in only a 0.2 kcal mol–1 difference. Because the auto-fitting functions with
PBEPBE have minimal impact, the M06-L/auto and MN15-L/auto functionals were also tested.
These functionals, with auto-fitting functions, are known to provide reasonable thermodynamic
properties for transition metal systems.105, 106 Surprisingly, both M06-L/auto and MN15-L/auto
produce ΔEel that are qualitatively incorrect with BS1.
Turning to the energy/correlation-consistent basis set data (DFT/BS18//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1
in the right half of Table 3.4), there is a shift in ΔEel. Using BS18, all but one functional (ωB97xD) now produces a qualitatively correct ΔEel. What is more interesting is the consistency of the
shift in the relative energies (last column of Table 3.4). On average, the MLCT geometry is
lowered by 4.7 kcal mol–1 and the MC geometry is raised by 5.0 kcal mol–1, resulting in a net
positive shift of ~10 kcal mol–1 in ΔEel. Density functional approximations are variational, but
are not guaranteed to converge to the correct answer with larger or more flexible basis sets.
However, the consistent shift observed for each of these functionals upon changing from shape
BS1 to BS18 may warrant further exploration. Regardless, the data in Table 3.4 clearly show that
although varying the functional does have an effect on ΔEel, changing from shape-consistent BS1
to energy/correlation-consistent BS18 with the same functional has a much more dramatic effect.
3.3.2

Basis Set
Single-point computations were performed on the PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 optimized geometries

to further evaluate the basis set dependence on the relative energies of the MLCT and MC
geometries. The basis set combinations in Table 3.1 were devised to determine if the discrepancy
between experiment and PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 arises from the selection of basis functions on the
metal center and/or the basis functions used for the ligand framework. The basis functions tested
cover various combinations of double- vs triple-ζ quality, shape- vs energy/correlation-consistent
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formalisms, and the inclusion of diffuse functions on heavy atoms. The results of single-point
computations with PBE0-D3BJ/BSX/PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 are shown in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5

Relative electronic energies (kcal mol–1) of the MC and MLCT geometries,
relative to the GS geometry, at the PBE0-D3BJ/BSX//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 level of
theory. Qualitatively incorrect ΔEel are highlighted in red.

BS

Metal

Ligands

Geom.

Eel

1

mod-LANL2DZ

6-31G(d')

MLCT

55.4

MC

48.9

MLCT

54.9

MC

49.0

MLCT

52.6

MC

49.8

MLCT

54.2

MC

49.1

MLCT

53.9

MC

49.2

MLCT

52.3

MC

49.9

MLCT

53.6

MC

48.8

MLCT

52.7

MC

49.6

2

cc-pVDZ

3

4

jul-ccpVDZ
mod-LANL2TZ

5

6-31G(d')
cc-pVDZ

6

jul-ccpVDZ

7

6-311G(d)

8

cc-pVTZ

9

jul-ccpVTZ

MLCT
MC

10

11
12

13
14

modLANL2TZ(f)

6-31G(d')

cc-pVDZ
jul-ccpVDZ
6-311G(d)
cc-pVTZ

MLCT

ΔEe

15

16

–
6.0
–
2.8
–
5.1
–
4.7
–
2.4

50.1

MLCT

53.0

MC

50.1

MLCT

51.4

MC

50.7

MLCT

52.6

MC

49.7

MLCT

51.8

MC

50.4

SDD(2f,g) QR
SC

52.8

17

cc-pVDZ

MC
MLCT
MC

53.4
51.1
53.6

18

jul-ccpVDZ

MLCT

50.3

19

6-311G(d)

20

cc-pVTZ

MC
MLCT
MC
MLCT
MC

53.9
50.9
53.0
52.1
53.2

21

jul-ccpVTZ

MLCT

50.1

MC
MLCT
MC
MLCT
MC

53.2
51.0
51.0
51.0
51.4

MLCT

50.2

cc-pVDZ-PP

6-31G(d')
cc-pVDZ

–
4.8

24

jul-ccpVDZ

–
3.1

25

–
3.2
–
2.8
–
0.7
–
3.0
–
1.3

51

50.5

MLCT

23

–
1.8

51.0

6-31G(d')

22

53.2

MC

MLCT
MC

–
6.6

51.8
50.0

jul-ccpVTZ

l

MC

52.3

6-31G(d')

MLCT

50.6

26

cc-VDZ

MC
MLCT
MC

51.4
50.5
51.8

27

jul-ccpVDZ

MLCT

50.0

MC

52.5

aug-cc-pVDZPP

–
0.5
0.5
2.5
3.7
2.1
1.1
3.1
0.0
0.4
2.1
0.9
1.3
2.5

Looking first at the effects of changing the basis set of Ru, changing from modLANL2DZ to mod-LANL2TZ quality (BSs 1–6) decreases the magnitude of ΔEel by 1.1 kcal
mol–1 on average. Similarly, changing from mod-LANL2DZ to mod-LANL2TZ(f) quality (BSs
1–3,10–12) results in a slightly larger decrease in the magnitude of ΔEel, 2.9 kcal mol–1 on
average. However, changing from a shape-consistent (mod-LANL2XZ) to an energy/correlationconsistent (SDD, cc-pVDZ, and jul-cc-pVDZ) construction (BSs 1–3,10–24) produces a notably
larger change in ΔEel of 4.7 kcal mol–1 on average. However, there are single instances where the
shift in ΔEel is quite large simply from changing the basis set of Ru. For example, changing BS1
to BS16 results in a shift of 7 kcal mol–1 and BS1 to BS25 results in a shift of 8 kcal mol–1. These
data indicate that the choice of basis set for the metal can dramatically effect ΔEel.
The effect of the ligand basis set on ΔEel is modest. Changing the ligand basis set with
mod-LANL2DZ for Ru (BS1–BS3) decreases the magnitude of ΔEel by 3.8 kcal mol–1.
Similarly, with mod-LANL2TZ (BS4–BS9) and mod-LANL2TZ(f) (BS10–BS15) for Ru, ΔEel
shifts by 3.3 and 2.7 kcal mol–1, respectively. However, despite the variation in ligand basis set,
all ΔEel remain qualitatively incorrect compared to experiment. Close inspection indicates that a
quadruple-ζ basis set might push ΔEel positive (BS10–BS15), but this would be a rather
expensive methodology for practical use as the triple ζ BS15 already contains 2030 basis
functions (see Table 3.1). Changing the ligand basis set with SDD(2f,g) for Ru (BS16–BS21)
increases the magnitude ΔEel by 3.2 kcal mol–1, only slightly different than with mod-LANL2TZ.
Moving through the cc-pVDZ-PP (BS22–BS24) and aug-cc-pVDZ-PP (BS25–BS27) series
similarly increases ΔEel by 2.1 and 2.6 kcal mol–1, respectively. These data demonstrate that ΔEel
is modestly impacted by the basis set used for the ligands, with the largest positive shifts in ΔEel
obtained from the jul-cc-pVXZ basis sets.
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The combined data from the Ru and ligand basis set testing demonstrate that altering the
basis set of Ru results can affect ΔEel more significantly than altering the ligand basis set; 8.0
(BS1→BS25) vs 3.8 (BS1→BS3) kcal mol–1. Energy/correlation-consistent basis set/ECP
combinations on Ru appear to greatly improve reliability as evidenced by the lowering of the
MLCT and raising of the MC relative energies. Furthermore, no basis set combination tested
provided a qualitatively correct ΔEel when a shape-consistent basis set was used for Ru,
regardless of the basis set used for the ligands. The basis sets of the ligands have diminished,
albeit overall similar, trends to changing the metal-basis with the largest change in ΔEel resulting
from the addition of diffuse functions on heavy atoms. In conclusion, an affordable general
procedure for obtaining qualitatively correct ΔEel would be to use the PBE0-D3BJ/BS17//PBE0D3BJ/BS1 or PBE0-D3BJ/BS18//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 computational approaches. These
methodologies will place an energy-consistent basis set on Ru and correlation-consistent basis
sets on the ligands. Additionally, as these are single-point computations, the geometries can be
obtained from a more tractable level of theory, which will be particularly important for
production level computations of novel systems where the ES is less well-characterized. It
should be noted that while the data in Table 3.5 indicate that correlation-consistent basis sets for
the ligands are not a requirement, it is still recommended to 1) ensure analogous construction
schemes in the basis sets of all atoms and 2) to allow this methodology to be applicable for
systems in which the GS-ES difference is primarily ligand-centered.
3.3.3

Spectral Characterization
Using the data above, a methodology has now been established for obtaining reasonable

geometries with qualitatively correct ΔEel. However, having reasonable geometries is only half
of the story. Because many assignments of the ES are made based on time-resolved spectra, in
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particular ultra-fast pump-probe UV-Vis spectra, a methodology must also be determined for
simulating these spectra computationally. The effects of various factors on the simulated UV-Vis
spectra are studied below.
3.3.3.1

Singlet vs Triplet Wavefunction
Because time-resolved transient absorption spectra are commonly used to probe the

excited state, the basis set dependence on the excitation energies and their character must also be
evaluated. However, some other factors must also be considered. The ES of [Ru(bpy)3]2+
behaves as a triplet.124 Also, the experimental transient spectra correspond to the absorption of
this ES. We acknowledge that TD-DFT introduces spin contamination to the computed
excitations when using open-shell reference wavefunctions, but, given the previous two points, a
variational triplet reference wavefunction is likely necessary to produce a simulated spectrum
even qualitatively similar to the experimental transient. As such, the transient absorption spectra
of the MLCT and MC geometries were simulated by computing the singlet (1TD) excitations on
both the variational singlet (1DFT) and triplet (3DFT) wavefunctions (1TD-nDFT).
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Figure 3.2

Simulated absorption spectra of the GS (1TD-1DFT//1DFT – top) and transient
absorption of the MLCT ES (1TD-1DFT//3DFT – middle, 1TD-3DFT//3DFT –
bottom) where DFT = PBE0-D3BJ/BS1.

The data in Figure 3.2 show that with 1TD-1DFT, the simulated transient absorption
spectra of the MLCT geometry is relatively unchanged from the GS absorption in both peak
position and character, making it qualitatively inconsistent with experiment. However, with 1TD3

DFT, the simulated transient absorption spectra of the MLCT geometry is quite different than
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the GS and has a spectral profile that is generally consistent with the experimental transient
spectrum.125 Examining the natural transition orbitals (NTOs) of the individual excitations
(Figure 3.3) further reveals that the prominent peaks in the simulated spectrum have the same
character as is experimentally assigned.125 The low-energy features at 599 and 552 nm
correspond to excitations of the ß electron density from bpy π to Ru d. The higher energy feature
at 435 nm corresponds to an excitation of the α electron density from occupied bpy π* to
unoccupied bpy π*. There is an additional computed feature at 369 nm that is a separate ß
excitation from bpy π to Ru d. This feature is not noted in the experimental transient, as it is
likely buried by the GS bleach. These findings are not surprising for [Ru(bpy)3]2+, but it does
signal that when simulating ES spectra, particular attention must be paid to the reference
wavefunction, especially for systems where the spin state may not be as well-defined.
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Figure 3.3

Simulated transient absorption spectrum of the MLCT ES (1TD-3DFT) and the
NTOs of select intense excitations, where DFT = PBE0-D3BJ/BS1.
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3.3.3.2

Geometry
Because there is a basis set dependence on ΔEel, the transient spectra of the MC

geometries were also simulated to evaluate the impact of ΔEel on the computed excitations.
Reasoning that because the computed excitation energies are dependent on the relative energies
of the occupied and virtual orbitals involved, having both the correct energies and populations of
those orbitals could be of importance to produce qualitatively correct simulated spectra.
Surprisingly, the simulated transient spectrum of the MC geometry from 1TD3

DFT/BS1//3DFT/BS1 is not drastically different than the spectrum of the MLCT geometry in

terms of gross spectral features (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). In both spectra, there is a lowintensity feature ~600 nm and a more intense feature ~450 nm, although, the character of these
excitations are quite different. The MLCT geometry has the experimentally assigned π* to π*
and π to d excitations, whereas in the MC geometry, all the prominent excitations are of Ru d to
bpy π* character (see Figure 3.4). The computed d to π* charge transfer excitations of the MC
geometry are an interesting consequence of the spatial similarities between t2g5eg1 ES and the
t2g6eg0 GS electronic configurations. Because the electrons are localized to Ru in both
configurations, the d-π* charge-transfer excitations remain the dominant contributors to the
spectrum. Furthermore, the presence of multiple, different d-π* excitations can be reasoned as a
consequence of breaking the degeneracy of both the metal- and ligand-based orbitals during a
Jahn-Teller distortion. Indeed, the NTOs in Figure 3.4, in particular the 700 and 607 nm
excitations, nicely illustrate this logic.
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Figure 3.4

Simulated transient absorption spectrum of the MC ES (1TD-3DFT) and the NTOs
of select excitations, where DFT = PBE0-D3BJ/BS1.
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3.3.3.3

Basis Set Effects
Because the electronic configuration, and, consequently, the geometry have a direct

impact on the character of the computed excitations, it was also important to evaluate the basis
set dependence on both the energy and character of the computed excitations. Figure 3.5 also
shows the simulated transient absorption spectra obtained with an energy/correlation-consistent
basis set (1TD-3DFT/BS18//3DFT/BS1). Interestingly, the gross spectral features are quite similar
to the spectra obtained from a shape-consistent basis set (1TD-3DFT/BS1//3DFT/BS1), albeit
with some shifts in their position. In the MLCT geometry, both BS1 and BS18 produce the
feature at ~450 nm, although the ~600 nm feature in BS1 is shifted to ~550 nm with BS18. In the
MC geometry, the ~450 and 600 nm features from BS1 are shifted to ~475 and 650 nm with
BS18. Despite these shifts, the spectra are qualitatively similar. Furthermore, the character of the
computed excitations for the features characterized with BS18 are quite similar to those from
BS1. The MLCT geometry retains the α π* to π* and ß π to d excitations, although the higher
energy feature ~350 nm changes from an α bpy π to Ru d excitation to a ß Ru d to bpy π*
excitation (Figure 3.14 in the SI). Although, this feature will likely be buried by the GS bleach
and not be observed experimentally. The MC geometry retains the d-π* excitations.
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Figure 3.5

Simulated transient absorption spectra of the MLCT and MC excited state
geometries with 1TD-3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (top) and 1TD-3PBE0D3BJ/BS18//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (bottom).

The geometry and basis set data collectively demonstrate that, solely based on the
simulated spectrum, an assignment cannot reasonably be made as to whether the experimental
transient spectrum belongs to the MLCT or MC geometry. Experimentally, it is known that the
MLCT geometry is lower in energy for [Ru(bpy)3]2+, so again, this is not surprising for this
complex. However, the same quality and quantity of information will likely be non-existent for
novel systems. This point further underscores the importance of having good relative energies to
accurately predict and interpret experimental data.
3.3.3.4

TD-DFT vs CIS(D)
CIS(D) single point computations were utilized to examine how an ab initio method

performs for ES simulated absorption spectra of these Ru systems. Similar to the DFT
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computations, a triplet wavefunction was required for the reference as the singlet reference
provided spectra grossly inconsistent with experiment (Figure 3.13 in the SI).

Figure 3.6

Simulated transient absorption spectra of the MLCT and MC excited state
geometries with 1TD-3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (a & b) and
3
CIS(D)/BS17//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (c & d). Note that the scale for spectrum d is
significantly smaller than for spectra a–c.

Figure 3.6 shows that the 3CIS(D)//BS17/3DFT/BS1 spectral profile of the MLCT
geometry is somewhat similar to 1TD-3DFT//3DFT. However, the peak assignments are quite
different. The bpy π* to π* transition is retained, but the bpy π to Ru d transition has shifted
significantly and is now bpy π to Rydberg character (Figure 3.17 in the SI). Additionally, there is
a new feature ~750 nm (Figure 3.6) that is not observed experimentally. The
3

CIS(D)//BS17/3DFT/BS1 spectrum of the MC geometry is altogether different than with 1TD-

3

DFT//3DFT. These data indicate that a HF reference for the excitations is insufficient, even with
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an energy/correlation-consistent basis set. EOM-CCSD computations will offer more rigorous
insight into the basis set effects on these systems.
3.3.3.5

Spin-Orbit Coupling
Because of the high spin-orbit coupling (SOC) present in Ru, its influence on the

simulated spectra was also evaluated. Single-point computation were performed with PBEoD3BJ/ZORA on the PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 geometries. For the GS spectrum, SOC was applied
perturbatively to the non-SOC excitations (SOPERT). Based on the previous sections, an openshell wavefunction was necessary for computing the ES spectrum; therefore, the MLCT
spectrum was simulated by computing the spin-polarized excitations from an open-shell spinorbit coupled SCF (SOSCF) wavefunction using the noncollinear approximation. The spectra
shown in Figure 3.7 demonstrate unexpected results; under spin-orbit coupling, the GS and
MLCT spectra are similar. Inspecting the character of the prominent excitations reveals that both
spectra are dominated by Ru d to bpy π* excitations (Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 in the SI),
which is similar to using 1TD-1DFT (see Figure 3.2). Further inspection of the converged
wavefunction for the MLCT geometry indeed reveals a t2g6eg0 electronic configuration, despite
using an open-shell wavefunction.
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Figure 3.7

Simulated absorption spectrum of the GS (left) applying SOC perturbatively to the
computed excitations and the simulated transient spectrum of the MLCT (right)
applying SOC in the open-shell SCF with the noncollinear approximation.

The incorrect electronic configuration of the MLCT geometry is likely a consequence of
multiple factors. When performing and SOSCF computation in ADF, the electrons cannot be
adequately described when they are constrained to α or ß spin. Accordingly, double-group
symmetry is invoked such that each orbital can accommodate only a single electron. Coupling
this scheme to the noncollinear approximation, where spin-polarized electrons do not have to
orient in the same spatial direction, renders the exact spin of each electron irrelevant. As a result
of this formalism, the total multiplicity of the system cannot be specified and the orbitals are
populated purely from the Aufbau principle, which, in this case, produces an electronic
configuration inconsistent with an MLCT state. Obtaining the correct wavefunction is easily
remedied by requesting explicit orbital occupations. Unfortunately, in double-group symmetry,
the t2g5eg1 configuration produces a totally unoccupied orbital (as opposed to two partially
occupied orbitals in conventional point-group symmetry) that is lower in energy than an
occupied orbital, i.e. the LUMO is lower in energy than the HOMO. While there is nothing
inherently wrong with this wavefunction, the current implementation of TD-DFT in ADF does
not allow for the computation of vertical excitations for such cases.
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3.4

Conclusions
We have demonstrated, using the prototypical case of [Ru(bpy)3]2+, that the selection of

the basis set for computations of the excited state can be important to obtain even qualitatively
correct energetics. This selection could even be paramount for transition metal systems. Energy/correlation-consistent basis sets on Ru consistently provide qualitatively correct ΔEel over
shape-consistent schemes thus making them an apparent necessity. Polarization functions on Ru
further improve the results, although not as much as energy-/correlation-consistent basis sets. In
our testing, the basis sets for the main group atoms of the ligand framework has a similar, albeit
diminished effect on ΔEel. Based on the data, energy/correlation-consistent basis sets are still
recommended for these atoms for 1) consistency with the construction of the basis set of the
metal 2) cases where the GS→ES difference is primarily ligand centered (i.e. π-π* transitions or
singlet-diradical triplet transitions). The geometries obtained from any of the DFT/BSX
optimizations are essentially unchanged relative to PBE0-D3BJ/BS1, demonstrating that one can
use single-point computations on geometries obtained from a more computationally tractable
level of theory if necessary. The simulated UV-Vis spectral features and their assigned character
were relatively unchanged between shape-consistent BS1 and energy-/correlation-consistent
BS18, indicating that despite the basis set dependence on ΔEel, reasonable spectral data could,
with caution, be obtained from a more computationally tractable level of theory.

3.5

Supplementary Information
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Table 3.6

Ru-N bond lengths (Å) from the optimized geometries at various levels of theory.
The average absolute deviation (AAD), mean-signed deviation (MSD), and the
maximum absolute deviation (MAD) (all in Å) of the Ru-N bond lengths relative
to the corresponding PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 geometries are shown. The NX subscript
corresponds to the atom number in the optimized geometries.

Theory
PBE0-D3BJ/BS1

Geom.
GS
MLCT
MC

Ru-N2
2.080
2.095
2.452

Ru-N21
2.080
2.094
2.146

Ru-N22
2.080
2.069
2.095

Ru-N41
2.080
2.068
2.095

Ru-N42
2.080
2.068
2.146

Ru-N61
2.080
2.068
2.452

AAD

MSD

MAD

PBE0/BS1

GS
MLCT
MC

2.091
2.110
2.441

2.091
2.110
2.153

2.091
2.078
2.100

2.091
2.075
2.100

2.091
2.078
2.153

2.091
2.074
2.441

0.011
0.011
0.008

0.011
0.011
0.000

0.011
0.017
0.012

B3LYP-D3BJ/BS1

GS
MLCT
MC

2.098
2.111
2.445

2.098
2.112
2.157

2.098
2.086
2.107

2.098
2.087
2.107

2.098
2.086
2.157

2.098
2.087
2.445

0.018
0.018
0.010

0.018
0.018
0.006

0.018
0.019
0.012

B3LYP/BS1

GS
MLCT
MC

2.120
NLa
2.478

2.120

2.120

2.120

2.120

2.120

0.040

0.040

0.040

2.184

2.124

2.124

2.184

2.478

0.031

0.031

0.038

wB97x-D/BS1

GS
MLCT
MC

2.109
2.047
2.450

2.109
2.047
2.164

2.108
2.102
2.117

2.109
2.137
2.117

2.109
2.102
2.163

2.110
2.137
2.450

0.029
0.050
0.014

0.029
0.018
0.013

0.030
0.069
0.023

PBEPBE/BS1

GS
MLCT
MC

2.090
2.111
NLa

2.090
2.111

2.090
2.087

2.090
2.082

2.090
2.087

2.090
2.082

0.010
0.016

0.010
0.016

0.010
0.019

PBEPBE/BS1/auto

GS
MLCT
MC

2.092
2.113
NLa

2.092
2.113

2.092
2.088

2.092
2.084

2.092
2.088

2.092
2.084

0.012
0.018

0.012
0.018

0.012
0.020

M06-L/BS1/auto

GS
MLCT
MC

2.109
NLa
2.455

2.109

2.109

2.109

2.109

2.109

0.029

0.029

0.029

2.176

2.123

2.123

2.176

2.456

0.021

0.021

0.030

GS
MLCT
MC

2.087
NLa
2.430

2.087

2.087

2.087

2.087

2.087

0.007

0.007

0.007

2.148

2.094

2.094

2.148

2.431

0.008

–0.007

0.023

PBE0-D3BJ/BS18

GS
MLCT
MC

2.050
2.067
2.482

2.050
2.067
2.116

2.050
2.039
2.065

2.050
2.033
2.065

2.050
2.039
2.116

2.050
2.032
2.482

0.030
0.031
0.029

–0.030
–0.031
–0.010

0.030
0.036
0.030

PBEPBE/BS18

GS
MLCT
MC

2.061
2.078
NLa

2.061
2.078

2.061
2.058

2.061
2.054

2.061
2.058

2.061
2.054

0.019
0.014

–0.019
–0.014

0.019
0.017

M06-L/BS18

GS
MLCT
MC

2.080
2.104
2.422

2.080
2.104
2.141

2.080
2.075
2.090

2.080
2.076
2.090

2.080
2.080
2.075
2.076
2.141
2.422
Global Averages

0.000
0.008
0.013
0.019

0.000
0.008
–0.013
0.007

0.000
0.011
0.031
0.023

MN15-L/BS1/auto

a) NL = geometry not located
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3.5.2

Attachment/Detachment Densities
The A/D densities are constructed in such a way that there is only a single A/D pair for

each excitation. As a result, the A/D densities are more illustrative of the total character of the
excitation and permit the quantification of the charge transfer (CT) or local excitation (LE)
character via the ΦS index. The ΦS index is a measure of the spatial overlap of the A/D densities
and ranges from 0-1. Values closer to 1 indicate increased spatial overlap and thus more LE
character while values closer to 0 indicate decreased overlap and thus more CT character. Values
closer to 0.5 indicate the excitation has mixed LE and CT character.
The format for this section is the simulated spectrum for select states followed by the
detachment (left, blue) and attachment (right, yellow) densities for select excitations. These are
the probability densities for the locations of where the electron density came from (detachment)
and where it went to (attachment). The arrow denotes the wavelength of the excitation (top) and
the ΦS index (bottom).
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Figure 3.8

GS Absorption of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ (1DFT MLCT at 0.0 kcal mol–1)

As would be expected, all excitations have significant MLCT character. At lower
wavelengths an increased contribution from the bpy ligands to the detachment density increases
the LE excitation character.
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Figure 3.9

Transient Absorption of MLCT [Ru(bpy)3]2+ (1TD-1PBE0-D3BJ/BS1//3PBE0D3BJ/BS1 MLCT at 55.4 kcal mol–1)

Each of these excitations has some degree of MLCT character, by inspection. However,
at lower wavelengths, the excitations have increased character from the ligand resulting in
overall LE character.
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Figure 3.10

Transient Absorption of MC [Ru(bpy)3]2+ (1TD-1PBE0-D3BJ/BS1//3PBE0D3BJ/BS1 MC at 48.9 kcal mol–1)

The 361 and 353 nm excitations are largely MLCT in character. The 284, 283 nm
excitations are dominated by d-d and π-π* LE character.
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To obtain correct excited state spectra for these systems, one must use a variational triplet
wavefunction to correctly localize the electrons prior to computing the excitations. Below are the
differences in computing singlet excitations on a variational singlet wavefunction (1TD-1DFT)
versus singlet excitations on a variational triplet wavefunction (1TD-3DFT). Using 1TD3

DFT//3DFT provides spectral assignments similar to experiment.

Figure 3.11

Simulated transient absorption spectra of the MLCT and MC excited state
geometries with 1TD-1PBE0-D3BJ/BS1//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (top) and 1TD-3PBE0D3BJ/BS1//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (bottom).
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3.5.3

Natural Transition Orbitals
Unfortunately, we cannot use A/D densities to examine open-shell systems. The natural

transition orbitals (NTOs) below are for the 1TD-3DFT//3DFT computations. The spectra are
copied from above. The individual excitations are shown as individual hole→particle transitions
with the arrow denoting the wavelength (above) and whether it is an excitation of the α or ß
electron density.
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Figure 3.12

Simulated transient UV-Vis and NTOs of the MLCT geometry from 1TD-3PBE0D3BJ/BS1//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1
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Table 3.7

Simulated transient UV-Vis and NTOs of the MC geometry from 1TD-3PBE0D3BJ/BS1//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1
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3.5.4

1

TD-3DFT/BS1//3DFT/BS1 vs 1TD-3DFT/BS18//3DFT/BS1

Since a BS18 single-point computation correctly places the MLCT lower in energy for
[Ru(bpy)3]2+, the transient spectra were also simulated for this BS combination. The resulting
spectra, although slightly different, do not change the character of the assigned peaks from BS1.
Shown below are the spectral comparisons for BS1 and BS18 along with the spectral analysis for
BS18.

Figure 3.13

Simulated transient absorption spectra of the MLCT and MC excited state
geometries with 1TD-3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (top) and 1TD-3PBE0D3BJ/BS18//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (bottom).
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Figure 3.14

Simulated transient UV-Vis and NTOs of the MLCT geometry from 1TD-3PBE0D3BJ/BS18//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1
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Figure 3.15

Simulated transient UV-Vis and NTOs of the MC geometry from 1TD-3PBE0D3BJ/BS18//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1
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3.5.5

1

CIS(D)//3DFT vs 3CIS(D)//3DFT

Figure 3.16

Simulated transient absorption spectra of the MLCT and MC excited state
geometries with 1CIS(D)/BS17//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (top) and
3
CIS(D)/BS17//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (bottom).

Similar to TD-DFT, it appears that a variational triplet wavefunction is required as the
reference for the MLCT spectrum to be even qualitatively similar.
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Figure 3.17

Simulated transient UV-Vis and NTOs of the MLCT geometry from
3
CIS(D)/BS17//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1
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Figure 3.18

Simulated transient UV-Vis and NTOs of the MC geometry from
3
CIS(D)/BS17//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1
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3.5.6

1

TD-3DFT//3DFT vs 3CIS(D)//3DFT

Figure 3.19

Simulated transient absorption spectra of the MLCT and MC excited state
geometries with 1TD-3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (top) and
3
CIS(D)/BS17//3PBE0-D3BJ/BS1 (bottom).

The 3CIS(D) spectra are quite different than their 1TD-3DFT counterparts and do not
appear to be reliable.
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3.5.7

SO-PBE0-D3BJ/ZORA//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1

Figure 3.20

Simulated ground state UV-VIS absorption spectrum applying spin-orbit coupling
to the SCF and the computed excitations perturbatively.
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Figure 3.21

Simulated transient UV-VIS absorption spectra from the spin-polarized excitations
on an unrestricted spin-orbit coupled SCF within the non-collinear approximation.
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Figure 3.22

Simulated UV-Vis and the involved MOs of the GS geometry from SO-PBE0D3BJ/ZORA//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1
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Figure 3.23

Simulated transient UV-Vis and the involved MOs of the MLCT geometry from
SO-PBE0-D3BJ/ZORA//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1

This spectrum lacks the low energy excitations typically observed for excited state
[Ru(bpy)3]2+; it actually appears similar to the ground state absorption. The MLCT character of
the excitation confirms that the electronic configuration is incorrect. The excitation were
computed using the noncollinear approximation that ADF instructs to use for the “Highly
approximate spin-orbit coupled excitation energies open shell molecule.” As a result, it appears
that the input geometry yields an electronic configuration more similar to an open-shell singlet
than a MLCT triplet, which is an unlikely electronic configuration.
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Figure 3.24

Simulated transient UV-Vis and the involved MOs of the MC geometry from SOPBE0-D3BJ/ZORA//PBE0-D3BJ/BS1

Given the distorted geometry, this complex appears to have the obtained the correct
electronic configuration. Both the d-d and d-π* excitations should be present in the MC
geometry with the d-d excitations being lower in energy.
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CHAPTER IV
PREDICTING ABSORPTION AND EMISSION MAXIMA OF POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC
AZABORINES: RELIABLE TRANSITION ENERGIES AND CHARACTER
4.1

Introduction
Replacing one of the C-C groups in an aromatic benzenoid with a B-N group results in an

aromatic azaborine compound. Polycyclic aromatic azaborines have been extensively studied
due to their intense absorption, high quantum yields, and photostability.126-130 Materials
containing these chromo-/luminophores have potential applications in devices such as organic
field effect transistors (OFETs) and organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs).129, 131-135
Additionally, several luminescent azaborines have been reported that are relatively small, with
some previously reported compounds having only three fused rings.130, 136 Due to their potential
applications and their relative structural simplicity, these compounds are prime candidates for
computational design and screening if a viable methodology can be determined.
Based on the data in our previous publication,136 a reasonable correlation to experiment
could be found for the predicted maxima of nearly all compounds in Figure 4.1 using TDB3LYP/BS1 single point computations (absorption, λmax) or optimizations (emission, λem) on
single molecules in isolation. However, the computed data for the nitro compounds gave a poor
correlation to the experimental results for λem. Experimental data suggested a possible
intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) mechanism evidenced by the significant solvation
dependence on λem. Drastic improvement was observed in the correlation between computed and
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experimental data upon utilizing a ΔSCRF procedure with a nonlinear response solvation model
For clarification, the ΔSCRF procedure is when the ground state energy at the excited state
geometry is subtracted from the energy of the excited state with the energy of both states being
corrected by nonlinear response solvation.. Furthermore, a negative shift in the computed ΦS
indices (Table 4.2 in the SI) of the prominent excitations support the experimental assignment of
an ICT process.

Figure 4.1

The polycyclic azaborines examined herein.

While the computed data provide a reasonable correlation to the experimental data, there
is certainly room for improvement. Using the ΔSCRF procedure to correct the energies of
excitations from linear response solvation is more time-intensive and does not lend itself to more
black-boxed approaches for compound screening. Furthermore, due to the increased reported
ICT character of both the absorption and emission processes of the nitro compounds, there could
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be a strong method dependence on the computed λem.136 Indeed, previous studies have shown
that standard hybrid functionals, in particular B3LYP, can inaccurately describe long-range
charge transfer processes.137-140 Herein the B3LYP results are further evaluated against additional
methods to 1) definitively assign the character of the nitro emission maxima and 2) establish an
operationally simpler methodology for future studies.
4.2

Computational Methods
All DFT (where DFT = B3LYP,10, 11 PBE1PBE,101, 102, 141 B97D,142 cam-QTP(01),143 LC-

ωHPBE,144 or ωB97x-D100) computations were carried out using the D.01 revision of Gaussian
0964 (G09) or the A.03 revision of Gaussian 1663 (G16) as specified below. Default integration
grids were used for all computations: G09 defaults to a fine pruned grid using 75 radial shells
with 302 points per shell (75,302) for optimizations and a pruned coarse grid using 35 radial
shells with 110 points per shell (35,110) for Hessians, G16 defaults to an ultrafine pruned grid
using 99 radial shells with 590 points per shell (99,590) for optimizations and a pruned SG1 grid
using 50 radial shells with 194 points per shell (50,194) for Hessians. All computations with G09
used non-default (10–6) SCF convergence criteria; all computations in G16 utilized default (10–8)
convergence criteria. All coupled-cluster computations were carried out using Q-Chem 5.0145
using default SCF (10–8) and CC (10–6) convergence criteria. All DFT computations used the
BS1 basis set defined as follows: the 6-31G(d') basis sets for H, B, C, N, and O (the 6-31G(d')
basis set adopts the d polarization functions from the 6-311G(d)114 basis set rather than the
default value of 0.8115 for B, C, N, and O); and the Hay and Wadt basis set (BS) and effective
core potential (ECP) [LANL2DZ]146 combination with d and p polarization functions developed
by Gilbert and Sunderlin [LANL2DZ(d,p)]147 for Br and S, when present. All coupled-cluster
computations used the BS2 basis set defined as follows: the cc-VDZ basis set for H, B, N, C, O,
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and S, when present; and the aug-cc-pvDZ-PP BS+ECP combination148 for Br, when present. All
DFT single-point computations for determining pKas were performed on the B3LYP/BS1
geometries using the SMD73 solvation model with parameters consistent with acetonitrile as the
solvent and the BS3 basis set defined as follows: the cc-pVTZ72 basis sets for all atoms and
additional diffuse functions placed on the two O atoms involved in the hydrogen bonding to the
acidic proton (jul-cc-pVTZ).116 All ground state geometries were fully optimized in G09 with
DFT/BS1, and subsequent analytical frequency computations confirmed that a zeroth-order
saddle-point (minimum) was obtained. For time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) geometry
optimizations, the first singlet excited states were optimized in G09 using analytical gradients,
and the first 10 singlet excitations were solved iteratively [TD(ROOT=1,NSTATES=10)].
Subsequent single-point frequency computations were performed on the TD-DFT optimized
geometries in G16 to employ analytical Hessians (G09 has only numerical Hessians for TDDFT) and confirmed that in each case a zeroth-order saddle-point was obtained. To simulate the
absorption and emission spectra with TD-DFT, single-point computations were performed on the
optimized GS and ES geometries and the first 30 singlet excitations were solved iteratively
[TD(ROOT=1,NSTATES=30)]. To simulate the spectra with EOM-CCSD/BS2, single-points
computations were performed on the corresponding B3LYP/BS1 (absorption) and TDB3LYP/BS1 (emission) geometries and the first 20 singlet excitations were solved iteratively.
All spectra were simulated using an in-house Fortran program by convoluting the computed
excitation energies and oscillator strengths with a Gaussian line-shape and a broadening of 20
nm.19 Computations were performed both on single molecules in isolation (“gas-phase”) and
with the SMD solvation model using parameters consistent with either chloroform or
acetonitrile.73 Attachment and detachment densities and their corresponding ΦS (spatial overlap)
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values were obtained using the Nancy_Ex code.149-151 Natural transition orbitals were also
generated for each λmax and λem to examine the character of the transitions and the images
rendered in Chemcraft152 with a contour value of 0.02.
4.3

Results and Discussion
In accordance with Head-Gordon’s observations,137 a series of long-range corrected

functionals were selected to compute λmax and λem and compare to their non-range corrected
counterparts. In an effort to simplify computational procedures, initial computations were
performed without a solvation model (“gas-phase”) and compared to the experimental results in
CHCl3, the least polar solvent utilized in the experimental studies. Figure 4.2 shows that among
the non-range-corrected functionals, the hybrids (B3LYP and PBE1PBE) produce a better
correlation to experimental data than the pure B97D functional based on the scatter of each data
series from its trendline. Each range-corrected functional produces a series with significantly less
scatter compared to its non-range-corrected counterpart, indicating a more reliable correlation
compared to experimental data. However, the hybrid functionals also produce three apparent
outliers to the data, each of which corresponds to the λem of the nitro compounds (colored circles
in Figure 4.2). Additionally, the displacement of the nitro λem from the remainder of the
computed appears to be exaggerated with the range-corrected functionals. This trend indicates
that the range-corrected functionals are overestimating the energy (lower wavelength) of the
experimentally assigned charge transfer emission. This is the opposite of anticipated behavior
wherein range-corrected functionals should lower the energy of CT transitions relative to their
non-range-corrected counterparts.
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Figure 4.2

Computed λmax (TD-DFT//DFT/BS1) and λem (TD-DFT/BS1) vs. experimental
data in CHCl3. The colored circles denote the λem from the nitro compounds.

Before delving too deeply into methodological differences, the “right” answer should be
established. Therefore, EOM-CCSD/BS2 single-point computations were performed on the
B3LYP/BS1 geometries (EOM-CCSD/BS2//B3LYP/BS1). However, one point to consider quite
carefully is the expense of EOM-CCSD computations on systems of this size. What if the EOMCCSD computations, however unlikely, also do not reproduce experimental data? Another, more
tractable method, would be needed that could provide data of similar quality. To this end, results
from the cam-QTP(01) functional as a more affordable alternative were compared to
experimental and EOM-CCSD results (this DFT functional “looks-like-the-right” answer for an
“okay” reason). This functional was explicitly developed to predict more accurate ionization
energies, which requires accurate computation of orbital energies.143 In a similar vein, the orbital
energies from cam-QTP(01) should lend themselves to more accurate excitation energies.
Indeed, in its original publication, cam-QTP(01)/aug-cc-pVTZ was shown to provide results
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comparable to coupled-cluster for a fraction of the computational expense.143 However, due to
the size of the molecules of interest in the current study, the BS1 basis set was used in place of
the much larger aug-cc-pVTZ with cam-QTP(01) computations.

Figure 4.3

Computed λmax and λem from EOM-CCSD/BS2//B3LYP/BS1 and camQTP(01)/BS1 vs. experimental data in CHCl3. The colored circles denote the λem
from the nitro compounds.

Figure 4.3 shows the results of EOM-CCSD and cam-QTP(01) compared to experimental
data in CHCl3. As postulated, the computed excitations from cam-QTP(01) are in quite
reasonable agreement with EOM-CCSD, albeit with a slightly different slope (subsequent
computations with cam-QTP(01)/aug-cc-pVTZ//cam-QTP(01)/BS1 are also qualitatively similar,
see SI). Unfortunately, even EOM-CCSD does not predict a λem for the nitro compounds that is
in agreement with the experiment. Recalling that the data in Figure 4.3 represents “gas-phase”
computations, and the predicted character from B3LYP and experiment is an ICT transition,136
this observation is not necessarily shocking. Although, across the results for each range-corrected
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functional and EOM-CCSD, the λem of the nitro compounds is consistently further away from the
trendline compared to standard hybrid functionals. One would expect that range-corrected
functionals and EOM-CCSD would be able to better describe, and thus lower the energy of, CT
transitions compared to non-range corrected functionals like B3LYP and PBE1PBE. One
possible explanation is that the range-corrected functionals and EOM-CCSD do not actually
predict an ICT transition for the nitro λem. To investigate this possibility, the natural transition
orbitals (NTOs) for the λmax and λem of each compound at each level of theory were generated
and compared. The full set of orbitals are shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 in the SI, a subset are
shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4

NTOs of λem for nitro compounds 2 and 5 at the TD-B3LYP/BS1, TD-camQTP(01)/BS1, and EOM-CCSD/BS2//TD-B3LYP/BS1 levels of theory. The
emission process is depicted as the particle residing in the upper orbital undergoing
vertical de-excitation to the lower orbital.
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The NTOs in Figure 4.4 highlight the CT transition predicted by B3LYP for compounds
2 and 5. Surprisingly, cam-QTP(01) and EOM-CCSD computations predict a transition that is
not at all CT, but rather LE in character. Moreover, each range-corrected functional predicts that
the λem for the nitro compounds are LE in character and each non-range-corrected functional
predicts a λem that is CT in character (Table 4.5). The LE character predicted by both the rangecorrected functionals and EOM-CCSD are quite inconsistent with the experimental ICT
assignment. In particular, the inconsistency of the transition predicted by EOM-CCSD relative to
experiment is quite disconcerting. However, these are “gas-phase” computations. Perhaps these
results indicate that a solvation model is required in order to appropriately stabilize the CT
transitions. Considering that the absorption maxima are consistent with experiment across all
methodologies thus far, only the emission maxima will be examined for solvent optimizations.
Additionally, since the largest Stokes shifts are observed in acetonitrile solvent (ACN), solvent
optimizations were carried out with TD-DFT/BS1 using parameters consistent with ACN (SMDTD-DFT/BS1). The results are shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5

Computed λem (SMD-TD-DFT/BS1) vs. experimental data in ACN. The colored
circles denote the λem from the nitro compounds.

The predicted λem using a solvation model overall results in less scatter in the data, the
most notable improvement coming from B97D. It appears that the λem of the nitro compounds is
in better agreement, but, in each case, extrapolating the trendline from the rest of the data shows
that the energy of the λem transition is still consistently overestimated (lower wavelength)
compared to the rest of the data. Continuing from before, these results should also be compared
to EOM-CCSD computations. Figure 4.6 shows the comparison of cam-QTP(01) and EOMCCSD computations employing a solvation model.
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Figure 4.6

Computed λem from SMD-EOM-CCSD/BS2//SMD-TD-B3LYP/BS1 and SMDTD-cam-QTP(01)/BS1 vs. experimental data in ACN. The colored circles denote
the λem from the nitro compounds.

Yet again, the nitro compounds do not fall on the same line as the rest of the data. Based
on the data in Figure 4.6, application of a solvation model, even with EOM-CCSD, does not
rectify the discrepancy of λem from the experimental values. In fact, the EOM-CCSD results are
further away from the rest of the data than any of the DFT methods, which is quite strange.
However, before drawing too many conclusions, the character of the transitions should also be
inspected. Without a solvation model, EOM-CCSD – and all of the range-corrected functionals –
predicted that the λem of the nitro compounds was LE in character. NTOs were again generated
for the λem of each compound at each level of theory. The full set of orbitals is tabulated in Table
4.6 in the SI, a subset is shown in Figure 4.7. Based on the NTO images in Figure 4.4 and Figure
4.7, using a solvation model with B3LYP, cam-QTP(01), or EOM-CCSD or does not change the
nature of the computed emission for the nitro compounds relative to the gas-phase computations.
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The range-corrected functionals and EOM-CCSD still predict a LE transition, while the nonrange-corrected functionals predict a CT transition.

Figure 4.7

NTOs of λem for nitro compounds 2 and 5 at SMD-EOM-CCSD/BS2//TDB3LYP/BS1 and LR-SMD-TD-cam-QTP(01)/BS1 levels of theory with
acetonitrile solvent. The emission process is depicted as the particle residing in the
upper orbital undergoing vertical de-excitation to the lower orbital.

These observations are disconcerting; even with highly accurate methodologies, we are
unable to predict a λem that has both a reasonable numerical value and CT character. The B97D
functional comes quite close, but its discrepancy from EOM-CCSD computations presents cause
for caution. At this point we must step back and re-examine the overall picture. Six DFT
methods and EOM-CCSD have been pursued. The non-range-corrected functionals are the only
methods that predict CT transitions for λem of the nitro compounds, and still, operationally
complex solvation schemes employed in our previous publication are required to make the
transition energy better align with experiment.136 B3LYP has also been explicitly implicated for
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poor performance in predicting CT excitations. The methods anticipated to be more accurate for
these applications – cam-QTP(01), LC-ωHPBE, ωB97x-D, and EOM-CCSD – all predict a LE
transition for the nitro λem. Based on consistent results of the range-corrected functionals with
EOM-CCSD computations, the LE transition is likely the chemically correct assignment for the
emission of the nitro compounds as presented. However, a LE is inconsistent with the
experimentally assigned CT emission in terms of both character and wavelength. Based on these
points, the ES chemistry of the nitro compounds is likely different than the –Br, –H, and –NH2
analogues.
To understand the differences in the ES chemistry between the nitro and non-nitro
compounds, the state that is initially populated upon vertical excitation should be well
established. Because of the larger singlet-triplet gap in organic molecules, the nature of the initial
Frank-Condon state should most indicate how the ES geometries will relax. Therefore, the
character of the computed absorption maxima will be re-examined. The NTOs for the computed
λmax of all compounds with each method are shown in Table 4.4 in the SI. From these orbital
images, there are not drastic differences between methods. Based on the particle orbitals from
non-range-corrected funtionals, upon excitation the electron density is more localized towards
the –NO2 group in the nitro compounds. However, the range-corrected functionals and EOMCCSD show a relatively delocalized density in the nitro compounds upon excitation, behavior
that is consistent with every other derivative. The consistent LE character of the absorption does
make sense. The experimental λmax are not drastically different from one another and the
computed λmax have been in relatively good agreement with experiment with all methodologies
employed thus far. Because there are no drastic differences in the particle density across each
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compound and method, the influence of the substituents on each hole-particle pair will be
examined more closely.
Both the –Br and –NH2 groups act as a π donors; accordingly there are densities present
in the hole orbitals of both the Br and NH2 compounds that are consistent with a lone pair orbital
involved in an antibonding interaction with the rest of the π system. In the particle orbitals, these
contributions are absent, indicating that these substituents will likely have minimal contribution
to the relaxation of the geometry in the ES. As expected, the –H group has minimal contribution
to both the hole and particle orbitals and effectively serves as a reference for more electrondonating/-withdrawing groups. The –NO2 group contribution to the hole orbitals could be
described as unexpectedly small considering this moiety functions as a strong π acceptor.
However, the –NO2 contribution to the particle orbitals is significantly greater. In fact, the –NO2
groups consistently have a greater contribution to the particle orbitals than the hole orbitals,
indicating that these groups will impact how the ES geometry relaxes.
Based on the particle NTOs, the initially populated ES state for the nitro compounds can
be drawn as a migration of the electron density such that both oxygen atoms of the –NO2 moiety
bear a formal negative charge and one of the aryl carbons becomes a carbocation (Scheme 4.1).
From this structure, multiple resonance forms can be drawn that place the carbocation within the
azaborine ring. The delocalization of a positive charge in this manner is not accessible with the
other derivatives and could be the cause of the difference in their ES properties. By placing a
positive charge within the azaborine ring, electron density can be pulled away from neighboring
groups, one of which is the NBOH moiety, in particular the –OH group, which would make the
proton more acidic.
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Scheme 4.1

Reorganization of the electron density upon excitation, based on the computed
NTOs, and resonance structures thereof.

The pKa of the GS and ES for each compound can be computed and compared to
determine if the nitro compounds truly are more acidic in the ES than the GS as a result of the
resonance forms shown in Scheme 4.1. Since the equilibrium constant is related to the free
energy of reaction (4.1), the pKas can be calculated with the following equations by computing
the free energy for loss of a proton from each compound (4.2).

ΔGrxn = −RT𝑙𝑛(𝐾)

(4.1)

ΔGrxn = [GH+ + Ganion ] − Gneutral

(4.2)

We recognize that accurately determining the pKa of a compound from computed
thermodynamic data is quite challenging. Here instead, we focus on the change in pKa between
the GS and the ES. Once the pKa of both the GS and ES geometries have been determined, the
difference between these values (ΔpKa) can be used to evaluate whether a compound becomes
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more, or less, acidic in the ES. The only thing necessary at this point is a method for reliable
ΔGrxn for the deprotonation reaction. To that end, we use a slightly modified version of the
methodology described in the Jaguar manual.153 This methodology employs optimizations at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory with subsequent single-point computations at the B3LYP/(aug)cc-pVTZ level theory where diffuse functions are added only to the atoms directly involved in
the deprotonation reaction. Additionally, all computations employ the SMD solvation model for
the desired solvent. Our modifications are 1) instead of the 6-31G(d) basis set, the 6-31G(d')
basis set was employed to take advantage of the optimized d orbital coefficients for second row
atoms in the geometry optimization and 2) because we are not attempting to compare directly to
experiment but rather determine the change in the pKa between the GS and ES geometries, we do
not apply the empirical corrections and instead use the so-called “raw” pKa for these
comparisons. The ΔpKa values for each compound are shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8

ΔpKa values from SMD-B3LYP/BS3//B3LYP/BS1 and SMD-TDB3LYP/BS3//TD-B3LYP/BS1.

What is immediately apparent is that most of the compounds are more acidic in the ES
than the GS. Contrary to the trend, the NH2 compounds all have a less acidic ES (positive ΔpKa),
likely due to the strong π-donor character. Furthermore, within each substituent series – benzo,
dioxo, and thieno – the nitro compounds have the most negative ΔpKa values. These data
indicate that the resonance structures shown in Scheme 1, wherein the formal positive charge is
positioned near the NBOH moiety, have enough contribution to the overall structure to cause a
change in the behavior of the excited state relative to the compounds with π donating
substituents. Based on these data and the trends in the emission maxima from our previous
publication,136 the interaction of the solute with the solvent has an important role. Accordingly,
the absolute pKa for both the GS and ES of each compound, and thereby the ΔpKa, is likely
influenced by explicit solute-solvent interactions. Because of the difficulty in modeling explicit
solute-solvent interactions these data may not correlate precisely with experiment (see additional
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discussion in section 4.5.5). However, the trend in the nitro compounds relative to the others in
each substituent series is difficult to ignore.
Now that a plausible difference in the ES of these compounds has been established, its
impact on the computed λem must be examined. Figure 4.9 shows the comparison of λem to the
experimental values using either protonated or de-protonated nitro compounds determined from
each DFT method. EOM-CCSD computations were not performed for the anions due to the
computational expense and the fact that cam-QTP(01) has provided rather similar data thus far.
The data from the non-range-corrected functionals (Figure 4.9, top) are somewhat mixed. Based
solely on the data points, it is not readily apparent which protonation state better describes the
data. However, the R2 value indicates that the deprotonated nitro compounds have a slightly
better agreement with experimental data with both B3LYP and PBE1PBE. Unfortunately, the deprotonated nitro compounds were not be located with B97D after repeated attempts. Strangely,
the data from ωB97x-D (Figure 4.9, bottom right) show an abysmal correlation with
deprotonated nitro compounds, and the protonated nitro compounds have already been
established as inconsistent with experiment. Fortunately, the results from cam-QTP(01) and LCωHPBE (Figure 4.9, bottom left/middle) provide definitive assignments. Not only is the
correlation to experimental data better with the deprotonated nitro compounds, the data points for
the nitro compounds are now essentially on the trendline. Additional, range-corrected functionals
available in QChem were also tested, and provided similar results (see SI).
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Figure 4.9

Computed λem from LR-SMD-TD-DFT/BS1 vs. experimental data in ACN. The
blue triangles denote the λem for the protonated nitro compounds and the red
squares denote the λem for the de-protonated nitro compounds. The other analogues
are shown as black ×s.

Using a functional that has provided results similar to EOM-CCSD computations, the
computed λem are now in agreement with the experimental values, but do these transitions have
the CT character observed in experiment? The NTOs for the anionic nitro compounds with each
DFT method are tabulated in Table 4.7 in the SI; a subset of the data is shown in Figure 4.10.
The NTOs from B3LYP are relatively unchanged in character. If anything, the CT character
shown in Figure 4.10 has become more pronounced compared to the neutral precursor (Figure
4.7). Similarly, the character of the NTOs for ωB97x-D and cam-QTP(01) in Figure 4.10 are also
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relatively unchanged from their neutral precursors (Figure 4.7), although cam-QTP(01) does
appear to have slight changes in both the particle and hole orbitals towards CT character. Taking
the cam-QTP(01) results as a reflection of the “right” answer, based on previous comparisons to
EOM-CCSD, these data suggest that for the nitro compounds, the emission process itself may
not be truly CT in nature. The computed ΦS indices (degree of spatial overlap between the
attachment and detachment densities of a transition) with cam-QTP(01) (Table 4.3) demonstrate
that the emission from the nitro compounds generally have slightly more charge transfer
character than the other analogues, and the anionic nitro compounds indeed have marginally
more charge transfer character than the neutral compounds. However, these ΦS values are still
~0.8, firmly placed within the regime of LE character.

Figure 4.10

NTOs of λem for deprotonated nitro compounds 2– and 5– at LR-SMD-TDDFT/BS1 level of theory (DFT = B3LYP, ωB97x-D, or cam-QTP(01)) with
acetonitrile solvent. The emission process is depicted as the particle residing in the
upper orbital undergoing vertical de-excitation to the lower orbital.
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The computational data from the range-corrected functionals firmly suggest a LE
emission process for the nitro compounds, which, albeit inconsistent with the experimental
assignment, is consistent with the behavior of all the other compounds studied. Moreover, the
emission λem from the anionic nitro compounds, even with LE character, is in better agreement
with experimental data than the neutral nitro compounds. Taken together these data indicate that
the nitro emission likely arises from a structure resembling the deprotonated form. The word
“resembling” here is important. The reported ES lifetimes of all these compounds are quite short
(<100 ns), more consistent with a fluorescent emission wherein the ES geometry is not
significantly perturbed relative to the GS. Put simply, the ES lifetimes imply there is not enough
time for a proton to completely dissociate prior to emission. It is possible, that during relaxation
of the ES, the proton is donated to a neighboring molecule that is participating in H-bonding with
the NBOH moiety. This would result in a structure that can be formally described as an anionic
azaborine that is hydrogen-bound to a neighboring molecule. Creating a charge separation in this
fashion would certainly be more stabilized in more polar solvents, thus lowering the energy of
this ES and increasing λem. Unfortunately, explicit solute-solute and, more so, solute-solvent
interactions are far more complicated to model correctly, particularly with DFT methods.
However, given the sum total of the data presented herein, we believe that the formation of a
formally anionic azaborine in the ES is the most probable explanation for the significantly larger
Stokes shifts observed for the nitro compounds.
4.4

Conclusions
In agreement with previous observations, the non-range-corrected functionals do not

correctly handle CT excitations. However, in these systems, contrary to expectation, these
functionals appear to overestimate the CT character of the computed transition. In the case of
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B97D, the CT transitions are in fortuitous agreement with the experimental data. However, the
CT character of the transition is inconsistent with EOM-CCSD computations. The rangeseparated functionals provide results that are consistent with both experimental observations and
EOM-CCSD computations. The authors recommend caution when comparing computed λmax and
λem to experimental values; both the wavelength and the character of the predicted transition
should be in agreement with experimental observations. Additionally, whenever CT processes
may be indicated (experimentally or computationally) the authors recommend comparing the
data against either cam-QTP(01) or LC-ωHPBE. The cam-QTP(01) functional performed
particularly well, thus making it an affordable candidate for potential screening studies. The
previous experimental assignment of a CT emission process can now be better described as a
local π*-π emission, similar to the other azaborine derivatives, that occurs from a charge
separated state. The separation of charge is created by a significant decrease in the pKa of the
nitro compounds in the ES and subsequent partial deprotonation during relaxation of the S1 state.
Increased solvent stabilization of the charge-separated geometry explains the larger Stokes shift
in more polar solvents.
4.5
4.5.1

Supplementary Information
Solvation Schemes with B3LYP and ωB97x-D
With a TD-DFT computation that incorporates an implicit solvation model, there are

various schemes available in Gaussian that can be applied to obtain the absorption and emission
wavelengths without changing the solvation model or its parameters. The simplest scheme is to
use a linear response (LR) solvation model and simply take the excitation energy directly from
the final geometry. The drawback of this method is that when the geometry relaxes in the ES, the
solvation shell also relaxes, a phenomenon that is not accounted for in LR solvation. The next
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scheme is to optimize the ES geometry with LR solvation and perform single-point computations
with non-linear response solvation (nLR). This method variationally relaxes the SCRF such that
the compound’s electrostatic potential becomes self-consistent with the solvent field. This
scheme produces a different value for λem than from linear response solvation. A final ΔSCRF
scheme employs the previous nLR single-points on the LR optimized geometries, followed by a
non-equilibrium single-point computation to obtain the energy of the GS at the ES geometry.
Subtraction of the ES and GS energies produces an energy gap that can be converted to a
wavelength. Since the discrepancy of the computed data from experiment is specifically due to
the emission from the nitro compounds, analyses in this section will focus only on the
differences in λem from these schemes. Additionally, solvation models are not available for
CIS(D) in Gaussian, therefore only the B3LYP and ωB97x-D methods will be compared. Figure
4.11 are the plots of the obtained λem with each solvation scheme vs experimental values in both
CHCl3 and acetonitrile (ACN) (compound 8 had very weak emission in ACN, thus its
experimental value is not available).
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Figure 4.11

Computed vs experimental λem from LR (A/B), nLR (C/D) and ΔSCRF (E/F)
solvation schemes of CHCl3 (top) and ACN (bottom) solvent. Colored circles
correspond to the computed emission of the nitro compounds from the
corresponding method.

Using the LR solvation scheme, both functionals place the nitro compounds as outliers to
the emission of the other compounds. With the nLR scheme, the nitro compounds are
significantly closer to the regression line in both CHCl3 and ACN (Table 4.1). However, minimal
change in the position of the λem of the nitro compounds is observed with ωB97x-D between LR
and nLR solvation schemes. In fact, the linear regressions are generally slightly worse for
ωB97x-D with nLR solvation compared to LR solvation (Table 4.1). The more cumbersome
ΔSCRF scheme produces quite reasonable results with B3LYP in CHCl3, although the values for
ACN still fall somewhat off the regression line. As before, for ωB97x-D, there is minimal
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change in the position of the λem of the nitro compounds. Examining the linear regressions (Table
4.1) indicates that with B3LYP, the best correlation to the experimental data in CHCl3 (including
the λem from the nitro compounds) is obtained with the ΔSCRF solvation scheme.. However, it
should also be noted that if the nitro compound’s λem are excluded, the best correlation to
experimental data is found from LR solvation (R2LR–nitro = 0.96 vs R2ΔSCRF = 0.91). This
difference indicates that while nLR and ΔSCRF solvation schemes produce a better trendline
with the nitro compounds included, the quality of the correlation for the remaining compounds
worsens. Conversely with B3LYP computations compared to experimental data in ACN, nLR
solvation produces the best correlation to experiment, both with and without the nitro
compound’s λem, compared to LR and ΔSCRF solvation. Interestingly, results from ωB97x-D
have a trend that is generally opposite thatn of B3LYP. With ωB97x-D data, the best correlation
to the experimental data in CHCl3 comes from LR solvation. Using nLR and ΔSCRF solvation
makes the R2 value progressively worse, both with and without the λem for the nitro compounds.
However, compared to the experimental data in ACN, the best correlation including the λem of
the nitro compounds comes from LR solvation, while the best correlation excluding the λem of
the nitro compounds comes from nLR solvation.
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4.5.2

Linear Regressions

Table 4.1

Linear regressions, and their R2 values, of the computed vs experimental λem with and without the nitro compounds
using chloroform or acetonitrile with B3LYP/BS1 or ωB97x-D/BS1. Gas-phase computations also include
CIS(D)/BS2//B3LYP/BS1.

B3LYP CHCl3
Trendline Equation
R2
B3LYP ACN
Trendline Equation
R2
ωB97x-D CHCl3
Trendline Equation
R2
ωB97x-D ACN
Trendline Equation
R2
CIS(D)//B3LYP CHCl3
Trendline Equation
R2
CIS(D)//B3LYP ACN
Trendline Equation
R2

Gas
w/out nitro
0.88x + 49.68
0.93

w/ nitro
0.42x + 257.94
0.71

LR
w/out nitro
1.23x – 78.519
0.96

w/ nitro
0.63x + 195.62
0.76

nLR
w/out nitro
1.51x – 211.87
0.88

w/ nitro
1.08x – 12.40
0.90

ES–GS
w/out nitro
2.14x – 469.61
0.82

w/ nitro
1.77x – 300.91
0.91

Gas
w/out nitro
0.64x + 153.53
0.85

w/ nitro
0.38x + 271
0.72

LR
w/out nitro
1.02x + 28.87
0.91

w/ nitro
0.63x + 206.5
0.78

nLR
w/out nitro
1.44x – 180.05
0.92

w/ nitro
1.02x + 10.53
0.89

ES–GS
w/out nitro
2.59x – 664.87
0.91

w/ nitro
1.85x – 320.18
0.88

Gas
w/out nitro
0.63x + 104.24
0.96

w/ nitro
0.16x + 316.23
0.25

LR
w/out nitro
0.70x + 70.93
0.96

w/ nitro
0.25x + 317.80
0.37

nLR
w/out nitro
0.93x – 10.95
0.95

w/ nitro
0.27x + 290.84
0.31

ES–GS
w/out nitro
1.24x – 138.03
0.90

w/ nitro
0.35x + 264.74
0.30

Gas
w/out nitro
0.46x + 179.72
0.87

w/ nitro
0.21x + 293.41
0.51

LR
w/out nitro
0.64x + 154.3
0.91

w/ nitro
0.33x + 300.17
0.62

nLR
w/out nitro
0.84x + 33.61
0.94

w/ nitro
0.35x + 255.94
0.48

ES–GS
w/out nitro
1.35x – 182.53
0.89

w/ nitro
0.51x + 206.44
0.38

Gas
w/out nitro
0.55x + 92.00
0.93

w/ nitro
0.21x + 247.65
0.47

Gas
w/out nitro
0.40x + 160.05
0.83

w/ nitro
0.23x + 236.85
0.66
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4.5.3

Transition Characterization Data

Table 4.2

Gas-phase Φs for the absorption [DFT/BS1 or CIS(D)/BS2//B3LYP/BS1] and emission [TD-DFT/BS1 or
CIS(D)/BS2//TD-B3LYP/BS1] maxima.
Absorption

Emission

B3LYP

PBE1PBE

B97D

cam-QTP01

LC-ωHPBE

ωB97x-D

B3LYP

PBE1PBE

B97D

cam-QTP01

LC-ωHPBE

ωB97x-D

benzo

0.74

0.75

0.71

0.82

0.82

0.8

0.74

0.75

0.66

0.84

0.84

0.82

1

0.74

0.75

0.71

0.82

0.82

0.8

0.73

0.75

0.65

0.84

0.84

0.81

2

0.63

0.68

0.44

0.81

0.81

0.78

0.52

0.66

0.37

0.83

0.83

0.81

3

0.75

0.76

0.72

0.81

0.82

0.79

0.76

0.77

0.73

0.83

0.83

0.80

dioxo

0.66

0.69

0.55

0.82

0.82

0.79

0.66

0.68

0.50

0.83

0.83

0.80

4

0.65

0.68

0.55

0.81

0.82

0.78

0.63

0.67

0.48

0.82

0.83

0.79

5

0.58

0.62

0.45

0.80

0.8

0.77

0.54

0.63

0.37

0.82

0.82

0.79

6

0.72

0.73

0.64

0.81

0.82

0.79

0.72

0.74

0.60

0.83

0.83

0.80

thieno

0.70

0.71

0.65

0.82

0.82

0.79

0.67

0.70

0.60

0.83

0.83

0.80

7

0.70

0.71

0.64

0.81

0.81

0.78

0.66

0.69

0.58

0.82

0.83

0.80

8

0.56

0.62

0.41

0.79

0.79

0.76

0.47

0.56

0.37

0.81

0.5

0.79

9

0.72

0.73

0.68

0.81

0.81

0.78

0.73

0.75

0.69

0.83

0.83

0.80
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Table 4.3

ΦS for λem computed with LR-SMD-TD-DFT/BS1 (acetonitrile solvent). The ΦS
values for the corresponding anions (2–, 5–, and 8–) are shown in parenthesis.

B3LYP
benzo 0.78
1
0.77
2
0.56(0.40)
3
0.74
dioxo 0.70
4
0.68
5
0.53(0.44)
6
0.75
thieno 0.74
7
0.73
8
0.50(0.37)
9
0.74

PBE1PBE
0.78
0.77
0.7(0.16)
0.77
0.71
0.70
0.65(0.17)
0.76
0.74
0.74
0.61(0.10)
0.76

B97D
0.76
0.75
0.42
0.70
0.59
0.56
0.40
0.73
0.70
0.69
0.41
0.71

cam-QTP01
0.85
0.84
0.84(0.81)
0.82
0.84
0.84
0.82(0.80)
0.83
0.84
0.84
0.82(0.79)
0.83
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LC-ωHPBE
0.85
0.85
0.84(0.81)
0.83
0.84
0.84
0.83(0.81)
0.83
0.84
0.84
0.82(0.80)
0.84

ωB97x-D
0.83
0.82
0.82(0.72)
0.79
0.82
0.81
0.80(0.73)
0.80
0.82
0.81
0.80(0.70)
0.80

4.5.4
Table 4.4

Natural Transition Orbitals
Absorption Natural Transition Orbitals for the hole (top) and particle (bottom) of the azaborines from TDDFT/BS1//DFT/BS1 and EOM-CCSD/BS2//B3LYP/BS1 (isovalue of 0.02).
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Table 4.4 (continued)
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Table 4.4 (continued)
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Table 4.4 (continued)
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Table 4.5

Emission Natural Transition Orbitals for the particle (top) and hole (bottom) of the azaborines from TD-DFT/BS1 and
EOM-CCSD/BS2//TD-B3LYP/BS1 (isovalue of 0.02).
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Table 4.5 (continued)
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Table 4.5 (continued)
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Table 4.5 (continued)
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Table 4.6

Emission Natural Transition Orbitals for the particle (top) and hole (bottom) of the azaborines from LR-SMD-TDDFT/BS1 with acetonitrile solvent (isovalue of 0.02).
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Table 4.6 (continued)
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Table 4.6 (continued)
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Table 4.6 (continued)
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Table 4.7

Emission Natural Transition Orbitals for the particle (top) and hole (bottom) of the anionic nitro-azaborines (2–, 5–, and
8–) from LR-SMD-TD-DFT/BS1 with acetonitrile solvent (isovalue of 0.02).
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4.5.5

pKa Data

Table 4.8

benzo
1
2
3
dioxo
4
5
6
thieno
7
8
9

Computed GS and ES pKas and ΔpKas (ES–GS) from LR-SMD-DFT/BS1 and LRSMD-TD-DFT/BS1.

B3LYP/BS3//B3LYP/BS1

B3LYP

ωB97x-D

cam-QTP(01)

GS

ES

ΔpKa

GS

ES

ΔpKa

GS

ES

ΔpKa

GS

ES

ΔpKa

38.4
38.2
36.6
39.3
39.2
37.9
37.5
39.9
37.8
37.5
36.8
38.7

31.8
31.0
26.1
40.0
37.6
36.9
32.2
43.6
32.6
31.8
27.5
39.9

–6.6
–7.2
–10.4
0.8
–1.5
–1.0
–5.4
3.8
–5.1
–5.8
–9.3
1.2

42.6
42.0
40.4
43.4
43.2
42.4
41.0
44.0
41.7
41.1
40.4
42.6

29.7
28.5
23.3
37.7
35.3
34.2
29.3
41.5
29.6
28.3
23.9
36.8

–12.8
–13.5
–17.1
–5.7
–7.9
–8.2
–11.7
–2.5
–12.1
–12.8
–16.4
–5.8

49.9
41.6
39.9
42.3
42.6
41.7
41.0
42.1
41.7
41.2
39.9
41.4

39.1
38.1
37.4
45.3
42.9
41.9
41.6
48.1
40.3
39.1
39.5
46.0

–10.8
–3.5
–2.5
3.0
0.3
0.2
0.6
6.0
–1.4
–2.1
–0.3
4.6

42.1
41.3
40.7
42.8
42.6
41.3
40.9
43.0
41.3
41.0
40.4
42.1

40.9
39.7
37.0
50.7
41.9
41.0
37.6
45.8
40.4
39.6
37.3
44.7

–1.3
–1.6
–3.7
7.9
–0.6
–0.3
–3.3
2.8
–1.0
–1.3
–3.1
2.6

There some points to be made regarding the above data. The B3LYP/BS1, ωB97xD/BS1, and cam-QTP(01)/BS1 data are all provided as context for data from the
B3LYP/BS3//B3LYP/BS1 single-point computations. The BS3 data indicate that in the ES,
compounds benzo, 1, thieno, and 7 are all more acidic than compound 5. As such, if 5 will
deprotonate in the ES, these other compounds should as well. The rebuttal to this thought is
rooted in a closer examination of the experimental data from our previous publication.136 The
emission maxima for compounds 2 and 5 in acetonitrile were obtained, but just barely. The
signal was not strong enough to determine a quantum yield for either of them. Emission from 8
was not observed in any solvent except chloroform. Additionally, there was no observable
emission for the nitro compounds in DMSO and methanol - solvents that are much more likely to
participate in hydrogen-bonding compared to acetonitrile. Based on these observations, it is
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probable that explicit interactions with the solvent are leading to increased internal conversion
from the ES to the GS for the nitro compounds relative to the other azaborines. The pKa of the
NBOH moiety could therefore be considered as a sort of first approximation to these solutesolvent interactions, not the sole reason. Regarding the absolute acidities of the ES where benzo
is more acidic than 5 (31.8 vs 32.2), although we are taking the “raw” values from our
computations, we still do not know how explicit interaction with the solvent will impact these
values so comparing the absolute values between compounds is likely not the best approach in
this study.
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4.5.6

cam-QTP(01) with aug-cc-pVTZ vs BS1
We also compared BS1 and aug-cc-PVTZ with the cam-QTP(01) functional. In the

seminal publication, cam-QTP(01) was tested and developed with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.
However, due to the size of compounds studied, TD-DFT optimizations with aug-cc-pVTZ were
not desirable. Therefore, cam-QTP(01)/BS1 for all computations. For justification, below is a
comparison of the absorption and emission maxima computed by cam-QTP(01)/BS1 and camQTP(01)/aug-cc-pVTZ//cam-QTP(01)/BS1 relative to the EOM-CCSD/BS2//B3LYP/BS1 data.
Figure 4.12 shows that the data from the two basis sets with cam-QTP(01) are comparable.

Figure 4.12

Absorption and emission λmax computed with cam-QTP(01)/BS1 (left) and camQTP(01)/aug-ccpVTZ//cam-QTP(01)/BS1 (right). Both have the EOMCCSD/BS2//B3LYP/BS1 data as a reference.
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4.5.7

Tabulated absorption and emission maxima

Table 4.9

abs

emission

Gas-Phase computations vs experimental data in CHCl3. Unless otherwise noted,
each method used the BS1 basis set.
PBE1PBE

B97D

cam-QTP(01)

ωB97x-D

cam-QTP(01)/aug-cc-pVTZ//
cam-QTP01

EOM-CCSD/BS2//
B3LYP/BS1

373

360

425

383

370

439

300

323

308

308

305

329

313

313

388

410

388

508

326

337

334

317

3

408

404

389

473

316

342

326

325

dioxo

397

417

399

510

313

341

321

321

4

406

430

412

531

319

348

327

328

5

430

463

441

597

326

359

333

336

6

420

434

416

531

326

355

336

334

thieno

355

362

349

418

288

310

296

297

7

378

372

359

431

294

317

301

304

8

392

413

388

523

304

329

312

310

9

–

387

373

454

303

328

313

314

benzo

437

426

411

425

364

382

374

348

1

446

437

421

439

371

389

381

354

2

521

468

429

508

375

392

384

340

3

485

467

451

473

386

410

400

371

dioxo

474

472

452

510

385

405

396

358

4

485

488

467

531

393

414

404

373

5

606

503

471

597

398

418

409

354

6

517

499

482

531

403

429

417

380

thieno

414

420

402

418

350

367

362

339

7

445

432

413

431

357

375

368

347

8

580

483

440

523

365

382

377

334

9

–

441

428

454

366

389

380

356

expt (CHCl3)

B3LYP

benzo

375

1

382

2
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Table 4.10

Linear response (LR) solvation computations vs experimental data in CHCl3.
Unless otherwise noted, each method used the BS1 basis set.
expt (CHCl3)
abs
benzo 375
1
382
2
388
3
408
dioxo 397
4
406
5
430
6
420
thieno 355
7
378
8
392
9
–
emission benzo 437
1
446
2
521
3
485
dioxo 474
4
485
5
606
6
517
thieno 414
7
445
8
580
9
–
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B3LYP
385
394
435
428
428
444
496
453
371
381
441
405
460
469
516
527
505
519
569
557
442
452
531
491

ωB97x-D
334
339
350
359
350
358
372
370
319
326
343
343
421
428
440
463
448
457
472
483
406
413
432
436

Table 4.11

Non-linear response (LR) solvation computations vs experimental data in CHCl3.
Unless otherwise noted, each method used the BS1 basis set.
expt (CHCl3)
abs
benzo 375
1
382
2
388
3
408
dioxo 397
4
406
5
430
6
420
thieno 355
7
378
8
392
9
–
emission benzo 437
1
446
2
521
3
485
dioxo 474
4
485
5
606
6
517
thieno 414
7
445
8
580
9
–
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B3LYP
385
394
435
428
428
444
496
453
371
381
441
405
438
449
563
531
523
545
625
548
427
440
593
489

ωB97x-D
334
339
350
359
350
358
372
370
319
326
343
343
396
403
412
451
431
441
451
467
381
390
410
423

Table 4.12

ΔSCF solvation computations vs experimental data in CHCl3. Unless otherwise
noted, each method used the BS1 basis set.
expt (CHCl3)
abs
benzo 375
1
382
2
388
3
408
dioxo 397
4
406
5
430
6
420
thieno 355
7
378
8
392
9
–
emission benzo 437
1
446
2
521
3
485
dioxo 474
4
485
5
606
6
517
thieno 414
7
445
8
580
9
–
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B3LYP
385
394
435
428
428
444
496
453
371
381
441
405
446
457
664
607
571
600
751
592
436
451
713
544

ωB97x-D
334
339
350
359
350
358
372
370
319
326
343
343
402
409
423
490
446
458
471
497
387
396
429
454

Table 4.13

Gas-Phase computations vs experimental data in MeCN. Unless otherwise noted,
each method used the BS1 basis set.
expt (MeCN) B3LYP ωB97x-D

abs

benzo
1
2
3
dioxo
4
5
6
thieno
7
8
9
emission benzo
1
2
3
dioxo
4
5
6
thieno
7
8
9

371
378
382
410
392
398
422
424
350
372
388
–
432
447
563
526
490
504
640
528
412
456
–
–

373
383
410
404
417
430
463
434
362
372
413
387
426
437
468
467
472
488
503
499
420
432
483
441
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323
329
337
342
341
348
359
355
310
317
329
328
382
389
392
410
405
414
418
429
367
375
382
389

EOM-CCSD/BS2//
B3LYP/BS1
308
313
317
325
321
328
336
334
297
304
310
314
348
354
340
371
358
373
354
380
339
347
334
356

Table 4.14

abs

emission

Linear response solvation computations vs experimental data in MeCN. Unless
otherwise noted, each method used the BS1 basis set.
PBE1PBE

B97D

cam-QTP(01)

LC-ωHPBE

cam-QTP(01)/aug-cc-pVTZ//
cam-QTP01

383

368

433

309

303

318

378

392

377

446

313

307

322

382

435

404

553

321

314

330

3

410

432

412

512

330

324

342

dioxo

392

427

407

526

321

315

330

4

398

442

420

550

326

321

335

5

422

496

463

672

336

329

345

6

424

455

433

554

339

332

351

thieno

350

369

356

423

294

290

304

7

372

379

365

436

300

296

309

8

388

442

409

575

313

306

323

9

–

408

390

480

316

311

327

benzo

432

477

465

455

420

415

402

1

447

485

473

468

426

421

408

2

563

535

507

576

443

437

419

3

526

557

539

532

461

454

447

dioxo

490

521

505

542

445

442

429

4

504

535

517

566

454

451

438

5

640

592

557

703

477

474

453

6

528

587

567

574

476

469

463

thieno

412

457

446

441

409

406

389

7

456

466

455

454

416

414

396

8

–

549

517

596

439

435

416

9

–

515

500

497

434

429

420

expt (MeCN)

B3LYP

benzo

371

1
2
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Table 4.15

Non-linear response solvation computations vs experimental data in MeCN.
Unless otherwise noted, each method used the BS1 basis set.
expt (MeCN)
abs
benzo 371
1
378
2
382
3
410
dioxo 392
4
398
5
422
6
424
thieno 350
7
372
8
388
9
–
emission benzo 432
1
447
2
563
3
526
dioxo 490
4
504
5
640
6
528
thieno 412
7
456
8
–
9
–
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B3LYP
383.34
392
435
432
427
442
496
455
369
379
442
408
443
454
576
571
543
566
643
575
431
444
610
521

ωB97x-D
331
337
346
358
348
355
367
369
317
324
339
342
401
409
420
475
441
452
462
485
387
396
422
441

Table 4.16

ΔSCF solvation computations vs experimental data in MeCN. Unless otherwise
noted, each method used the BS1 basis set.
expt (MeCN)
abs
benzo 371
1
378
2
382
3
410
dioxo 392
4
398
5
422
6
424
thieno 350
7
372
8
388
9
–
emission benzo 432
1
447
2
563
3
526
dioxo 490
4
504
5
640
6
528
thieno 412
7
456
8
–
9
–
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B3LYP
383
392
435
432
427
442
496
455
369
379
442
408
456
466
709
733
628
664
809
668
445
460
767
641

ωB97x-D
331
337
346
358
348
355
367
369
317
324
339
342
411
418
437
556
466
479
493
544
397
406
455
501

4.5.8
4.5.8.1

Simulated Spectra
Simulated spectra from TD-B3LYP/BS1//B3LYP/BS1

139

140

141

4.5.8.1.1

Simulated spectra for chloroform solvent

Absorption spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-B3LYP/BS1//B3LYP/BS1
Emission spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-B3LYP/BS1

142

143

144

4.5.8.1.2

Simulated spectra for acetonitrile solvent

Absorption spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-B3LYP/BS1//B3LYP/BS1
Emission spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-B3LYP/BS1
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146
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4.5.8.2

Simulated spectra from TD-PBE1PBE/BS1//PBE1PBE/BS1
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149
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4.5.8.2.1

Simulated spectra for acetonitrile solvent

Absorption spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-PBE1PBE/BS1//PBE1PBE/BS1
Emission spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-PBE1PBE/BS1
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152
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4.5.8.3

Simulated spectra from TD-B97D/BS1//B97D/BS1
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155
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4.5.8.3.1

Simulated spectra for acetonitrile solvent

Absorption spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-B97D/BS1//B97D/BS1
Emission spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-B97D/BS1

157

158
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4.5.8.4

Simulated spectra from TD-cam-QTP(01)/BS1//cam-QTP(01)/BS1
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4.5.8.4.1

Simulated spectra for acetonitrile solvent

Absorption spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-cam-QTP(01)/BS1//camQTP(01)/BS1
Emission spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-cam-QTP(01)/BS1

163

164

165

4.5.8.5

Simulated spectra from TD-LC-ωHPBE/BS1//LC-ωHPBE/BS1
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4.5.8.5.1

Simulated spectra for acetonitrile solvent

Absorption spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-LC-ωHPBE/BS1//LC-ωHPBE/BS1
Emission spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-LC-ωHPBE/BS1

169

170

171

4.5.8.6

Simulated spectra from TD-ωB97x-D/BS1//ωB97x-D/BS1
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173

174

4.5.8.6.1

Simulated spectra for chloroform solvent

Absorption spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-ωB97x-D/BS1//ωB97x-D/BS1
Emission spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-ωB97x-D/BS1

175

176

177

4.5.8.6.2

Simulated spectra for acetonitrile solvent

Absorption spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-ωB97x-D/BS1//ωB97x-D/BS1
Emission spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-ωB97x-D/BS1

178

179
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4.5.8.7

Simulated spectra from EOM-CCSD/BS2//B3LYP/BS1
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182

183

4.5.8.8

Simulated spectra from CIS(D)/BS2//B3LYP/BS1
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4.5.8.9

Simulated spectra from BNLLYP/BS1//B3LYP/BS1
Another methodology that has been previously shown to provide “better” performance

for CT excitations is the BNL functional.154 For the sake of curiosity, we attempted
BNLLYP/BS1//B3LYP/BS1 single-point computations to test for agreement with previous data.
These single-point computations were carried out in QChem-5.2.2145 using the SG2 integration
grid, the SR_LDA (BNL) exchange functional and the LYP11 correlation functional [BNLLYP]
with the BS1 basis set previously described. The first 30 singlet excited states were solved
iteratively and the spectra simulated using the previously described methodology. The simulated
absorption and emission spectrum from this methodology are shown below.
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189
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After running BNLLYP/BS1//B3LYP/BS1 single-point computations, the absorption and
emission spectra shown above for some of the compounds started showing what appeared to be
spurious excitations. Not only does this make the spectra look quite different than experiment, it
also makes them rather difficult to properly analyze. Furthermore, there does not appear to be a
clear pattern to which compounds are producing spurious excitations.

The absorption and emission maxima of compound benzo appear “normal.” Checking the
NTOs of the absorption and emission maxima show the expected LE character. However, in the
case of the absorption, there is a spurious excitation with a low oscillator strength corresponding
to root 1 as shown above. The spurious excitation represents absorption from what appears to be
a σ* into the π*.
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The spectrum above for compound 7 represents one of the worst offenders of spurious
excitations in both the absorption and emission maxima. Checking the NTOs of the first
excitation with high oscillator strength (above) indicate the character of the “real” maxima. The
absorption maximum is predicted to be Rydberg in character, a stark contrast from the consistent
local excitation (LE) character predicted by every other method. The emission maximum appears
to be consistent with the expected LE character, albeit with significant leaning towards the leftmost phenyl ring. However, among the spurious excitations, the lowest singlet excitation
represents what BNLLYP/BS1 predicts as the nature of the ES (i.e. is it a CT state, a LE state,
etc.) The NTOs for Root 1 of the absorption and emission maxima are shown below the
spectrum. These orbitals clearly demonstrates that BNL predicts the excited state to be Rydberg
192

in character assuming Kasha’s rule is followed. This prediction is not consistent with
experimental observations, nor with EOM-CCSD computations.
Overall, it appears that BNLLYP/BS1//B3LYP/BS1 significantly overestimates the Rydberg
character of the transitions. Additionally, for several of the spectra, there are numerous spurious
excitations that are significantly red-shifted compared to experimental spectra.
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4.5.8.10

Simulated spectra from TD-LRC-BOP/BS1//LRC-BOP/BS1
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4.5.8.10.1

Simulated spectra for acetonitrile solvent

Absorption spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-LRC-BOP/BS1//LRC-BOP/BS1
Emission spectra obtained from LR-SMD-TD-LRC-BOP/BS1
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198
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The data from optimizations with LRC-BOP/BS1 also demonstrate that there is a better
correlation to the experimental data when the nitro compounds are deprotonated.
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Additional functionals available in QChem were also tested as single-point computations on the
B3LYP/BS1 geometries (DFT//B3LYP/BS1). The data overall are consistent with the discussion
in the main text.

Functionals tested:
ωB97X-V155
ωB97X-D3156
HSE-HJS144, 157
LC-rVV10158
ωB97M-V159
M11160
MN12-SX161
ωM06-D3156
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Figure 4.13

Computed λmax (TD-DFT//DFT/BS1) and λem (TD-DFT/BS1) vs. experimental
data in CHCl3.

The data show that the absorption and emission maxima are in reasonable agreement,
except for the three right-most points corresponding to the λem of the nitro compounds.
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Figure 4.14

Computed λem from LR-SMD-TD-DFT/BS1 vs. experimental data in ACN. The
blue triangles denote the λem for the protonated nitro compounds and the red
squares denote the λem for the de-protonated nitro compounds. The other analogues
are shown as black ×s.

These data demonstrate that with a variety of other range-corrected functionals, there is
consistently a better correlation to experimental data when the nitro compounds are
deprotonated.
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CHAPTER V
DEVELOPMENT
5.1

Introduction
A common characterization of organic and organometallic complexes is their UV-Vis

absorption spectra. For emissive compounds, their emission spectra are also of interest. For
emissive compounds in particular, there is the obvious potential application as a light source.
Once a compound is found to be emissive, the next logical progression towards applications,
such as lighting, is to research how the absorption and emission can be tuned through the
introduction of functional groups at various points of the molecule. Unfortunately, the
introduction of substituents is not always straightforward, and, in some cases, the synthetic
chemistry can be prohibitively expensive or complicated. Fortunately, various excited state
methodologies can be utilized to simulate the absorption and emission spectra of compounds to
1) better understand the source of the photoactivity and 2) provide a predictive tool for
experiment to ultimately accelerate compound design.
The absorption and emission properties of molecules are a result of electron excitation
and de-excitation, respectively. The initial vertical excitation of the electron gives rise to the
absorption spectrum. If the electrons maintain their spin-pairings, the excitation is termed to be
from the S0 (GS) to the S1 (ES) surface; a Frank-Condon excitation. Relaxation of the initial
Frank-Condon state can lead to short-lived (fluorescent) or long-lived (phosphorescent) emissive
states, Figure 5.1. Emission spectra are more difficult to simulate due to the relative uncertainty
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about the nature of the relaxation, but once a reasonable ES geometry is obtained, simulating the
emission spectrum can typically be done using the same techniques as with the absorption
spectrum.

Figure 5.1

Jablonski Diagram.

For transition metal systems, or even larger organic systems, more accurate
wavefunction-based methods (such as coupled-cluster) will be largely intractable. Instead, the
significantly less expensive TD-DFT computations and Frank-Condon analyses can be used to
simulate electronic spectra. However, transition metal systems can undergo significant structural
changes in the ES, resulting in an ES wavefunction that does not overlap well with the initial GS.
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In such cases, the Frank-Condon analysis cannot be used and one must rely on TD-DFT
computations. This chapter details some of the coding that has been done to ease the pain of
analyzing electronic spectra obtained from TD-DFT. To demonstrate these utilities, a
walkthrough tutorial for MnO4– is provided that invokes each of the scripts, followed by a
detailed code analysis of each script. Please note that the following section is intended as a
standalone white paper. As such, the tone and tense are intentionally more conversational.
5.2

“Dealing with Excited States” White Paper

5.2.1

Absorption Spectra
We’ll start with simulating the UV-Vis absorption spectrum of MnO4– anion. So first we

need the ground state geometry. This job can be run interactively as it should only take a few
seconds.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------%chk=1.chk
%mem=8gb
%nproc=4
#P b3lyp/genecp opt freq gfinput scf(conver=8,xqc,maxcon=128,maxcyc=128)
mno4-.car
-1 1
Mn
O
O
O
O
Mn
S

S

S
P

-0.000000000
0.000000000
1.027743578
-0.513871789
-0.513871789

-0.000000000
0.000000000
-0.000000000
-0.890052080
0.890052080

0.000000000
1.090086699
-0.363362253
-0.363362253
-0.363362253

0
3

1.00
0.5914000000E+01
0.1605000000E+01
0.6260000000E+00
4
1.00
0.5914000000E+01
0.1605000000E+01
0.6260000000E+00
0.1115000000E+00
1
1.00
0.3800000000E-01
3
1.00
0.1820000000E+02
0.2141000000E+01

-0.3764508000E+00
0.7724789000E+00
0.4769346000E+00
0.2119966000E+00
-0.5199472000E+00
-0.5857681000E+00
0.1100396000E+01
0.1000000000E+01
-0.4479010000E-01
0.6260311000E+00
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P

P
D

D

0.7009000000E+00
1.00
0.1820000000E+02
0.2141000000E+01
0.7009000000E+00
0.6900000000E-01
1
1.00
0.2100000000E-01
4
1.00
0.3227000000E+02
0.8875000000E+01
0.2890000000E+01
0.8761000000E+00
1
1.00
0.2120000000E+00

0.4696329000E+00

4

0.8251600000E-02
-0.1409427500E+00
-0.3167127000E-01
0.8990942500E+00
0.1000000000E+01
0.3415800000E-01
0.1761105000E+00
0.4394298000E+00
0.5943271000E+00
0.1000000000E+01

****
O
0
6-31G(d')
****
Mn
lanl2dz

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Now that the optimized ground state geometry has been obtained, the vertical excitations
need to be computed.
First copy the job directory to a new one with and appropriate name (tddft-sp or
something to that effect), and replace the input geometry with the optimized geometry. Next,
change the routeline in the input file to:

#P b3lyp/genecp td(root=1,nstates=30) gfinput scf(conver=6,xqc,maxcon=128,maxcyc=128) guess=read

The TD keyword (http://gaussian.com/td/) tells Gaussian to compute the first thirty
singlet excitations and apply second-order energy corrections to the 1st (lowest energy)
excitation. The guess=read option reads in the converged wavefunction from the checkpoint file
which saves us some cpu time.

Run this job interactively as well; again it should only take a few seconds.
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In the output file, there is a new section containing the information about the individual excitations
and their oscillator strengths (intensities).

Excitation energies and oscillator strengths
Excited state symmetry could not be determined.
Excited State
1:
Singlet-?Sym
2.4299 eV 510.25 nm f=0.0000 <S**2>=0.000
24 -> 25
0.68785
24 -> 26
0.15717
This state for optimization and/or second-order correction.
Total Energy, E(TD-HF/TD-KS) = -404.705341688
Copying the excited state density for this state as the 1-particle RhoCI density.
Excited
Excited
22
22

state symmetry could not be determined.
State
2:
Singlet-?Sym
2.4299 eV
-> 25
0.20781
-> 26
0.67428

510.25 nm

f=0.0000

<S**2>=0.000

In this section we see that the first excited state has a wavelength of ~510 nm and oscillator strength
(f) of 0 and an expectation value (<S**2>) of zero. Meaning, this is a singlet vertical excitation
with an energy (2.4299 eV) that corresponds to a wavelength of 510 nm, but this excitation will
likely not be observed because the oscillator strength is 0.

We need to parse this information to something more useful. Run the following script in this
directory.

$ create-simspec-uv.sh 1.out

The create-simspec-uv.sh script was previously written by Dr. Webster and is the frontend of an in-house Fortran program that convolutes the computed excitation energies and
oscillator strengths with a Gaussian line-broadening. This script will create two new files in the
directory: input-uv and input-uv.out. Copy/paste the contents of input-uv.out file into Excel and
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then delimit the data by spaces. You should have two sections of data, one is the summary of the
excitations and their oscillator strengths, the next is the set of fitted points. The fitted points
come from an in-house Fortran program while the set of thirty points are the computed
excitations. If you do not have access to this script, other GUI based programs, such as
GaussView, provide a similar functionality and operate directly on the Gaussian output file. Now
that we have these data, use Excel to make a plot that looks like the example shown in Figure
5.2. A helpful hint, the red “sticks” are the negative Y-error bars for the individual excitations.

Figure 5.2

Simulated UV-Vis absorption spectrum of the MnO4– ion.

The simulated spectrum matches quite well with the experimental one for the MnO4–
ion.162
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5.2.2
5.2.2.1

Nature of the Excitation
Molecular Orbitals
For this ion there are two intense excitations, but what are these from? If we look at the

Gaussian output file, the intense excitation at 412 nm is from three degenerate excitations
(identical wavelength and osc. strength) numbers 4, 5, and 6. Looking then at only excitation 4
we can see several electronic transitions that all contribute to the overall excitation.

Excited State
20 -> 25
20 -> 26
23 -> 25
23 -> 26

4:

Singlet-?Sym
0.13729
-0.14789
0.48404
0.44934

3.0023 eV

412.96 nm

f=0.0059

<S**2>=0.000

The first three columns contain the MO numbers and direction of the transition. The
value in the 4th column is the weight of that transition to the excitation. Unfortunately these are
not linearly scaled and can also have negative values because of the sign of the orbitals involved.
Since these values are normalized in a closed-shell system, we can convert them to a percentage
via the equation below where x is the value of the contribution.

% = 2𝑥 2 ∗ 100

(5.1)

From this, we see that the 23→25 and 23→26 transitions contribute the most to the
excitation, 47% and 40% respectively. We can also visualize what these transitions with the help
of the cubegen utility provided by Gaussian.
After generating the cube files for these orbitals, they can be visualized in a variety of
commercially available GUI programs (Agui, Chemcraft, Molden, etc.).
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Figure 5.3

The primary molecular orbital transitions of excitation 4 of MnO4–.

The absorption bands for MnO4– are experimentally assigned to be ligand-to-metal
charge transfer (LMCT) transitions. As shown in Figure 5.3, the MOs involved do indeed reflect
that assignment.
5.2.2.2

Natural Transition Orbitals
Unfortunately, there are cases where interpretation of the individual transitions is not

straightforward. If, for example, there are several contributors to the excitation with no clearly
dominant transition, similar to MnO4– above, how does one accurately describe the nature of the
transition? Natural Transition Orbitals (NTOs) were developed as a method to simplify the
description of electron transition density matrix utilizing a derivative of the hole/particle
formalism.
Below are two scripts that have been written to automate the process of generating and
beginning to analyze NTOs.
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$ nto-analysis.sh
$ extract-nto-contributors.sh

These scripts were written to work with Gaussian output files. The nto-analysis.sh script
parses the TD-DFT output file and automatically generates the requested NTOs. The extract-ntocontributors.sh parses the output files generated by nto-analysis.sh to extract the dominant NTO
pairs in a format suitable for Excel.
To use the script, simply run it in the same directory as the TD-DFT computation with
the excitations of interest as a series of arguments.

$ nto-analysis.sh 4

Running the script as above will create a new subdirectory called nto-4. Inside are the
standard Gaussian input and output files, additionally there are 2 cube files.

$ ls –lrt *.cube
-rw-r----- 1 rwl99 ccsx 6746095 Sep 25
-rw-r----- 1 rwl99 ccsx 6746095 Sep 25

2018 4.24.87.cube
2018 4.25.87.cube

From the naming scheme of the cube files, they correspond to excitation 4 from NTO
24→25 and this excitation corresponds to 87% of the transition density. Using the NTOs, the 4
MO transitions effectively been condensed to a single representation. Using extract-ntocontributors.sh prints this data into a format suitable for Excel. As previously, the cube files can
be easily visualized.
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Figure 5.4

The natural transition orbitals for excitation 4 of MnO4–.

As shown in Figure 5.4, the NTOs still cleanly show a single transition that accounts for
the large majority of the transition density, whereas the MOs show two degenerate transitions
that each contribute less than half of the total transition density.

5.2.2.3

Attachment/Detachment Densities
Another method of characterizing the nature of an excitations is using the

attachment/detachment densities. These are similar to the NTOs in that they are a derivative
derived from the hole/particle formalism. The difference is that the attachment/detachment
densities are probability densities for the locations of the particle/hole (respectively), rather than
an orbital representation of discrete transitions. One important distinction between these and
NTOs is that for any given excitation, there is only 1 set of attachment/detachment densities. In
addition, these densities do not contain the orbital sign information that is found in NTOs.
So why might we use these? It sounds like there’s less information! It turns out that
although NTOs greatly simplifies the description of an excitation, they do not describe
everything. Recall from the previous section that the NTOs generated represent 87% of the
transition density, but what about the other 13%? If we examine the orbital occupations in nto213

4/1.out,

we can see that the next largest contribution to the transition density is 8%, followed by

2%. These contributions are present, but overall are small so their cube files aren’t generated.

Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha

occ.
occ.
occ.
occ.
occ.
virt.
virt.
virt.
virt.
virt.
virt.
virt.
virt.
virt.
virt.
virt.

eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues
eigenvalues

-----------------

0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.00007
0.02287
0.87248
0.00010
0.00001
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.00009
0.02287
0.08270
0.00009
0.00001
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.00009
0.08270
0.02287
0.00009
0.00001
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.00010
0.87248
0.02287
0.00007
0.00001
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

0.00000
0.00001
0.00002
0.00837
0.00837
0.00002
0.00001
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

However, the attachment/densities do take all the contributions into account in a single
representation which provides access to other useful information. These articles149-151 detail using
the attachment/detachment densities as a way to quantify the locality of an excitation. Figure 5.5
shows how the attachment and detachment densities can overlap spatially. The degree to which
these densities overlap is referred to as the ΦS index. Increased overlap (ΦS closer to 1) indicates
more local excitation (LE) character while decreased overlap (ΦS closer to 0) indicates more
charge transfer (CT) character.
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Figure 5.5

Schematic of the spacial overlap of the attachment and detachment
densities. The direct overlap is represented by the ΦS index. The distance between
the two centroids (the solid dot at the numeric center of each oval) is represented
by ζ.

Additionally, one can quantify the distance of the excitation (to an extent) from the
intercentroid distances (ζ in Å) of the densities. While somewhat less informative, one would
expect that a CT excitation would have a larger ζ than a LE. The linear algebra necessary to
perform these calculations was collected into an open source program called Nancy_Ex.
Any TD-DFT computation in Gaussian produces the information needed to perform the
above analysis. All that is required is the attachment density cube file and the detachment density
cube file from Gaussian. Unfortunately, these are not so straightforward to obtain. The overlap
and density matrices are stored only on the read-write file, which is not typically saved because it
can become rather large. One must have saved the read-write file for post-processing with the
rwfdump Gaussian utility. Additionally, in particular for obtaining the ΦS index, the Nancy_Ex
code must be run multiple times with different input files, which is practically begging for
mistakes to be introduced. Therefore, the script below was written facilitate the process of both
generating the attachment and detachment density cube files as well as serving as a front-end for
running the Nancy_Ex code.
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$ nex.sh
This script sets up and runs the NANCY_EX package, an open-source program capable of
post-processing
G09 and G03 output files from TDDFT or CIS jobs. The package is capable of calculating:
-attachment/detachment analysis
-determination of phi_s metric
-NTOs
***currently not implemented in this script
-canonical NTOs ***currently not implemented in this script
Usage:
arg1 is the protocol to run
arg2 arg3 arg4 .... are the excited states of interest
Example:$ nex.sh dadens 1 2
would run an attachment/detachment analysis on the 1st and 2nd excited states
Example:$ nex.sh phis 1 2
would run an attachment/detachment analysis and subsequent phi-s
calculation on the 1st and 2nd excited states
##NOTE: The following files must be present for the script to run:
1.inp
1.out
1.chk
# 1.rwf is also required but can be recreated if 1.chk is present

The name is not immediately clear, but the binary program is named nancy_ex, so for
clarity the control script does not have the exact same. Using this script generates the A/D
densities for excitation 4 of MnO4– as shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6

The attachment and detachment densities for excitation 4 of MnO4–.

From these data, the ΦS being closer to 1 indicates that the excitation is largely local in
character. However, experimentally, this molecule clearly exhibits a LMCT transition. This
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discrepancy is likely caused by the A/D densities both being spherically symmetric about a
similar origin – the Mn atom – causing the spatial overlap to be disproportionately high.
Interestingly, this error further highlights the necessity of examining the orbital images
themselves rather than relying strictly on numerical data.
5.2.2.4

Orbital Contributions per Atom
Continuing with the example of MnO4–, while the transition as a whole can be

quantitatively described via the ΦS index, there are cases where the exact contribution of each
atom an orbital is desired. Below is an excerpt of the NTO coefficients from nto-4/1.out for the
contribution of the Mn atom to orbitals 22-25. To determine the contribution of a single atom to
a particular orbital, one cannot simply take the percentage of the desired atom’s AO
contributions to the MO because the contributions can have either a positive or negative sign.

Eigenvalues -1 1
Mn 1S
2
2S
3
3S
4
4PX
5
4PY
6
4PZ
7
5PX
8
5PY
9
5PZ
10
6PX
11
6PY
12
6PZ
13
7D 0
14
7D+1
15
7D-1
16
7D+2
17
7D-2
18
8D 0
19
8D+1
20
8D-1
21
8D+2
22
8D-2

21
O
0.02287
0.00001
-0.00001
-0.00001
-0.00012
-0.00540
0.03743
0.00018
0.01273
-0.08836
0.00002
0.00205
-0.01419
0.00000
-0.02297
-0.00003
0.00001
0.15938
0.00000
-0.00114
0.00007
0.00000
0.00794

22
O
0.02287
-0.00003
0.00002
0.00002
0.00000
0.03743
0.00540
-0.00001
-0.08836
-0.01273
0.00000
-0.01419
-0.00205
0.00003
0.15938
0.00000
-0.00001
0.02297
0.00001
0.00794
0.00000
0.00000
0.00114

23
O
0.08270
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
-0.13315
0.00000
-0.00003
0.18635
-0.00001
0.00004
0.02072
0.00000
0.00001
0.00000
0.00001
0.01821
0.00000
-0.00003
0.00000
0.00000
0.08904
0.00000
0.00001
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24
O
0.87248
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
-0.00001
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001

25
V
0.87248
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
-0.00001
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.00000
0.63617
0.00004
0.00000
0.36729
0.00001
0.14251
0.00001
0.00000
0.08228
0.00000

Therefore, we instead take the sum of squares of the desired atom’s AO contributions
divided by the sum of squares of all AO contributions to the MO. In the case of the Mn atom this
would be:

% contribution =

∑(AOMn )2
x 100
∑(AOall )2

(5.2)

Performing this calculation manually is both time-intensive and error-prone. The process
also becomes increasingly complicated when the total contribution of multiple atoms as a group
are desired. Worse still is the prospect of repeating this process for the same set atoms across a
series of compounds. However, this information could be quite useful and therefore warrants an
automated procedure. While commercial programs exist for this specific function (Multifwn,
AOMix, etc.), an in-house command-line script was desired to perform the analyses on raw
output files. This approach would make it easier to process multiple orbitals of multiple files in
an automated fashion. Therefore a script was written for continued application in the Webster
group as a whole, and as part of undergraduate lab experiments that incorporate computational
components.
The script takes as input a set of Gaussian output files, the orbitals of interest, and the
atoms for which to calculate the contribution. In the case of the NTOs of MnO4–, we can easily
calculate the % contribution of the Mn atom (1) and the set of O atoms (2-5) with the following
command:
$ extract-orbital-contributions.sh nto-4/1.out homo,lumo 1 2-5
expanding command line arguments for find command (nto-4/1.out)
print contributions for selected atoms
nto-4/1.out
orbital #
1
2-5
HOMO
24
0
100
LUMO
25
58
42
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It should be noted that although the output file contains NTOs, not MOs, the script can
still parse the data all the same. In fact, any population analysis that uses the format of the
canonical MOs can be parsed by this script. That being said, for simplicity, the orbitals requested
are parsed in terms of “HOMO/LUMO” designation, but orbital numbers can also be used. In the
context of NTOs from an absorption, the HOMO corresponds to the hole of the transition, and
the LUMO to the particle. From the output above, we can see that the Mn atom (1) has zero
contribution to the hole orbital, while the O atoms (2-5) have 100% contribution. For the particle
orbital, there is an increase in the Mn atom contribution to 58% and a decrease in the O atoms’
contribution to 42%. Based on these numerical data, this transition can be described as a LMCT
transition. This corroborates both the NTOs and experiment. Additionally, the remaining
contribution of the O atoms in the particle orbital corroborates why the ΦS parameter is
artificially high – the O atoms contribute to both orbitals and they spherically distributed
therefore artificially inflating the spatial overlap.
5.3

Code Analyses
This tutorial has walked through the usage of a variety of tools to generate and examine

electronic spectra from TD-DFT computations. While the verbiage above explicitly lists
absorption spectra, the tools can be used in the exact same manner for excitations computed from
TD-DFT optimizations to obtain emission spectra from the relaxed ES geometry. Because new
scripts had to be written for several parts of this process, their contents and detailed description
of the code mechanics are provided below.
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5.3.1

nto-analysis.sh

#!/bin/bash
# RWL 04/25/2019
# usage:
#
# nto-analysis.sh arg1 (arg2) ....
#
# this script will take the output from a TDDFT job and generate the NTOs for
# transitions of interest
#
# each transition is placed in a separate subdirectory denoted by nto-X
# where X is the excitation number
#
# only the NTOs above a particular contribution percentage will be generated
# this value is specified in the variables section of the script file
#
# NOTE: this script is currently only written to process G09 files
#
## VARIABLES ##
bindir=/home/rwl99/bin
script_name=nto-analysis
threshold=0.2

#%percentage/100

#**********************************#
# DO NOT EDIT BELOW THIS LINE!!! #
#**********************************#
DEBUG=0
if [ $1 == "--help" ]; then
echo "
This script runs NTO analyses for excitations of interest.
$script_name.sh 1 3 4
will perform a NTO analysis for the first, third, and fourth excitations
Each NTO analysis will be placed in its own subdirectory
cubefiles will be generated for the significant contributors and labeled as follows
excitation#.NTO_orbital#.%contribution.cube
The script can currently only proccess TDDFT jobs
**NOTE:files must be named as 1.inp, 1.out, 1.chk**
**NOTE:the location of the gaussian root directory and contribution threshold must be set in the
script**
"
exit
fi
#are all files present?
if [ ! -f 1.inp ] || [ ! -f 1.out ] || [ ! -f 1.chk ]; then
echo "
Some of the requisite files are not present
Please check to make sure all of the following are present:
1.inp
1.out
1.chk
"
exit
fi
#first which version was used in 1.out?
node=`uname -n` #get the node to set machine-dependent variables
version=`grep -m1 ' Entering Gaussian System' 1.out | cut -f2 -d=`
echo version is $version
if [ "$version" == g09 ]; then
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if [ "$node" == "maple" ]; then
echo "$version is not compiled on $node"
exit
fi
elif [ "$version" == g16 ]; then
if [ "$node" == "sequoia" ]; then
echo "$version is not compiled on $node"
exit
fi
else
echo "unrecognized Gaussian version: $version"
exit
fi
#set locations of Gaussian versions
case $node in
hpcwoods|"Titan.HPC.MsState.Edu" )
echo "This is a login-node, don't run this script here."
exit
;;
maple|sequoia )
export g09root=/usr/local/apps
export g16root=/usr/local/apps/gaussian/g16-b01-avx
;;
shadow|shadow-devel )
export g09root=/usr/local/gaussian/g09_d01
export g16root=/usr/local/gaussian
;;
* )
export g09root=/usr/local/pgi-2019/gaussian/g09_d01
export g16root=/usr/local/pgi-2016/gaussian
;;
esac
if [ $version == g16 ]; then
. $g16root/g16/bsd/g16.profile
elif [ $version == g09 ]; then
. $g09root/g09/bsd/g09.profile
fi
#which formchk ; exit #DEBUG
#set the scratch space depending on node and pid
pid=`echo $$`
if [ "$node" == "Viking1.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/scratch/$USER/viking1/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "Viking2.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/scratch/$USER/viking2/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "Viking3.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/scratch/$USER/viking3/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "shadow-login" ]; then
tmpdir=/work/$USER/scratch/shadow/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "shadow-devel" ]; then
tmpdir=/work/$USER/scratch/shadow-devel/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "Scout-login.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/work/$USER/scratch/scout/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "Scout-devel.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/work/$USER/scratch/scout-devel/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "Scout-devel-2.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/work/$USER/scratch/scout-devel-2/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "sequoia" ]; then
tmpdir=/ddn/scratch1/$USER/sequoia/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "maple" ]; then
tmpdir=/ddn/scratch1/$USER/maple/$pid
else
echo "Scratch space for $node is not defined"
echo "please add parameters to sript, exiting..."
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exit
fi
#make the scratch directory
if [ ! -d $tmpdir ]; then
mkdir -p $tmpdir
else
rm -f $tmpdir/Gau*
fi
export GAUSS_SCRDIR=$tmpdir
#start working on excitations
excitations=( `echo $@` )
ROOT=`pwd`
#make sure to not process a state that wasn't computed
top=`grep -n "Leave Link
1" 1.out | head -1 | sed 's%:% %g' | awk '{print $1}'`
nstates="`head -n $top 1.out | sed 's/\(.*\)/\L\1/' | egrep "td|cis" |tr ' ' '\n' | egrep
"td|cis" | sed 's%.*=%%' | sed 's%/.*%%g' | sed 's/[^0-9]//g'`"
if [ $nstates == 0 ]; then
echo "this does not appear to be a Gaussian TDDFT or CIS job, exiting..."
exit
fi
#now get to work on processing the states
for (( i=0 ; i < ${#excitations[@]} ; i++ ))
do
cd $ROOT
printf "%s: " "working on excitation #${excitations[$i]}"
#if [ -d $ROOT/nto-${excitations[$i]} ]; then
# printf "%s " "$ROOT/nto-${excitations[$i]} exists!! moving to next"
#else
if [ -d $ROOT/nto-${excitations[$i]} ] && [ `grep -c " Normal termination of Gaussian"
$ROOT/nto-${excitations[$i]}/1.out` != 0 ]; then
printf "%s\n" "nto-${excitations[$i]} exists!! moving to next"
elif [ "${excitations[$i]}" -gt "$nstates" ]; then
printf "%s\n" "${excitations[$i]} is greater than $nstates!! moving to next"
elif [ "${excitations[$i]}" == "0" ]; then
printf "%s\n" "REALLY?!"
else
##get method and basis
method=`grep -B1 ^$ 1.inp | head -1| awk '{print $2}'`
printf "%s " "setting up files;"
mkdir $ROOT/nto-${excitations[$i]}
cp 1.chk $ROOT/nto-${excitations[$i]}/1.chk
echo "%chk=1.chk
# geom=allcheck chkbas guess=only density=(check,transition=${excitations[$i]}) pop=savento
!$method
" >> nto-${excitations[$i]}/1.inp
cd $ROOT/nto-${excitations[$i]}
printf "%s " "running Gaussian;"
# run Gaussian
$version < 1.inp >& 1.out
rm -rf $tmpdir/Gau*
#if normal termination, process the NTOs
if [ "`tail -1 1.out |awk '{print $1, $2}'`" == "Normal termination" ]; then
printf "%s " "writing 1.fchk;"
formchk 1.chk >& /dev/null
if [ $? != 0 ]; then
echo something has gone horribly, horribly wrong
exit
else
rm 1.chk #no longer need the checkpoint file, everything relevant is on fchk
fi
## determine which transitions have signiificant contribution
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printf "%s " "checking contributions;"
#get the line number of the last set of orbital contributions
if [ $version == g09 ]; then
line=`grep -n 'Populations using transition density' 1.out | tail -1 | awk -F : '{print
$1}'`
elif [ $version == g16 ]; then
#line=`grep -n 'Population analysis using the Ground to state' 1.out | tail -1 | awk -F :
'{print $1}'`
line=`grep -n '^ Orbital symmetries:' 1.out | tail -1 | awk -F : '{print $1}'`
fi
#make an array of the orbital contributions
alpha_occ_orbitals=(`awk 'NR=='"$line"',/
Alpha Natural Transition/' 1.out | grep 'Alpha
occ. eigenvalues' | awk '{print $5,$6,$7,$8,$9}' | tr '\n' ' '`)
#parse the orbital array. which orbital contributions are above the threshold??
total_orbitals=`echo "${#alpha_occ_orbitals[@]} * 2" | bc -l`
for (( j=0 ; j<${#alpha_occ_orbitals[@]} ; j++ ))
do
compare=`echo "${alpha_occ_orbitals[$j]} >= $threshold" | bc -l`
if [ $compare == 1 ]; then
#make array of the symmetrically distributed occupied and virtual orbital numbers to
pass to cubegen
alpha_ntoarray=("${alpha_ntoarray[@]}" `echo "$j + 1" | bc -l`)
alpha_ntoarray=("${alpha_ntoarray[@]}" `echo "$total_orbitals - $j" | bc -l`)
# since we are making sequences of two orbitals with symmetric contribution, we need two
entries
# in the alpha_percentage-contribution array.
# the alpha_percentage will be rounded off to the nearest whole number
alpha_percentage=("${alpha_percentage[@]}" `echo "(${alpha_occ_orbitals[$j]}*100)/1" |
bc` `echo "(${alpha_occ_orbitals[$j]}*100)/1" | bc`)
fi
done
if [ $DEBUG == 1 ]; then
echo here are the relevant ntos:
printf "%s\n" "" "${alpha_ntoarray[@]}"
exit
else
## make cubefiles from the NTOs that have significant contribution
if [ `grep -c "Beta occ. eigenvalues" 1.out` != 0 ]; then
printf "%s " "generating alpha cube files;"
for (( j=0 ; j<${#alpha_ntoarray[@]} ; j++ ))
do
cubegen 0 amo=${alpha_ntoarray[$j]} 1.fchk
${excitations[$i]}.alpha_${alpha_ntoarray[$j]}.${alpha_percentage[$j]}.cube >& /dev/null
done
else
printf "%s " "generating cube files;"
for (( j=0 ; j<${#alpha_ntoarray[@]} ; j++ ))
do
cubegen 0 amo=${alpha_ntoarray[$j]} 1.fchk
${excitations[$i]}.${alpha_ntoarray[$j]}.${alpha_percentage[$j]}.cube >& /dev/null
done
fi
fi
#empty the arrays
alpha_occ_orbitals=()
alpha_ntoarray=()
alpha_percentage=()
#repeat the code for beta set if open shell
if [ `grep -c "Beta occ. eigenvalues" 1.out` != 0 ]; then
printf "%s " "checking beta contributions;"
beta_occ_orbitals=(`awk 'NR=='"$line"',/
Alpha Natural Transition/' 1.out | grep 'Beta
occ. eigenvalues' | awk '{print $5,$6,$7,$8,$9}' | tr '\n' ' '`)
total_orbitals=`echo "${#beta_occ_orbitals[@]} * 2" | bc -l`
for (( j=0 ; j<${#beta_occ_orbitals[@]} ; j++ ))
do
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compare=`echo "${beta_occ_orbitals[$j]} >= $threshold" | bc -l`
if [ $compare == 1 ]; then
beta_ntoarray=("${beta_ntoarray[@]}" `echo "$j + 1" | bc -l`)
beta_ntoarray=("${beta_ntoarray[@]}" `echo "$total_orbitals - $j" | bc -l`)
beta_percentage=("${beta_percentage[@]}" `echo "(${beta_occ_orbitals[$j]}*100)/1" | bc`
`echo "(${beta_occ_orbitals[$j]}*100)/1" | bc`)
fi
done
if [ $DEBUG == 0 ]; then
printf "%s " "generating beta cube files;"
for (( j=0 ; j<${#beta_ntoarray[@]} ; j++ ))
do
cubegen 0 bmo=${beta_ntoarray[$j]} 1.fchk
${excitations[$i]}.beta_${beta_ntoarray[$j]}.${beta_percentage[$j]}.cube >& /dev/null
done
#empty the arrays
beta_occ_orbitals=()
beta_ntoarray=()
beta_percentage=()
fi
fi
printf "%s\n" "done"
elif [ -n "`tail -20 1.out | grep Error`" ] || [ -n "`grep 'In source file ml0.f' 1.out`"
]; then
printf "%s " "nto-${excitations[$i]} failed"
printf "\n"
fi
fi
done
printf "\n"

5.3.1.1

Analysis
Lines 1-22 provide a description of the script to the user and some variables that can be

freely updated. A help section is provided beginning on line 29 to print the script description to
the screen. Line 50 begins by checking for the presence of all necessary files (1.inp, 1.out, and
1.chk). Users generally have access to more than one version of Gaussian; lines 66-80 parse
check node availability of each version and the version that was used in 1.out; the code will only
run on nodes that are defined to have the appropriate version of Gaussian. The location of
Gaussian and the scratch space to use is defined per node in lines 82-137. Lines 139-145 make
the scratch directory and prepare Gaussian to be run. Lines 152-153 get the number of
excitations that were actually computed previously as a sanity check later. If there are no
excitations (lines 155-158) the script exits, otherwise each excitation is processed individually.
Because a subsequent Gaussian computation is required to generate the NTOs, a separate
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subdirectory for each NTO computation is prepared. After which, lines 168-173 verify that the
excitation to be processed actually exists, i.e. someone doesn’t request excitation 31 when only
30 were computed. Lines 176-197 prepare, run, verify normal termination, and clean up the
Gaussian job to generate the NTO orbital data and save it to the checkpoint file (nto${excitations[$i]}/1.chk).

The location of the NTO-pair contribution information is determined

in lines 203-208. Lines 210-227 create an array of the contributions to determine for which pairs
the NTOs will be generated and subsequent array generated for this list. Lines 234-251 generates
the cube files for the alpha NTOs, names them accordingly, and empties the array before moving
to the next excitation. If the wavefunction is open-shell, then the alpha and beta orbitals are nondegenerate, therefore the orbitals involved in the excitation can be difference between the alpha
and beta set and lead to different sets of NTOs. Lines 254-278 repeat the previous process started
on line 200, but for the beta set. This process repeats for each excitation requested.
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5.3.2

extract-nto-contributors.sh

#!/bin/bash
# RWL 04/05/2019
# usage:
#
# extract-nto-contributors.sh (arg1) where the valid arg1 is a list file or --help
#
script_name=extract-nto-contributors
outputfile=1.out
inputfile=1.inp
threshold=0.2
if [ "$1" = "--help" ]; then
echo "This script extracts orbital contribution information from NTO
output files.
$script_name.sh arg1
arg1 is directory to process
$script_name.sh list arg2
arg1 is list
arg2 is a \"list\" file that names the nto-* directories to process
$script_name.sh './ -type d -name nto-\*'
will use the all command line arguments for a find command
**note** the single quotes are required!
"
exit
fi
if [ -z "$1" ]; then
echo "processing all nto-* subdirectories"
ntodirs=( `find ./ -type d -name nto-\*` )
elif [ -n "$1" ] && [ -d "$1" ]; then
echo "processing directory: $1"
ntodirs="$1"
elif [ "$1" == "list" ] && [ -n "$2" ]; then
if [ -f "$2" ]; then
ntodirs=( `cat $2` )
echo "using $2 file for directories"
else
echo exiting... you requested to use a list file, but $2 does not exist
exit
fi
elif [ "$1" == "list" ] && [ -z "$2" ]; then
echo exiting... you requested to use a list file, but did not specify the file
exit
else
find_stuff=`echo $@`
echo expanding the command-line arguments to use in the find command
echo "files=(\`find $find_stuff\`)"
ntodirs=(`eval find $find_stuff`)
fi
printf "%s\n" "Directories: From -> To %-Contribution"
for (( i=0 ; i<${#ntodirs[@]}; i++ ))
do
#is the output present?
if [ ! -f ${ntodirs[$i]}/$outputfile ]; then
printf "%s\n" "${ntodirs[$i]}/$outputfile does not exist!!"
fi
#open or closed shell?
if [ "`grep -c 'Beta occ. eigenvalues' ${ntodirs[$i]}/$outputfile`" != 0 ]; then
shell=open
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else
shell=closed
fi
## determine which transitions have signiificant contribution
#get the line number of the last set of orbital contributions
line=`grep -n ' Orbital symmetries:' ${ntodirs[$i]}/$outputfile | tail -1 | awk -F : '{print
$1}'`
#make an array of the orbital contributions
alpha_beta_occ_orbitals=(`awk 'NR=='"$line"',/Alpha virt. eigenvalues/'
${ntodirs[$i]}/$outputfile | grep 'occ. eigenvalues' | awk '{print $5,$6,$7,$8,$9}' | tr '\n' '
'`)
#parse the orbital array. which orbital contributions are above the threshold??
total_orbitals=`echo "${#alpha_beta_occ_orbitals[@]} * 2" | bc -l`
for (( j=0 ; j<${#alpha_beta_occ_orbitals[@]} ; j++ ))
do
compare=`echo "${alpha_beta_occ_orbitals[$j]} >= $threshold" | bc -l`
if [ "$compare" == "1" ]; then
#make nto array of the symmetrically distributed occupied and virtual orbital numbers to
pass to cubegen
alpha_ntoarray=("${alpha_ntoarray[@]}" `echo "$j + 1" | bc -l`)
alpha_ntoarray=("${alpha_ntoarray[@]}" `echo "$total_orbitals - $j" | bc -l`)
#since we are making sequences of two orbitals with symmetric contribution, we need two
entries
#in the alpha_percentage-contribution array.
#the alpha_percentage will be rounded off to the nearest whole number
alpha_percentage=("${alpha_percentage[@]}" `echo "(${alpha_beta_occ_orbitals[$j]}*100)/1" |
bc` `echo "(${alpha_beta_occ_orbitals[$j]}*100)/1" | bc`)
fi
done
#print the information to the screen in this order:
#directory orbital-from orbital-to percentgage
j=0
while [ $j -lt ${#alpha_ntoarray[@]} ]
do
if [ $shell == closed ]; then
printf "%s \t %s %s %s " "${ntodirs[$i]}" "${alpha_ntoarray[$j]}" "->"
"${alpha_ntoarray[$j+1]}" "${alpha_percentage[$j]}"
printf "\n"
elif [ $shell == open ]; then
printf "%s \t %s %s %s " "${ntodirs[$i]}" "${alpha_ntoarray[$j]}A" "->"
"${alpha_ntoarray[$j+1]}A" "${alpha_percentage[$j]}"
printf "\n"
fi
j=$[$j+2]
done
#do again if there are beta contributions
if [ "`grep -c 'Beta occ. eigenvalues' ${ntodirs[$i]}/$outputfile`" != 0 ]; then
#make an array of the orbital contributions
beta_occ_orbitals=(`awk 'NR=='"$line"',/Beta virt. eigenvalues/' ${ntodirs[$i]}/$outputfile |
grep 'Beta occ. eigenvalues' | awk '{print $5,$6,$7,$8,$9}' | tr '\n' ' '`)
#parse the orbital array. which orbital contributions are above the threshold??
total_orbitals=`echo "${#beta_occ_orbitals[@]} * 2" | bc -l`
for (( j=0 ; j<${#beta_occ_orbitals[@]} ; j++ ))
do
compare=`echo "${beta_occ_orbitals[$j]} >= $threshold" | bc -l`
if [ "$compare" == "1" ]; then
#make nto array of the symmetrically distributed occupied and virtual orbital numbers to
pass to cubegen
beta_ntoarray=("${beta_ntoarray[@]}" `echo "$j + 1" | bc -l`)
beta_ntoarray=("${beta_ntoarray[@]}" `echo "$total_orbitals - $j" | bc -l`)
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#since we are making sequences of two orbitals with symmetric contribution, we need two
entries
#in the beta_percentage-contribution array.
#the beta_percentage will be rounded off to the nearest whole number
beta_percentage=("${beta_percentage[@]}" `echo "(${beta_occ_orbitals[$j]}*100)/1" | bc`
`echo "(${beta_occ_orbitals[$j]}*100)/1" | bc`)
fi
done
#print the information to the screen in this order:
#directory orbital-from orbital-to percentgage
j=0
while [ $j -lt ${#beta_ntoarray[@]} ]
do
printf "%s \t %s %s %s " "${ntodirs[$i]}" "${beta_ntoarray[$j]}B" "->"
"${beta_ntoarray[$j+1]}B" "${beta_percentage[$j]}"
printf "\n"
j=$[$j+2]
done
fi
#clean out the arrays for the next round
alpha_ntoarray=()
beta_ntoarray=()
alpha_percentage=()
beta_percentage=()
printf "\n"
done

5.3.2.1

Analysis
This script uses much of the same machinery as nto-analysis.sh except it does not

generate NTOs, it only parses existing NTO output files that were generated by nto-analysis.sh.
Lines 32-54 determine the files to be processed. For each file, lines 60-93 determine the alpha
(and beta if open-shell) NTO contributions and store the data in an array in much the same
manner as nto-analysis.sh. Lines 99-109 print the orbital pairs and their contributions from the
array for the current excitation. Lines 112-143 repeat the entire process for the beta orbitals, if
the system is open-shell.
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5.3.3

nex.sh
#!/bin/bash
# RWL 09/13/2018
# usage:
#
# nex.sh arg1 arg2 (arg3)
#
## the script will set up the necessary files
## and run the NANCY_EX software package
#
# arg1 is the protocol to run
# arg2, arg3, etc are the excited states of interest
#
# requiredfiles:
# 1.chk, 1.out, 1.inp
##################
##USER VARIABLES##
##################
bindir=bin
#the location of the NANACY_EX binary
nancy_ex="nancy_ex" #the name of the NANACY_EX binary
script_name=nex
chk=1.chk
fchk=1.fchk
rwf=1.rwf
##export variables to use g09_d01
#root=/usr/local/pgi-2019/gaussian/g09_d01 #works for everything except sequoia and maple
#node=`uname -n`
#pid=`echo $$`
#if [ $node == "sequoia" ]; then
# tmpdir=/ddn/scratch1/$USER/$pid
# root=/usr/local/apps
#elif [ "$node" == "Bazooka.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
# tmpdir=/scratch/$USER/bazooka/$pid
#elif [ "$node" == "Viking1.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
# tmpdir=/scratch/$USER/viking1/$pid
#elif [ "$node" == "Viking2.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
# tmpdir=/scratch/$USER/viking2/$pid
#elif [ "$node" == "Viking3.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
# tmpdir=/scratch/$USER/viking3/$pid
#elif [ "$node" == "Javelin.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
# tmpdir=/dev/shm/$USER/$pid
#elif [ "$node" == "shadow-login" ]; then
# tmpdir=/work/$USER/scratch/shadow/$pid
#else
# echo $node is not defined within the script
# exit
#fi
#
#if [ ! -d $tmpdir ]; then
# mkdir -p $tmpdir
#else
# rm -f $tmpdir/Gau*
#fi
#
#export GAUSS_SCRDIR=$tmpdir
#export g09root=$root
#. $g09root/g09/bsd/g09.profile
#first which version was used in 1.out?
node=`uname -n` #get the node to set machine-dependent variables
version=`grep -m1 ' Entering Gaussian System' 1.out | cut -f2 -d=`
echo version is $version
if [ "$version" == g09 ]; then
if [ "$node" == "maple" ]; then
echo "$version is not compiled on $node"
exit
fi
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elif [ "$version" == g16 ]; then
if [ "$node" == "sequoia" ]; then
echo "$version is not compiled on $node"
exit
fi
else
echo "unrecognized Gaussian version: $version"
exit
fi
#set locations of Gaussian versions
case $node in
hpcwoods|"Titan.HPC.MsState.Edu" )
echo "This is a login-node, don't run this script here."
exit
;;
maple|sequoia )
export g09root=/usr/local/apps
export g16root=/usr/local/apps
;;
* )
export g09root=/usr/local/pgi-2019/gaussian/g09_d01
export g16root=/usr/local/pgi-2016/gaussian
;;
esac
if [ $version == g16 ]; then
. $g16root/g16/bsd/g16.profile
elif [ $version == g09 ]; then
. $g09root/g09/bsd/g09.profile
fi
#set the scratch space depending on node and pid
pid=`echo $$`
if [ "$node" == "Viking1.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/scratch/$USER/viking1/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "Viking2.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/scratch/$USER/viking2/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "Viking3.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/scratch/$USER/viking3/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "shadow-login" ]; then
tmpdir=/work/$USER/scratch/shadow/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "shadow-devel" ]; then
tmpdir=/work/$USER/scratch/shadow-devel/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "Scout-login.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/work/$USER/scratch/scout/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "Scout-devel.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/work/$USER/scratch/scout-devel/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "Scout-devel-2.HPC.MsState.Edu" ]; then
tmpdir=/work/$USER/scratch/scout-devel-2/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "sequoia" ]; then
tmpdir=/ddn/scratch1/$USER/sequoia/$pid
elif [ "$node" == "maple" ]; then
tmpdir=/ddn/scratch1/$USER/maple/$pid
else
echo "Scratch space for $node is not defined"
echo "please add parameters to sript, exiting..."
exit
fi
#make the scratch directory
if [ ! -d $tmpdir ]; then
mkdir -p $tmpdir
else
rm -f $tmpdir/Gau*
fi
export GAUSS_SCRDIR=$tmpdir
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cwd=`pwd`
if [ $1 == "--help" ]; then
echo "This script sets up and runs the NANCY_EX package, an open-source program capable
of post-processing
G09 and G03 output files from TDDFT or CIS jobs. The package is capable of calculating:
-attachment/detachment analysis
-determination of phi_s metric
-NTOs
***currently not implemented in this script
-canonical NTOs ***currently not implemented in this script
Usage:
arg1 is the protocol to run
arg2 arg3 arg4 .... are the excited states of interest
Example:$ $script_name.sh dadens 1 2
would run an attachment/detachment analysis on the 1st and 2nd excited states
Example:$ $script_name.sh phis 1 2
would run an attachment/detachment analysis and subsequent phi-s
calculation on the 1st and 2nd excited states
##NOTE: The following files must be present for the script to run:
1.inp
1.out
1.chk
# 1.rwf is also required but can be recreated if 1.chk is present
##NOTE: works for G09 files named 1.out, has not been tested for anything else
"
exit
fi
#which protocol(s) were requested?
if [ $1 == dadens ]; then
dadens=1
phis=0
echo "running attachment/detachment analysis"
elif [ $1 == phis ]; then
dadens=1
phis=1
echo "running attachment/detachment and phi-s analyses"
else
echo $1 is not a recognized routine, exiting...
exit
fi
#were excitations actually requested?
if [ ${#excitations[@]} == 1 ]; then
echo "you did not specify any excitations, exiting..."
exit
fi
#are all necessary files present?
if [ ! -f $chk ] || [ ! -f "1.out" ] || [ ! -f "1.inp" ]; then
echo Some files were not present.
echo required files: 1.inp, 1.out, 1.chk
exit
elif [ ! -f $rwf ]; then
make_rwf=0
echo $rwf does not exist
if [ -f overlap ] && [ -f density ]; then
printf "%s\n" "but the overlap and density files already exist"
else
make_rwf=1
printf "%s\n" "will run a $version single-point to recreate $rwf"
fi
fi
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excitations=($@)
# if not a gaussian file with normal termination, don't process it
isoutputfile=`head -1 1.out`
if [ "$isoutputfile" != " Entering Gaussian System, Link 0=g09" ] && [ "$isoutputfile" !=
" Entering Gaussian System, Link 0=g16" ]; then
echo 1.out is not a Gaussian 09 or 16 output file
exit
elif [ "`tail -1 1.out | awk '{print $1,$2}'`" != "Normal termination" ]; then
echo job failed to terminate normally
exit
fi
#create formatted checkpoint file
if [ ! -f $fchk ]; then
formchk $chk $fchk >& /dev/null
fi
#get nstates from TDDFT file
if [ -n "`route-input.sh | grep ' td('`" ]; then
# find out the line number to which to process with head
top=`grep -n "Leave Link
1" 1.out | head -1 | sed 's%:% %g' | awk '{print $1}'`
if [ -z $nstates ]; then
nstates="`head -n $top 1.out | sed 's/\(.*\)/\L\1/' |awk -F'\n' '{ORS=" "} {print $0}'|
awk -F \-\- ' /nstates/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/n
states/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/ns
tates/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/nst
ates/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/nsta
tes/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/nstat
es/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/nstate
s/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
' \
| sed 's/ //g' | grep nstates | sed 's/(/ /g' \
| awk -F \, ' /nstates/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;}' \
| awk -F' ' ' /nstates/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;}' |grep nstates | sed 's/)//g'
| sed 's/nstates=//g'
`"
fi
if [ -z $nstates ]; then
# keep checking for nstates, user could have used nstate instead
nstates="`head -n $top 1.out | sed 's/\(.*\)/\L\1/' |awk -F'\n' '{ORS=" "} {print $0}'|
awk -F \-\- ' /nstate/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/n state/
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/ns tate/
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/nst ate/
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/nsta te/
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/nstat e/
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/nstate /
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
' \
| sed 's/ //g' | grep nstate | sed 's/(/ /g' \
| awk -F \, ' /nstate/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;}' \
| awk -F' ' ' /nstate/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;}' |grep nstate | sed 's/)//g' |
sed 's/nstate=//g'
`"
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fi
fiftyfifty="`head -n $top 1.out | sed 's/\(.*\)/\L\1/' |awk -F'\n' '{ORS=" "} {print
$0}'| awk -F \-\- ' /nstates/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/5 0-50/
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/50 -50/
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/5050/
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/50-5
0/
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/50-50
/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
' \
| sed 's/ //g' | grep 50-50 | sed 's/(/ /g' \
| awk -F \, ' /50-50/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;}' \
| awk -F' ' ' /50-50/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;}' |grep 50-50 | sed 's/)//g' |
sed 's/50-50=//g'
`"
if [ -n "$fiftyfifty" ]; then
old_nstates=$nstates
nstates=$((2*$nstates))
fi
# keep checking for
if [ -z $nstates ];
addstates="`head -n
$0}'| awk -F \-\- ' /nstates/

nstates, user could have used add instead
then
$top 1.out | sed 's/\(.*\)/\L\1/' |awk -F'\n' '{ORS=" "} {print
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/a dd/
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/ad d/
{for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
/add/ {for
(i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;} \
' \
| sed 's/ //g' | grep add | sed 's/(/ /g' \
| awk -F \, ' /add/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;}' \
| awk -F' ' ' /add/ {for (i=1; i<=NF; i++) print $i;}' |grep add | sed 's/)//g' | sed
's/add=//g'
`"
fi
#get nstates from CIS job
elif [ -n "`route-input.sh | tr ' ' '\n' | grep cis`" ]; then
top=`grep -n "Leave Link
1" 1.out | head -1 | sed 's%:% %g' | awk '{print $1}'`
if [ -z $nstates ]; then
nstates="`head -n $top 1.out | sed 's/\(.*\)/\L\1/' | grep cis |tr ' ' '\n' | grep
cis | sed 's%.*=%%' | sed 's%/.*%%g' | sed 's/[^0-9]//g'`"
fi
fi
#echo nstates is $nstates ##debug
nstates=`echo $nstates | sed 's%gfinput%%g'`
#recreate rwf if necessary
if [ $make_rwf == 1 ]; then
printf "%s " "recreating $rwf (this could take a while);"
cp -ar $chk $tmpdir/old.chk
#set up the input file
echo "%rwf=$rwf
%oldchk=old.chk
%chk=1.chk
%mem=4gb
%nproc=4
#p geom=allcheck chkbas guess(read,only) td(read,root=1,nstates=$nstates)
" >> $tmpdir/1.inp
cd $tmpdir
$version < 1.inp >& 1.out
if [ "`tail -1 1.out |awk '{print $1, $2}'`" != "Normal termination" ]; then
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printf "%s\n" "error recreating $rwf, exiting..."
exit
fi
#generate the overlap and density files
printf "%s " "writing overlap;"
rwfdump $rwf overlap 514r >& /dev/null
printf "%s " "writing density;"
rwfdump $rwf density 633r >& /dev/null
mv overlap density -t $cwd/
#we no longer require the 1.rwf file and it takes up a LOOOOOT of space
cd $cwd
rm -rf $tmpdir
printf "\n"
fi
#all necessary files should now be present
#loop requested protocols over desired states
for (( i = 1 ; i < ${#excitations[@]} ; i++ ))
do
printf "%s ; " "working on excitation #${excitations[$i]}"
#section to run attachment/detachment protocol
if [ $dadens == 1 ]; then
#create and run dadens input
#printf "%s " "writing dadens input;"
if [ ! -f input-dadens_${excitations[$i]}.out ] || [ ! -f
ddens_${excitations[$i]}.fchk ] || [ ! -f adens_${excitations[$i]}.fchk ]; then
printf "%s\n" "dadens" "$fchk" "overlap" "density" "$nstates ${excitations[$i]}"
"F" > input-dadens_${excitations[$i]}
printf "%s " "running dadens;"
~/$bindir/$nancy_ex < input-dadens_${excitations[$i]} > inputdadens_${excitations[$i]}.out
#deafult names are printed by NANCY_EX; change them
mv ddens.fchk ddens_${excitations[$i]}.fchk
mv adens.fchk adens_${excitations[$i]}.fchk
else
printf "%s " "output and dens.fchk files exist;"
fi
#generate the cube files
if [ ! -f ddens_${excitations[$i]}.cube ] || [ ! -f adens_${excitations[$i]}.cube ];
then
printf "%s " "writing attachment/detachment cubefiles;"
cubegen 2 fdensity=scf ddens_${excitations[$i]}.fchk ddens_${excitations[$i]}.cube
-3 >& /dev/null
cubegen 2 fdensity=scf adens_${excitations[$i]}.fchk adens_${excitations[$i]}.cube
-3 >& /dev/null
else
printf "%s " "cubefiles exist;"
fi
#section to run PHI-S protocol
if [ $phis == 1 ]; then
if [ ! -f input-phis_${excitations[$i]}.out ]; then
printf "%s " "running phis;"
printf "%s\n" "phis" "dadens" "ddens_${excitations[$i]}.cube"
"adens_${excitations[$i]}.cube" > input-phis_${excitations[$i]}
~/$bindir/$nancy_ex < input-phis_${excitations[$i]} > inputphis_${excitations[$i]}.out
else
printf "%s " "input-phis_${excitations[$i]}.out exists;"
fi
fi
fi
printf "%s\n" "done"
done
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5.3.3.1

Analysis
Since the information needed for Nancy_Ex is located on the read-write file, a file that is

rarely saved, a single-point will most likely be required to regenerate the read-write file
temporarily. Users generally have access to more than one version of Gaussian; lines 59-76
check node availability of each version and the version that was used in 1.out; the code will only
run on nodes that are defined to have the appropriate version of Gaussian. The location of
Gaussian and the scratch space to use is defined and prepared per node in lines 79-136. Lines
171-182 checks which protocol(s) to run. The dadens protocol only generates the A/D cube files.
The phis protocol requires these files to be present to determine the ΦS index, therefore calling
phis will automatically call dadens if necessary. Lines 185-216 verify that excitations were
indeed computed, all necessary files are present, and that the job terminated normally before
attempting post-processing. Lines 219-295 generate the formatted checkpoint file and determine
the total number of excitations for reference later on. If the read-write file was not previously
saved, lines 299-328 will run a single-point computation with the converged wavefunction and
excitations to temporarily regenerate it, extract the overlap and density matrices via the rwfdump
utility, and remove again the read-write file. The overlap and density files contain all the
information necessary for all excitations so the computation only has to run once. This block of
code can take a while depending on the size of the system, but it is generally more acceptable
than having to orchestrate whether or not to save the read-write file on the front end.
Additionally, most of the current users in the Webster group exclusively use supercomputing
centers with storage quotas, therefore storing excessively large files would be a bad practice.
After obtaining the overlap and density files, lines 334-348 generate the input file for and invoke
Nancy_Ex to create the attachment and detachment checkpoint files. These checkpoint files can
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now be parsed by the cubegen utility to generate the attachment and detachment cube files on
lines 351-357. If the phis protocol was selected, a second input file is generated and Nancy_Ex
invoked again to examine the attachment and detachment cube files and determine the ΦS
parameter, among other information. The loop beginning on line 332 is repeated for each
requested excitation.
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5.3.4

extract-orbital-contributions.sh
$ extract-orbital-contributions.sh
#!/bin/bash
# RWL 07/02/2019
#
# calculate the % contribution of specific AOs to an MO
#
default_threshold=20 #threshold percentage
script_name="extract-orbital-contributions.sh"
DEBUG=0
# (0/1) 1 - print some of the variables for debugging

#echo $1
#echo $#
#echo $@
args=(`echo $@ | tr '[:upper:]' '[:lower:]'`) #sanitize the arguments. make everything
lower case for easier comparisons
#check first argument
if [ -n "`echo $1 | grep './'`" ]; then
filecheck=0
echo "expanding command line arguments for find command ($1)"
find_stuff="$1"
count=`echo $1 | wc | awk '{print $2}'`
restofargs=()
for (( n=$count ; n<${#args[@]} ; n++ ))
do
restofargs=("${restofargs[@]}" "${args[$n]}")
done
args=()
args=("find" "${restofargs[@]}")
fi
#printf "%s\n" "${args[@]}" #;exit #debugging
printhelp=0
if [ "$1" == "--help" ]; then
printhelp=1
else
if [ ${#args[@]} -lt "2" ]; then
echo ""
echo "You must specify at least the files (arg1) and orbital of interest (arg2)"
printhelp=1
fi
if [ "${args[0]}" == "find" ]; then
#find files
files=(`eval find $find_stuff`)
elif [ -f ${args[0]} ]; then
if [ "${args[0]}" == "list" ]; then
files=(`cat ${args[0]}`)
else
files=(${args[0]})
fi
else
echo "something is wrong with your file request"
fi
fi
orbital_check=`echo ${args[@]} | egrep -c "homo\+|lumo\-"`
if [ "$orbital_check" != 0 ]; then
echo "please do not use HOMO+ or LUMO-"
exit
fi
if [ $printhelp == 0 ]; then
#parse the remaining arguments for protocol
atoms=()
all=0
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threshold=$default_threshold #set threshold to default unless something changes
if [ ${#args[@]} == 2 ]; then
all=1
elif [ ${#args[@]} == 4 ] && [ "${args[2]}" == "--t" ]; then
all=1
threshold=${args[3]}
else
threshold=0 #here we have specific atoms requested. by default always print
contribution (even if zero) for specified atoms
for (( i=2 ; i<${#args[@]} ; i++ ))
do
if [ "${args[$i]}" == "--t" ]; then
i=$(($i + 1))
threshold="${args[$i]}"
continue
else
atoms=("${atoms[@]}" "${args[$i]}")
fi
done
fi
fi
if [ "$printhelp" == 1 ]; then
echo "
This script extracts the contributions (%) of select atoms to an MO.
arg1 is:
- a file to be processed
- a file named \"list\" containing a list of files to be processed
- the directives for a find command contained \"within quotes\"
arg2 is a comma,separated,list of MO-number/homo/lumo/homo-n/lumo+n
arg3, arg4, etc is a string of atom numbers to be processed
output will be the % contribution of the requested atoms individually to the MO
A group of atoms can also be calculated using a comma,separated,list and/or a range
as a single argument. This can be used in combination with single atoms.
example:
$ extract-orbital-contributions.sh list homo 1 2-5,8 10
This command will calculate the contributions of 1 and 10 individually and the total
contribution of atoms 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 to the HOMO of all files in the list.
Contributions to Alpha or Beta orbitals can also be requested for open-shell systems.
In this case arg2 must lead with 'a' or 'b' to specify the alpha or betal orbital sets.
example:
$ extract-orbital-contributions.sh \"./ -maxdepth 4 -type f -name 1.out\" ahomo,blumo 1
2-5,8 10
This command will calculate the contributions for the alpha-HOMO and B-LUMO
of all files located from the find command: find ./ -maxdepth 4 -type f -name 1.out
"
exit
else
#tell the user what's about to happen
if [ $all == 1 ]; then
echo "print contributions for all atoms"
else
echo "print contributions for selected atoms"
fi
fi
##start files loop
for (( m=0 ; m<${#files[@]} ; m++ ))
do
if [ -d "${files[$m]}" ] || [ "${files[$m]}" == "./" ]; then
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#echo this is a directory
files[$m]="`echo ${files[$m]} | sed -e 's%/$%%g' -e 's%/ .*$%%g' -e 's%$%/1.out%g'`"
fi
printf "%s\n" "${files[$m]}"
natoms=`grep -i NAtoms ${files[$m]} | head -n 1 | awk '{print $2}'`
if [ $all == 1 ]; then
for (( i=1 ; i<=$natoms ; i++ ))
do
atoms=("${atoms[@]}" "$i")
done
fi
#sanity check, make sure there's stuff to process
if [ `grep -c " Molecular Orbital Coefficients" ${files[$m]}` == "0" ] && [ `grep -c "
Natural Transition Orbital Coefficients" ${files[$m]}` == 0 ]; then
echo "
${files[$m]} does not have MO Coefficients printed!!
run a single point with a population analysis
"
continue
fi
#is this system closed or open-shell?
scf=`grep "SCF Done" ${files[$m]} | head -1 | awk '{print $3}' | sed 's/.//4g'`
multiplicity=`grep Multiplicity ${files[$m]} | head -1 | awk '{print $NF}'`
if [ "$scf" == 'E(U' ] || [ "$multiplicity" != "1" ]; then
shell=open
elif [ "$scf" == 'E(R' ] || [ "$multiplicity" == "1" ]; then
shell=closed
else
echo "something has gone horribly, horrbily wrong"
exit
fi
#print legend for the data
printf "%s\t" "orbital" "#" "${atoms[@]}"
printf "\n"
#exit
#we'll need this later
nbasis=`grep NBasis ${files[$m]} | tail -1 | awk '{print $2}'` #NBasis is the total
number of AOs
orbitals=(`echo ${args[1]} | tr ',' ' '`)
#printf "%s\n" "${orbitals[@]}" ; exit #DEBUG
## begin orbitals loop
for (( l=0 ; l <${#orbitals[@]} ; l++ ))
do
case $shell in
"closed" )
#make sure there's no mistake in the arguments
sanity=`echo ${args[1]} | sed 's/.//2g'`
if [ $sanity == "a" ] || [ $sanity == "b" ]; then
echo "this is a closed-shell system"
echo "please do NOT specify alpha or beta orbitals in arg2"
exit
fi
pop_line=`egrep -n "
Population analysis|
Populations using transition
density" ${files[$m]} | tail -1 | cut -f1 -d:`
homo=`awk 'NR=='"$pop_line"',/ Alpha virt. eigenvalues/' ${files[$m]} | grep "Alpha
occ. eigenvalues" | awk -F-- '{print $2}' | tr ' ' '\n' | sed '/^$/d' | wc -l`
lumo=$(($homo + 1))
#if necessary (HOMO-2) translate arg2 to a number
if [ "${orbitals[$l]}" == "homo" ]; then
#echo "calculating contributions to the HOMO ($homo)"
orbital1=$homo
printf "%s\t" "HOMO"
elif [ "${orbitals[$l]}" == "lumo" ]; then
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#echo "calculating contributions to the LUMO ($lumo)"
orbital1=$lumo
printf "%s\t" "LUMO"
elif [ `echo ${orbitals[$l]} | grep -c "homo-"` != 0 ]; then
subtract=`echo ${orbitals[$l]} | cut -f2 -d-`
orbital1=$(($homo - $subtract ))
printf "%s\t" "HOMO-$subtract"
#echo "calculating contributions to the HOMO-$subtract ($orbital1)"
elif [ `echo ${orbitals[$l]} | grep -c "lumo+"` != 0 ]; then
add=`echo ${orbitals[$l]} | cut -f2 -d+`
orbital1=$(($lumo + $add ))
printf "%s\t" "LUMO+$add"
#echo "calculating contributions to the LUMO+$add ($orbital1)"
else
#echo "calculating contributions to orbital #${orbitals[$l]}"
orbital1=${orbitals[$l]}
fi
#line2=`grep -n -B2 "
Eigenvalues --" ${files[$m]} | egrep -A3 " $orbital1 |
$orbital1$" | tail -2 | head -1 | cut -f1 -d:` # line number containing the eigenvalues
line2=`grep -n -B2 "
Eigenvalues --" ${files[$m]} | egrep -A3 " $orbital1 |
$orbital1$" | grep 'Eigenvalues --' | cut -f1 -d:` # line number containing the eigenvalues
#echo $line2 ; exit
;;
"open" )
pop_line=`egrep -n "
Population analysis|
Populations using transition
density" ${files[$m]} | tail -1 | cut -f1 -d:`
alpha_homo=`awk 'NR=='"$pop_line"',/ Alpha virt. eigenvalues/' ${files[$m]} | grep
"Alpha occ. eigenvalues" | awk -F-- '{print $2}' | tr ' ' '\n' | sed '/^$/d' | wc -l`
alpha_lumo=$(($alpha_homo + 1))
beta_homo=`awk 'NR=='"$pop_line"',/ Beta virt. eigenvalues/' ${files[$m]} | grep
"Beta occ. eigenvalues" | awk -F-- '{print $2}' | tr ' ' '\n' | sed '/^$/d' | wc -l`
beta_lumo=$(($beta_homo + 1))
#has the alpha or beta set been requested?
set=`echo ${orbitals[$l]} | sed 's/.//2g'` #gets first character of 2nd argument
orbital=`echo ${orbitals[$l]} | cut -c 2-` #gets the other characters
case $set in
"a" )
# translate orbital name to number if necessary
if [ $orbital == "homo" ]; then
#echo "calculating contributions to the alpha HOMO ($alpha_homo)"
orbital1=$alpha_homo
printf "%s\t" "aHOMO"
elif [ $orbital == "lumo" ]; then
#echo "calculating contributions to the alpha LUMO ($alpha_lumo)"
printf "%s\t" "aLUMO"
orbital1=$alpha_lumo
elif [ `echo $orbital | grep -c "homo-"` != 0 ]; then
subtract=`echo $orbital | cut -f2 -d-`
orbital1=$(($alpha_homo - $subtract))
printf "%s\t" "aHOMO-$subtract"
#echo "calculating contributions to the alpha HOMO-$subtract ($orbital1)"
elif [ `echo $orbital | grep -c "lumo+"` != 0 ]; then
add=`echo $orbital | cut -f2 -d+`
orbital1=$(($alpha_lumo + $add))
printf "%s\t" "aLUMO+$add"
#echo "calculating contributions to the alpha LUMO+$add ($orbital1)"
else
orbital1=$orbital
#echo "calculating contributions to orbital alpha $orbital1"
fi
line1=`grep -n "Orbital Coefficients" ${files[$m]} | grep Alpha | cut -f1 -d:`
add=`awk 'NR=='"$line1"',/Beta.*Orbital Coefficients/' ${files[$m]} | grep -n -B2
Eigenvalues | egrep -A3 " $orbital1 | $orbital1$" | grep 'Eigenvalues --' | cut -f1 -d:`
line2=$(($line1 + $add - 1))
;;
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"b" )
# translate orbital name to number if necessary
if [ $orbital == "homo" ]; then
#echo "calculating contributions to the beta HOMO ($beta_homo)"
orbital1=$beta_homo
printf "%s\t" "bHOMO"
elif [ $orbital == "lumo" ]; then
#echo "calculating contributions to the beta LUMO ($beta_lumo)"
printf "%s\t" "bLUMO"
orbital1=$beta_lumo
elif [ `echo $orbital | grep -c "homo-"` != 0 ]; then
subtract=`echo $orbital | cut -f2 -d-`
orbital1=$(($beta_homo - $subtract))
printf "%s\t" "bHOMO-$subtract"
#echo "calculating contributions to the beta HOMO-$subtract ($orbital1)"
elif [ `echo $orbital | grep -c "lumo+"` != 0 ]; then
add=`echo $orbital | cut -f2 -d+`
orbital1=$(($beta_lumo + $add))
printf "%s\t" "bLUMO+$add"
#echo "calculating contributions to the beta LUMO+$add ($orbital1)"
else
orbital1=$orbital
#echo "calculating contributions to orbital beta $orbital1"
fi
line1=`grep -n "Orbital Coefficients" ${files[$m]} | grep Beta | cut -f1 -d:`
add=`awk 'NR=='"$line1"',/
Condensed to atoms/' ${files[$m]} | grep -n B2 Eigenvalues | egrep -A3 " $orbital1 | $orbital1$" | grep 'Eigenvalues --' | cut -f1 -d:`
line2=$(($line1 + $add - 1))
;;
* )
echo "this is an open-shell system"
echo "please use 'a' or 'b' as the first character of each orbital to specify
alpha or beta"
exit
;;
esac
;;
* )
echo something has gone horribly, horribly wrong
exit
;;
esac
#after translating, make sure the orbital number is less than NBasis
if [ "$orbital1" -gt "$nbasis" ]; then
echo "orbital #$orbital1 is greater than NBasis=$nbasis; exiting"
exit
else
printf "%s\t" "$orbital1"
fi
line3=$(($line2 + 1))
#line where the orbital contributions start
line4=$(($line3 + $nbasis - 1 )) #final line of the series
#printf "%s\n" "$line3" "$line4" ; exit #debug
# rules for setting fixed width column splitting
#
there's always 2 characters from end of AO number and start of element number
#
there's always 4 characters from end of element number to element symbol
#
element symbol will always be 2
#
start AO sumbol 3 after start of element symbol
#
AO symbol ends at char 23
#
orbital occupation spacings appear unchanges and start at char 24
number=`awk 'NR=='"$line3"'' ${files[$m]} | tr ' ' '\n' | grep -n ^. | head -1 | cut f1 -d:`
first=$(($number + 1))
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second=4
third=2
fourth=`echo "23 - $first - $second - $third" | bc`
fifth=10
sixth=10
seventh=10
eighth=10
ninth=8
if [ $DEBUG == 1 ]; then
echo "
first is
$first
second is $second
third is
$third
fourth is $fourth
fifth is
$fifth
sixth is
$sixth
seventh is $seventh
eighth is $eighth
ninth is
$ninth
sum is `echo "$first + $second + $third + $fourth + $fifth + $sixth + $seventh +
$eighth + $ninth" | bc`
"
fi
column_check=(`grep -n -B2 "
Eigenvalues --" ${files[$m]} | egrep " $orbital1 |
$orbital1$" | head -1`)
for (( i=0 ; i<${#column_check[@]} ; i++ ))
do
if [ ${column_check[$i]} == "$orbital1" ]; then
column=$(($i + 4))
break
fi
done
if [ $DEBUG == 1 ]; then
echo orbital1 is $orbital1
echo line2 is $line2
echo line3 is $line3
echo line4 is $line4
echo column is $column
exit
fi
#get every AO contribution to MO
total=(`awk 'NR=='"$line3"',NR=='"$line4"'' ${files[$m]} | awk -v first=$first -v
second=$second -v third=$third \
-v fourth=$fourth -v fifth=$fifth -v sixth=$sixth -v seventh=$seventh -v
eighth=$eighth -v ninth=$ninth\
-v var=$column \
'BEGIN { FIELDWIDTHS = " '"$first"' '"$second"' '"$third"' '"$fourth"'
'"$fifth"' '"$sixth"' '"$seventh"' '"$eighth"' '"$ninth"' " }
NR > 0 {
mo = $var
print mo
}'`)
#now we can finally do the math
#calculate the sum of sqaures for all AOs
sum_all=0
for (( i=0 ; i<${#total[@]} ; i++ ))
do
sum_all=`echo "$sum_all + ((${total[$i]}) * (${total[$i]}))" | bc -l`
done
#calculate % of atoms AOs to MO
sum_atom=0
for (( i=0 ; i<${#atoms[@]} ; i++ ))
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do
if [ "`echo ${atoms[$i]} | tr ',' ' ' | tr '-' ' '`" == "${atoms[$i]}" ]; then
if [ "${atoms[$i]}" -gt "$natoms" ]; then
echo atom number ${atoms[$i]} is greater than NAtoms=$natoms
exit
fi
multi_atom=0
#find starting and ending line numbers for ith atom's AOs
start=`awk 'NR=='"$line3"',NR=='"$line4"'' ${files[$m]} | grep -n ^ | awk '$3 ==
'"${atoms[$i]}"' {print}' | cut -f1 -d:`
if [ ${atoms[$i]} != $natoms ]; then
finish=`awk 'NR=='"$line3"',NR=='"$line4"'' ${files[$m]} | grep -n ^ | awk '$3 ==
'"$((${atoms[$i]} + 1))"' {print}' | cut -f1 -d:`
elif [ ${atoms[$i]} == $natoms ]; then
finish=$((${#total[@]} + 1))
else
echo something has gone horribly, horribly wrong
exit
fi
#calculate sum of sqaures for ith atom's AOs
#sum_atom=0
for (( j=$(($start - 1)) ; j<$(($finish - 1)) ; j++ ))
do
sum_atom=`echo "$sum_atom + ((${total[$j]}) * (${total[$j]}))" | bc -l`
done
else
multi_atom=1
#need the sum of sqaures for all atoms in the group
#first define group by changing commas to spaces, and fill in ranges
tmp_group=(`echo ${atoms[$i]} | tr ',' ' '`) #break comma separation
group=()
for (( j=0 ; j<${#tmp_group[@]} ; j++ ))
do
#check for possible atom ranges
if [ `echo "${tmp_group[$j]}" | grep -c -- -` == 0 ]; then
group=("${group[@]}" "${tmp_group[$j]}" )
else
range_min=`echo ${tmp_group[$j]} | cut -f1 -d-`
range_max=`echo ${tmp_group[$j]} | cut -f2 -d-`
count=$range_min
while [ $count -le $range_max ]; do
group=("${group[@]}" "$count")
count=$(($count + 1))
done
fi
done
for (( j=0 ; j<${#group[@]} ; j++ ))
do
if [ "${group[$j]}" -gt "$natoms" ]; then
echo atom number ${group[$j]} is greater than NAtoms=$natoms
exit
fi
#get array element numbers for the current atom
start=`awk 'NR=='"$line3"',NR=='"$line4"'' ${files[$m]} | grep -n ^ | awk '$3 ==
'"${group[$j]}"' {print}' | cut -f1 -d:`
if [ ${group[$j]} != $natoms ]; then
finish=`awk 'NR=='"$line3"',NR=='"$line4"'' ${files[$m]} | grep -n ^ | awk '$3 ==
'"$((${group[$j]} + 1))"' {print}' | cut -f1 -d:`
elif [ ${group[$j]} == $natoms ]; then
finish=$((${#total[@]} + 1))
fi
#sumsq of contributions for jth atom
for (( k=$(($start - 1)) ; k<$(($finish - 1)) ; k++ ))
do
sum_atom=`echo "$sum_atom + ((${total[$k]}) * (${total[$k]}))" | bc -l`
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done
done
fi
#calculate the % contribution of this atom's AOs to the MO
percentage=`echo "$sum_atom/$sum_all" | bc -l | sed 's% .%0.%g'`
rounded=`echo "(($percentage*100)+0.5)/1" | bc` #rounds percentage to the nearest
whole number
printf "%s\t" "$rounded"
#if [ $rounded -ge $threshold ]; then
# if [ $multi_atom == 0 ]; then
#
printf "%s\t" "atom no ${atoms[$i]}:"
# else
# printf "%s\t" "atom group ${atoms[$i]}:"
# fi
# printf "%s\n" "$rounded"
#fi
sum_atom=0
done
printf "\n"
##end orbitals loop
done
printf "\n"
##end files loop
done

5.3.4.1

Analysis
The code first parses the provided arguments for inconsistencies. Once all criteria are

met, the first output file is processed, beginning with locating the desired orbital on line 314.
After locating the desired orbital, recall the format of the Gaussian output above. All of the data
are in a single column, if that column is fixed-width delimited. Unfortunately, the exact column
widths can change slightly when different basis sets are used. Therefore, rules for determining
the column widths dynamically are implemented beginning on line 325. After the appropriate
column widths are determined, the relevant column containing the data is determined, line 352.
Finally, the values of the AO contributions to that MO can be parsed. After extracting these
values to an array, line 371, the total sum of squares can be determined with a simple for loop,
line 383. For determining the individual contribution of atoms, the starting and ending array
elements for that atom’s AOs are needed, lines 400-404. Once these array elements are known,
the sum of squares loop is run again to get the individual contribution, line 414. If the total of a
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group of atoms is desired instead, the total list of atoms is first determined, lines 420-436, and a
slightly modified version of the previous code is run to determine the array elements for each
atom and accumulate the sum of squares for the AOs of each atom. The final result is printed as a
percentage rounded to the nearest whole number, lines 461-463.
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